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INTRODUCTION 
The use of computers as instructional aids in our educational 
institutions has become more common in recent years, to such an 
extent that "direct use of computers by teachers aoid students 
throughout the country is now am actuality" (99, p. 90). Since the 
area of mathematics is particularly well-suited to this mode of 
instruction, much of the early computer-assisted instruction (CAI) 
work was done in this field. On the primary level, computer pro­
grams that give the individual child practice with arithmetic 
problems appropriate for his own level have already been developed 
and tested with favorable results (50, 87, 95), and at higher 
educational levels computers have been used in many capacities to 
provide instruction in such diverse areas as foreign languages, 
mathematics and statistics, sciences, and social sciences (41). 
Furthermore, it seems likely that technological development will 
permit and encourage increased usage of computers as instructional 
aids in schools and colleges within the foreseeable future. 
The Problem 
Despite the expanded use of CAI and the probability of further 
expansion, there has been very little research in CAI that deals 
with the affective as well as the cognitive domain. This investiga­
tion, however, began with the idea that the quality of teaching 
ought to be judged not only on the amount of information the student 
has digested or on the skills he has gained, but on the student's 
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attitudes as well. That is, if a student is unhappy with his class­
room situation in mathematics, he may be discouraged from continuing 
his study in that field, or he may develop a dislike for mathematics 
or a feax of mathematics that causes him to avoid using the knowledge 
he has gained- When the students themselves are prospective primary 
teachers, their attitude toward mathematics assumes particular im­
portance, since these students may transmit a negative attitude to 
another generation of scholars. One researcher summed up the problem 
by saying that in mathematics, "the results of research have suggested 
that the teacher, perhaps even more than the parents, is an important 
determiner of student attitudes" (97, p. 40). 
Furthermore, the attitudes of prospective primary teachers 
toward CAI would also be of special interest, since these students 
may have the opportunity to use the computer within their own class­
rooms at some time in their career. Yet Bishop (9), who researched 
programs of teacher education institutions in Missouri and adjoin­
ing states, concludes that there is currently very little instruc­
tion in CAI for future teachers, and a search of college catalogs 
indicates that this conclusion is probably valid in other regions 
as well. Unfortunately, if little instruction is being provided in 
the use of CAI, it is unlikely that these teachers will be psycho­
logically and technologically prepared to integrate this media into 
their instructional strategies. Tobias (89) found among teachers a 
bias against terms describing newer forms of instructional media, 
causing him to advocate instruction in these media for teacher 
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trainees. It seems reasonable to this investigator that such biases 
against CAI might be removed through the actual use of the computer 
in a student's academic program. Ellison states that teachers need 
instruction in CAI through their methods courses, but he insists 
that "first, the teacher needs to gain part of his own education 
through the medium of the computer" (25, p. 1), and a report spon­
sored by the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development 
states the following warning (70, p. 12); 
Frequently in the past, innovations have been brought 
into education at the student level before teachers have 
had an opportunity to experience their effect at first hand. 
This does not seem to be a desirable approach in terms of the 
accomplishment of change in a smooth and efficient way. It 
would seem more appropriate to introduce computing activities 
into teacher training, aoid in-service training of teachers, 
as soon as possible in such a way as to encourage a multiplying 
effect throughout the education system and to make their 
utilisation with students more efficient and widespread. 
Purpose of the Study 
Assuming that gains in mathematics achievement, gains in 
attitude toward mathematics, and gains in attitude toward CAI are 
worthy goals, particularly for prospective primary teachers, it 
is reasonable to ask whether the use of CAI as a part of a stu­
dent's academic work will accomplish any or all of these goaJs. 
Thus the central objectives of this study are as follows; 
1. To develop six CAI units. Each unit is an automated pro­
grammed instruction lesson that covers a topic normailly included 
in math 190, a course designed primarily for elementary education 
majors, at Iowa State University- For the experimental group (the 
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CAI group), these six units will be used as a replacement for six 
traditional classroom lectures covering the same topics, 
2. To determine if the use of CAI as a part of an under­
graduate mathematics course can change the student's attitude 
toward CAI. 
3. To determine if the use of CAI as a part of an under­
graduate mathematics course can change the student's attitude 
toward mathematics. 
4. To compare gains of knowledge of mathematics made by CAI 
students with gains made by students in a conventional lecture 
situation (the control group). 
Secondary objectives of the study are the following: 
5. To investigate the possible relationship among the three 
components in the study (attitude toward CAI, attitude towaurd 
mathematics, knowledge of mathematics). 
6. To determine the amount of change in student attitude 
that occurs after each CAI lesson. 
The following null hypotheses were stated for investigation: 
1. There, is no significant change in the control group's 
attitude toward CAI as a result of taking math 190. 
2. There is no significant change in the CAI group's at­
titude toward CAI as a result of taJcing math 190. For both the 
control group and the CAI group, attitude toward CAI is measured 
by pre-test aind post-test administrations of a questionnaire 
developed by Brown in 1966 (68). 
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3. There is no significant difference in the control group's 
attitude toward CAI and the CAI group's attitude toward CAI (as 
measured by the post-test) when initial pre-test differences have 
been controlled. 
4. There is no significant change in the control group's at­
titude towaurd mathematics as a result of taking math 190. 
5. There is no significant change in the CAI group's attitude 
toward mathematics as a result of talking math 190. For both the 
control group and the CAI group, attitude toward mathematics is 
measured by pre-test and post-test administrations of a questionnaire 
developed by Aiken and Dreger in Aiken (1, p. 477). 
6. There is no significajit difference in the control group's 
attitude toward mathematics and the CAI group's attitude toward 
mathematics (as measured by the post-test) when initial pre-test 
differences have been controlled. 
7. There is no significant change in the control group's 
achievement in mathemiatics as a result of taking math 190. 
8. There is no significant change in the CAI group's achieve­
ment in mathematics as a result of taking math 190. For both the 
control group and the CAI group, achievement in mathematics is 
measured by pre-test and post-test administrations of a 24-item 
test constructed by the investigator. 
9. There is no significant difference in the control group's 
achievement in mathematics and the CAI group's achievement in 
mathematics (as measured by the post-test) when initial pre-test 
(S 
differences have been controlled. 
Additionally, the following steps were taken to fulfill the 
secondary objectives of the study: 
1. The correlation coefficient between each pair of component 
variables (pre-test attitude toward CA", pre-test attitude toward 
math, pre-test achievement in math, post-test attitude toward CAI, 
post-test attitude toward math, and post-test achievement in math) 
was calculated. 
2. A randomly-selected half of the CAI group took a 
seven-item questionnaire after completing each CAI lesson. The 
questionnaire, which was designed as a short measure of attitude 
towcird CAI, was administered to a subsample of the CAI group to 
avoid interference with the main questionnaire on attitudes towaord 
CAI. 
Sample for the Study 
The sample for the study was drawn from 243 students registered 
for math 190 (mathematical concepts) at Iowa State University during 
winter quarter of 1972. Although the enrollment did include some 
junior and senior undergraduates, most of the students were fresh­
men or sophomores, and almost all students were enrolled in the 
class to fulfill their mathematics group requirements. Thirty-two 
of the 243 students were majoring in elementary education; of the 
remaining students, most were majoring in fields such as child 
development, music, home economics, physical education, or agriculture. 
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The textbook for the course was Elementary Mathematics by Rex 
Hutton, published by International Textbook Company in 1971. For 
math 190, the course content consists of the first six chapters of 
this text supplemented by additional material which the individual 
instructor believes to be appropriate. The topics chosen for the 
CAI units are the following: the base twelve numeration system, 
including numerals with a radial point; the properties of subtrac­
tion and the commutative property of arbitrary operations; a defini­
tion of division and properties of division; the tests for divisi­
bility by 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9 and 10; the definition of prime 
numbers and a method for determining whether a number is prime; and 
the definition and three methods of finding the least common multiple 
of two natural numbers. 
Orgeinization of the Study 
The material included in this study was organized in the fol­
lowing six chapters: Introduction, Review of Literature, Methods 
and Procedures, Findings, Discussion, and Summary. The first 
chapter contains a statement of the problem, purposes of the study, 
sample for the study, and organization of the study. In chapter 
two the literature review includes an overview of CAI and a review 
of studies in the following categories: studies dealing with 
cognitive gains through tutorial CAI; with cognitive gains through 
problem-solving; with cognitive gains through evaluation; with 
attitudes toward CAI; and with attitude changes through the use of 
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CAI. The methods chapter, chapter three, deals with the develop­
ment of the CAI units and other materials for the study, the ex­
perimental procedure, and the statistical treatment of the data. 
Chapter four presents the findings of the data, and chapter five 
provides a discussion of these findings and recommendations that 
stem from the findings. A summary of the project and the investiga­
tor's conclusions from the research are stated in chapter six. 
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REVIÊW OF LITERATURE 
A review of the literature of computer-assisted instruction 
(CAI) is complicated somewhat by the fact that the term "CAI" is 
used to describe a variety of computer uses in the educational 
process. Hansen defines CAI as "a foirm of human machine inter­
action whose goêil is the efficient learning of the desired 
curriculum" (37, p. 3), and he lists five types of CAI with the 
following descriptions (37, p. 2): 
(1) drill and practice that provides a potential auto­
mation of the problem-solving routines or homework to be 
mastered by a student; (2) tutorial approaches that attempt 
to replace the teacher in as complete a manner as possible; 
(3) problem-solving tasks that use the computer both as a 
problem-structuring device and as a calculational tool for 
generating answers; (4) simulation problems that attempt to 
replace many of the empirical activities such as found in 
our science laboratory with symbolic representations provided 
by the logical and stochastic capabilities of computers; and 
(5) evaluation tasks via computer that result both in sequen­
tial testing and more sophisticated forms of data analysis. 
Another major resezircher, Zinn (98), omits the "evaluation" category 
in his list, but adds the categories "retrieval and reorganization 
of information" and "artistic design and composition." Others use 
a much mrre restricted definition of CAI, as does Harless et al. 
when they define CAI as "a form of programmed instruction where the 
computer simulates an individual tutorial and is programmed to pre­
sent information employing various pedagogical strategies" (38, p. 
86). This definition would include only category four, tutorial 
CAI, under Hansen's definition. 
Throughout this paper, the term "CAI" will be used in the sense 
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of Hansen's definition, so that the full range of student-computer 
interaction may be included. In the author's judgment, however, 
CAI research conducted with elementary school children and most CAI 
research in non-technical subjects falls beyond the scope of this 
paper, so research in these two categories is generally not included 
in this review. Research that is included may be classified as 
follows: studies concerned with cognitive gains through tutorial 
CAI; studies concerned with cognitive gains through problem-solving; 
a study concerned with cognitive gains through evaluation; studies 
in attitudes toward CAI; and studies concerned with the effects of 
CAI on attitudes toward mathematics. 
Cognitive Gains Through Tutorial CAI 
In studies employing tutorial CAÏ, as in countless other educa­
tional studies, the results have frequently shown no significant 
differences in achievement between the CAI group and the control 
group, although there is often "a considerable savings of time in 
favor of CAI" (35, p. 7). One such study is that of Longo (58) in 
which 278 students in basic electronics were given a week of CAI 
and a week of traditional instruction, while axi equal number of 
students were given two weeks of traditional instruction in the 
same subject. There were no significamt differences in achieve­
ment between the two groups, but the mean time spent by the CAI 
group during their week on the computer was 8.99 hours, compared 
to 11.25 hours of instruction for the control group. 
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There was also a time difference favoring CAI in a study by 
Wassertheil (94) in the field of statistics. In this research, 14 
of the 27 studenxs in an elementary statistics class spent sixty 
minutes a week in CA.I instead of attending the seventy-five-minute 
problem lab that the control group attended each week. Using the 
course final exam as the criterion, the CAI group performed better 
than the control, but not significantly better. It should be pointed 
out, however, that the students in the CAI group were all volunteers, 
and authorities such as Borg warn that "samples of volunteers can 
be assumed to be biased, and the results of studies employing 
volunteers must usually be discounted because of this bias" (12, 
p. 176). 
Other experiments in tutorial CAI that showed no significant 
differences between the CAI group and the control group axe those 
of Cole (16), Riedesel and Suydam (75), Brown and Oilman (14), and 
Roid (77). The study by Cole used CAI to improve basic math skills 
of students in a senior high math skills class. The students did 
show a significant gain in computational skills, but there was no 
significant difference between their scores and the scores of a 
traditionally-instructed control group. 
In a college level course, Riedesel and Suydam (75) used CA.I 
to teach mathematics to prospective primary teachers, and compared 
the achievement of this group with the achievement of a control 
group that attended classroom lectures. Again, the CAI group and 
the control group did not differ significantly in an achievement 
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test administered at the end of the term. In this study, time 
spent in instruction was roughly equivalent for both groups. 
Brown and Oilman (14) conducted a study with two CAI groups 
that differed in the kind of feedback they received, and a control 
group that studied, a programmed text. All groups studied the same 
topics in high school physics, but both CAI groups required more 
time to complete the instruction than did the textbook programmed 
instruction group. The three groups showed no significzmt differ­
ences in scores on either the immediate post-test or on a six-week 
retention test. 
Roid's study (77) also compared the achievement of a CAI group 
to the achievement of a group using printed programmed instruction, 
but in this case the subject studied was psychology and the treat­
ment consisted of three lessons of thirty-five frames each. The 
CAI group improved significantly between pre-test and post-test 
administrations of an exam on each of the three units, whereas the 
printed programmed instruction group showed significant improvement 
on only two of the three unit exams. When lesson pre-test scores 
were used as covariates, however, an analysis of covariance revealed 
no significant differences between the two groups. In this study, 
the programming was a frame-by-frame program with no branching to 
provide for individualization of instruction; hence one of the 
advantages of the computer, its ability to use a student's past 
performance in selecting later questions, was not utilized. 
A study conducted at the State University of New York, Buffalo, 
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(27) attempted to compare CAI, textbook programmed instruction, and 
laboratory sessions conducted by a graduate assistant as modes of 
supplementing a graduate course in educational statistics, but the 
lack of controls on this experiment make the results highly ques­
tionable. Twenty students were assigned to attend, the weekly 
laboratory sessions, but fifteen of these failed to attend even one 
of the sessions. The students in the CAI group differed substan­
tially on the number of lessons they completed, and several of the 
programmed text group failed to use the text at all. On the other 
hand, two people assigned to the lab sessions also used the pro­
grammed text, either in addition to attending the lab or as a re­
placement for attending the lab. When final course grade was used 
to measure achievement, there were no significant differences among 
the three groups. 
Studies using tutorial CAI that revealed significant differ­
ences in achievement between the CAI group and the control group 
include those of Culp and Lagowski (19), Ford and Slough (29), 
Ibrahim (44), Dick and Latta (20), and Roy (78). Culp and Lagowski 
(19) report three studies that used CAI as a supplement to courses 
in college chemistry. In the first study, students who used the 
CAI lessons scored significantly better than the control group, 
which received no supplementary treatment, on four out of five 
measures of achievement covering materials in the CAI lessons. 
These students did not score higher on course material that was not 
presented in the CAI lessons, however. In the second study re­
viewed by Culp, the control group again received no supplemental 
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treatment. In this case, the CAI group scored higher on four of 
the six achievement measures administered throughout the course. 
The third study also used a control group that received no supple­
mental instruction and a CAI group, but this time a third group of 
students was used, and these students attended sessions conducted 
by a graduate assistant in addition to their usual classwork. On 
four of six achievement measures, the CAI group performed signifi­
cantly better than either of the other two groups. 
Ford and Slough (29) used CAI to teach a segment of a basic 
electronics course to 51 students, while 200 students received 
traditional instruction in the same topics. On the standard Army 
electronics exam, the CAI group scored significantly better than 
the control group. 
In a study by Ibrahim (44), 80 calculus students were randomly 
divided into groups that would receive one of the following four 
treatments: 1) four hours of CAI lecture and two hours of problem-
solving by CAI, 2) four hours of lecture by CAI and two hours of 
problem-solving by a teacher, 3) four hours of lecture by a teacher 
and two hours of problem-solving by a teacher, and 4) four hours of 
lecture and two hours of problem-solving by a different teacher. 
On an achievement test administered shortly after the treatment, 
students who received CAI only (group 1) performed significantly 
better tham the other groups, but there were no significant dif­
ferences among the groups on a retained achievement test. 
The idea of significant figures was taught to one group of 
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eighth graders by CAI, and to another group of eighth graders by 
printed programmed instruction in a study by Dick and Latta (20). 
This experiment resulted in a significant difference in achievement 
favoring the printed programmed group, although the authors state 
that the difference was laxgely attributable to the very low per­
formance of several low ability students who used CAI. The experi­
ment utilized cathode ray terminals, which leave no printed record 
of the computer's statements or of the student's responses, and the 
authors suggest that low ability students may need printed memory 
aids to supplement this type of CAI. 
Another study in which CAI students were out-performed was 
conducted by Roy (78) using graduate students who were taking a 
course in Boolean algebra and logic design. On a retention test, 
the performance of students who had received traditional instruc­
tion in the subject was "markedly superior" to the performance of 
the ten students who took the course by CAI. The author cautions 
against generalizing this finding, however, because the study was 
plagued by problems with the computer programs and problems with 
the machine itself. The author indicated that circumstances had 
forced him to start the experiment before the system had been 
adequately tested. 
A final study in tutorial CAI is a study by Hall (35) that 
gave inservice training in mathematics to primary teachers. Be­
cause most of the teachers who participated in the program lived 
in comparatively remote areas, (the AppaJLachian region), it would 
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have been extremely difficult to recruit an adequate number of 
students for a traditional lecture class in mathematics; hence 
this experiment did not use a control group. For the 287 students 
who completed the course, the average amount of time spent working 
on the computer was 19 hours, not including testing periods. 
Achievement was measured by two forms of an eighty-item multiple 
choice test, amd students completing the course achieved a mean 
of 52.60% correct on the pre-test, and a mean of 72.54% correct on 
the post-test. 
Cognitive Gains Through Problem-solving 
A different approach to CAI in mathematics is the utilization 
of the computer's problem-solving ability in the instructional 
process. In this mode, the computer is looked at as a computer 
rather than as a sophisticated device for presenting programmed 
instruction, and the student is usually required to gain some 
facility in a computer language such as FORTRAN or BASIC in order 
to use the com.puter. The student then uses the computer to perform 
calculations that would be prohibitive by hand, but that help the 
student understand a function, a statistical distribution, an 
integral, or another mathematical concept. 
Examples of the problem-solving mode of CAI applied to topics 
in introductory calculus are experiments by Schmidt (80), Fielder 
(28), Holoien (43), aoid Bitter and Slaichert (10). In each of 
these studies, students were randomly divided into a CAI group and 
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a control group. Students in the CAI group programmed the computer 
to investigate assigned topics in calculus instead of working the 
control group's more traditional homework problems on those same 
topics. A typical set of topics, those included in the study by 
Schmidt, are limits, extrema, functional evaluation, and integration. 
Fielder (28) observed no significant differences in achievement 
between the CAI group axid the control group, and Schmidt (80) found 
that the meams on all five achievement tests were higher for the 
CAI group, although the meaxi was significantly higher on only one 
of the five tests. Bitter and Slaichert (10), who used a CAI 
class amd a control class at each of three colleges, reported a 
significcuit difference favoring the CAI group in differential 
calculus, but not on the integral calculus topics. Using two 
classes, each containing a CAI group and a control group, Holoien 
(43) found no significant difference in achievement between the CAI 
group amd the control group in one class, but in the second class, 
there was a significant difference favoring the CAI group. 
Bell (8) completed an experiment similar to the calculus 
studies described in the preceding paragraphs except that the 
control group in his experiment also learned computer programming. 
The difference was that the experimental group applied this pro­
gramming to solving calculus problems, whereas the control group 
did not. No significant differences were found in the student's 
mastery of the techniques of calculus, but there was a significant 
difference favoring the experimental group in questions testing the 
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understanding of concepts of calculus. 
Also using the problem-solving approach are Kiernen (51) and 
Hatfield (39), although each of these researchers worked with 
students below the college level. Kiernen's subjects were high 
school students in intermediate mathematics, aund his experiment 
was conducted on two classes with a CAI group and a control group 
in each class. Using the exams in each class as separate measures, 
the study included 20 criterion measures in all. Of these, there 
was one significant difference favoring the control group and two 
favoring the CAI group, but means on 17 of the 20 measures favored 
the CAI group. 
Hatfield (39) conducted his experiment in a seventh grade math 
class for two consecutive years. During the first year, there was 
a significaoit difference in one of the six measures, and that dif­
ference favored the control group. The computer programs were re­
vised before they were used again, however, and the second yeax 
resulted in two significant differences in the six areas, both 
favoring the CAI group. 
Cognitive Gains Through Evaluation 
A final experiment in CAI uses the evaLLuative approach. 
Rockhill (76) developed a CAI program to test college students 
enrolled in a pre-calculus course on topics judged necessary for 
success in calculus. The computer analyzed the student's diffi­
culties, and for each student the computer provided a listing of 
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instructional materials to correct the difficulties. Achievement 
tests revealed no significant difference between students who used 
the computer and students who did not use the computer. 
Attitudes Toward CAI 
In a 1971 paper on the status of computers in the educational 
process, Singh and Morgan summarized attitudinal research by saying 
simply that "there is little information available regarding student 
attitudes toward CAI" (84, p. 10). The reason for this scarcity of 
information may be that most students evaluating CAI have e3q>eri-
enced it only through one course, and for a short period of time. 
A student's evaluation would then be an evaluation of the specific 
instructional program he had experienced rather them an evaluation 
of CAI in general, so over-all conclusions about attitudes toward 
CAI may be difficult to obtain. Furthermore, a student's attitude 
toward CAI may well be colored by his attitude toward the subject 
he has studied through CAI. Brown and Oilman consider this pos­
sibility in the following statement (14, p. 41): 
It seems likely that student attitude is at least 
partially a function of the specific characteristics of 
the student-subject matter interface. If this is the 
case, various research findings may be to some extent 
system specific. 
On the other hand, there may be little information available 
on attitudes toward CAI simply because most researchers have chosen 
to investigate the value of CAI in improving student achievement, 
since student attitudes toward CAI will be of no importcince unless 
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CAI actually is effective in improving student achievement. In 
formulating a research project, therefore, most investigators 
choose student achievement as their foremost concern, while 
attitudes, if considered at all, are assessed by a very short 
questionnaire constructed by the investigator and administered as 
a post-test only. Examples of such research axe the studies by 
Gulp and Lagowski (19), Schmidt (80), Ibrahiim (44), and Wassert-
heil (94) that were treated in the previous section. 
A typical questionnaire, the one used by Schmidt (80) to 
evaluate his instruction, contained the following three items 
concerning attitude toward CAI (80, p. 12): 
Do you feel the computer information was an aid in 
problem solving? 
If you were given a choice, would you use this method 
to study calculus? 
Would you like to see this project extended to all the 
areas covered in calculus I? 
Another example, the questionnaire used by Gulp, asked the students 
to mairk "strongly agree," "agree," "neutral," "disagree," or 
"strongly disagree" in response to each of the following questions 
(19, p. 361): 
1. I enjoyed participating in the program. 
2. The time required was well-spent. 
3. I found that CAI was a definite aid to learning. 
4. I would recommend continued development of CAI in 
organic chemistry-
Each of the investigators, Culp, Laaowski. Schmidt, Ibrahim, and 
Wassertheil, stated that students' responses to CAI were favorable. 
Nevertheless, it seems clear that a questionnaire of this kind can 
be expected to provide only a very rough idea of student attitudes 
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toward CAI. 
A previously-described study conducted at the State University 
of New York (27) attempted to measure students' attitudes towaord 
CAI, programmed instruction, and statistical laboratories by a 
seven-item questionnaire administered at the end of the course. Al­
though CAI and programmed instruction seemed to evoke more favorable 
responses than the laboratories, the responses in all groups were 
extremely mixed. Because of the poor experimental controls, how­
ever, no solid conclusions can be drawn from this study. 
There are several studies that have attempted more extensive 
attitudinal assessments thain those described above. One such in­
vestigation is that by Brown and Gilman (14) in which high school 
physics students received instruction in physics by CAI under two 
different methods of feedback, or by printed programmed materials. 
For this study, the researchers developed a forty-item Likert 
style questionnaire that has since been used in experiments by 
other investigators. In this study, each of the CAI groups had a 
higher attitudinal score than the programmed text group, that took 
a form of the same questionnaire modified to measure attitude 
toward programmed instruction. The attitudes of the students 
toward CAI were not affected significantly by the method of feed­
back they had received. 
The questionnaire developed by Brown was used with slight 
modifications in the study by Hall (35) that provided inservice 
training in mathematics to elementary school teachers through CAI. 
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The mean score for all students completing the questionnaire was 
155.2, where a score of 126 is considered neutral and a higher 
score indicates a higher opinion of CAI. One point to be con­
sidered is the fact that the attitude survey was administered by 
the computer, and at one study center the students were required to 
follow a special set of instructions to sign on to the test. Of 
the 129 students who were given those instructions, 13 students 
failed to follow them and hence did not take the test. It seems 
likely to this investigator that students who are more "machine-
shy" thcin others would be less likely to follow new instructions 
for taking the survey, and these "machine-shy" people might reason­
ably be expected to have attitudes toward CAI that are different 
from the attitudes of other students. Hence the students who com­
pleted the survey may be a biased sample of the group as a whole. 
Roid (77), in a study in introductory psychology that was 
described earlier, used a semantic differential technique to measure 
attitude change. The test was administered on a pre-test, post-
test basis, and the only changes reported were "on the understand-
ability factor for the words 'computer' and 'computer programmer'" 
(77, p. 4). Both the CAI group amd the group using the programmed 
text evaluated their media positively, and there was no significant 
difference between the attitudes of the two groups. There was also 
an indication that in the CAI group, the attitude change varied 
with the student's performance. 
Longo (58), in his study of CAI in electronics training. 
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administered a twenty-two-item Likert questionnaire to the CAI 
students after their first week of CAI and again after a week of 
traditional instruction. On both administrations, the students 
displayed a favorable attitude toward CAI. They indicated a 
preference for CAI over traditional instruction on both adminis­
trations of the test, but their preference was by a smaller margin 
on the second administration. 
In an experiment dealing with college students in remedial 
math, Judd ai (48) separated students into five groups, aind each 
group was given CAI with a different amount of control over the 
topics studied and over the number of items within a topic. At­
titudes, measured by an eleven-item questionnaire, seemed to be 
slightly positive, but there were no consistent patterns for the 
different groups. Increased learner control did not lead to better 
student attitudes, nor did it affect achievement in mathematics. 
It should be mentioned that this experiment was troubled by a 
high experimentaJ. mortality smd by program "bugs." 
Investigators who were primarily interested in attitudinal 
changes as a result of CAI were Melnick et (65), Mathis et al. 
(62), and Sherman and Klare (83). In the study by Melnick et al. 
(65), students received three hours of lecture and two hours of CAI. 
Students were given a pre-test and a post-test measuring attitudes 
toward CAI, and the investigator states that "in 18 out of 20 
comparisons there was a change toward a more favorable view of 
computers, and 14 of these 18 differences were statistically 
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significant" (65, p. 1). In comparing this experiment to others in 
this section, one should remember that this questionnaire was an 
attempt to measure attitudes toward the computer rather than at­
titudes toward CAI. Furthermore, the lecture part of the course 
in addition to the CAI experience probably contributed to this 
change in attitude, because in the first lecture period the 
instructor "tries to convince students that computers ?,re a Good 
Thing, or at least relevant to their lives" (65, p. 2). 
Using 64 students from a general psychology class at Florida 
State University, Mathis ^  jd. (62) randomly assigned each student 
to one of two control groups or two experimental groups. One experi­
mental group and one control group were given a pre-test on atti­
tudes toward CAI, after which the two experimental groups received 
45 minutes of CAI covering either new or familiar material in 
psychology, and the control groups spent 45 minutes reading either 
new or familiar material in psychology. All students were then 
given a post-test on attitude toward CAI. Pre-testing attitudes, 
Mathis found, was of little importance in this study, and he sug­
gests that a control group for pre-testing attitudes is unnecessary. 
Exposure to CAI did chainge attitudes toward CAI in a positive 
direction, and students who studied familiar material by CAI dis­
played the greatest increase in positive attitude toward CAI. 
Sherman and Klare (83) tested the attitude toward CAI of adult 
basic education students with no exposure to CAI, and the attitude 
toward CAI of a compaarable group of students who had been given 15 
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minutes of CAI. The test was a fourteen-item questionnaire in 
which students were asked to agree or disagree with statements 
such as "it would be interesting to work by computer" (83, p. 6). 
Students who had worked on the computer had a significantly more 
positive attitude toward CAI than students who had no exposure to 
CAI. 
Effects of CAI on Attitudes Toward Math 
Attitudes toward mathematics, particularly those attitudes 
held by prospective primary teachers, have been an object of con­
cern of educators throughout the years (23, 97), as researchers 
have tried to improve attitudes toward mathematics through such 
innovations as mathematics laboratories (40), enrichment topics 
(15, 55, 92), programmed instruction (7), zmd novel approaches to 
familiar topics (26). Nevertheless, very few studies employing 
CAI in mathematics have considered the possible effect of CAI on 
attitudes toweurd mathematics. Cole (16), Holoien (43), Ibraliim 
(44), cind Hall (35), have completed such investigations, however. 
Cole (16), who used CAI to improve basic math skills of high 
school students, was able to report a significant gain in attitude 
toward math of students using CAI. Although he used a control 
group of traditionally instructed students in his experiment, he 
does not report whether or not their attitude toward math also 
chcinged as a result of their coursework. 
In his experiment in introductory calculus, Holoien (43) 
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ramdomly divided each of two classes into an experimental group 
that used computer programming in their study of calculus, and a 
control group that did not. In pre-test, post-test administrations 
of am attitude inventory, attitudes toward math were shown to be 
unaffected by the use of CAI. 
Ibrahim (44), in a study described previously, used four 
groups of calculus students with a varying amount of C^I aind 
traditional instruction. The group receiving four hours lecture 
by CAI and two hours problem-solving by CAI, and the two groups 
that did not use CAI all showed no significant changes in attitude 
toward mathematics. In the group receiving four hours CAI lecture 
and two hours of problem-solving by a teacher, however, the students' 
attitude toward math declined significantly. 
The study by Hall (35) that gave inservice training to primary 
teachers also employed am attitude toward mathematics questionnaire 
as a pre-test aind a post-test. In this experiment, the mean atti­
tude scores on the post-test showed a slight but non-significant 
increase over the pre-test scores. It may well be that at least 
in an aurea such as mathematics, "measurable chainges in attitude 
generally demand a longer time spam than the seven weeks of this 
project" (35, p. 26). 
In reviewing the attitudinal studies, one conclusion is that 
student reaction to CAI is generally positive, and that exposure 
to CAI is likely to improve student attitudes toward CAI. Al­
though severauL studies have attempted to measure the effects of 
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CAI on attitudes towaard mathematics, no clear patterns have been 
established in this field of reseaxch. 
In the area of mathematics achievement, several studies have 
shown significant differences favoring traditional instruction or 
printed programmed instruction over CAI, while a few more studies 
have shown significant differences favoring CAI over traditional 
instruction. Nevertheless, most studies have failed to demonstrate 
a significant difference in achievement between students receiving 
CAI aoid students receiving an alternate method of instruction. It 
would seem, then, that CAI is not certain to be more effective or 
less effective than other instructional methods in a specific 
educational situation; instead, the relative success of CAI is 
likely to be determined by such factors as the quality of the 
individual computer programs, the adaptability of the course content 
to the chosen CAI format, the dependability of the system's hardwaure, 
and the personal.ity characteristics of the individual leaimer. 
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METHODS AND PROCEDURES 
The main objectives of this study were to develop six CAI 
lessons and to evaluate the lessons' effectiveness in teaching 
mathematical content, in changing the student's attitude toward 
CAI, and in changing the student's attitude toward mathematics. 
Consequently, this chapter will first describe the development 
of the CAI lessons and the selection of appropriate instruments 
to evaluate these materials. The chapter concludes with a des­
cription of the experimental procedure and a description of the 
statistical treatment of the data. 
Development of the CAI Materials 
Because the author wanted to expose students to CAI regularly 
throughout the school quarter with a minimum disruption of the 
standard classroom routine, the first step in writing the lessons 
was to select six topics that each required approximately one 
class period for lecture presentation, and that occurred at reason­
able intervals from the second week of the quarter through the 
ninth week of the quarter. (Winter quarter at Iowa State is a 
school term consisting of ten weeks of instruction and one week of 
final examinations.) The range of topics was also narrowed some­
what by keyboard limitations, since the keyboard character set 
does not provide for an easy representation of such prospective 
topics as Venn diagrams or ancient numeration systems, for example. 
Additionally, an attempt was made to select topics that students in 
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previous quarters had found difficult, so that achievement gains 
that might occur are not likely to have resulted from simply read­
ing the textbook. An outline of the content selected for each of 
the six programs may be found in appendix A. 
All units in this study were written in CPS (Conversational 
Programming System), a time sharing system that the developers 
describe as "a means by which mamy people can use a la-ge computer 
simultaneously while each has the illusion that the computer is 
responding to him alone" (45, p. 1). To use this system, a student 
dials the number assigned to CPS on a telephone that is used in 
conjunction with the computer terminal. The terminal used in this 
study is an IBM 2741 terminal, a device that looks like an ordinary 
typewriter. The student who uses one of the CAT units in this ex­
periment first types a standard message on the terminal to identify 
himself, and then types instructions that cause the computer to 
load emd to execute the appropriate lesson. 
The lessons themselves are a series of statements and questions 
similar to the frames in a programmed instruction textbook. For 
each frame, the computer types a question or a series of statements 
followed by a question. After the student types his response to 
the question, the computer compares this response against a set of 
answers supplied by the programmer, and informs the student whether 
or not his response is correct. If the student is incorrect, the 
computer types the correct emswer with am explanation, aind in some 
frames it also types a message appropriate for the particular wrong 
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answer that the student has supplied. The student is then given a 
different question that may be of the same type or of a different 
type, depending on the student's past performance. A student who 
makes frequent errors, then, will be given more questions than a 
student who continually responds correctly. 
A frame taken from the first lesson, for example, informs the 
student that in the base twelve system the letter "t" will be used 
to represent ten, and the student is asked to guess which symbol 
would be used for the number that directly follows "t." A student 
who responds with the correct answer, "e," will receive the reply, 
"Yes, e will be used to represent eleven in the base twelve system." 
If the student responds with a letter other than "e," the computer 
will type the message, "Very interesting. That symbol could be 
used, but we usually use the letter e instead." The most common 
wrong answer, however, is the numeral "11," so a student who makes 
that response will be told, "No, 11 can't be used, since 11(twelve)= 
(lxl2)+(lxl)=13(ten). Instead, we will use the letter e." 
In writing the actual computer programs, the major step was to 
write a series of instructions that would accept a student's 
response, eliminate any blank spaces in the response, capitalize 
any lower case letters in the response, emd then match the response 
with a list of correct smswers and type axi appropriate message to 
the student, and branch to the next frame. Since this same set of 
instructions would be used in each frame, all that the author need 
do to write a new frame is to supply the following material: a 
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question; a set of answers that are to be counted as correct; a 
message to be typed in case the student's answer is not correct; 
and the number of the next frame the student is to work. In many 
frames, the author also supplies a list of anticipated wrong 
answers along with a message the computer is to type in response 
to each of those answers, and most frames also contain statements 
of information for the student and a counter to determine which 
question the student should receive next. A typical student 
would work approximately 17-20 frames in each of the CAI units. 
To correct possible mistakes in the lessons and to identify 
parts of the lessons in which wording was unclear or confusing, 
the investigator arranged to have each of the 80 elementary education 
majors in her section of math 190 use one of the CAI lessons during 
fall quarter, 1971. On the basis of this trial use, several mis-
taJkes were eliminated in various programs and one program was re­
written to shorten the time required for computer response in a 
segment of that program. Also, observation of these students 
provided a basis for writing the set of student instructions for 
using the computer. 
Evaluation Instruments 
The questionnaire measuring attitude toward CAI is a modified 
version of a questionnaire developed by Brown at Pennsylvania State 
University (68). Brown constructed his forty-item questionnaire 
largely on the basis of written comments of students and observations 
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of students who had used CAI as a part of their coursework, and he 
reports the reliability of the instrument as .885 (68, p. 101), 
The author of the present paper, however, judged 15 questions 
on the Brown instrument to be inappropriate for this investiga­
tion, whereas four questions that the author wanted to ask were 
not included in the original questionnaire. The form of the 
questionnaire used in this study, which is printed in Appendix C, 
contains 25 items from Brown's questionnaire and 4 items, numbers 
6, 7, 9, and 16, that were constructed by the investigator. Since 
many items on this questionnaire are appropriate only for students 
who have experienced CAI, this form was used as a post-test for 
the experimental group, ajid a second form of the questionnaire 
was constructed by making appropriate changes in the wording of 
this post-test form, usually changing only the verb tense. This 
new form, used as a pre-test for all students participating in 
the experiment aoid as a post-test for students in the control 
group, is printed in Appendix B. 
Each questionnaire lists five responses, "strongly disagree," 
"disagree," "uncertain," "agree," and "strongly agree," for each 
item, but eleven of the items are worded positively and eighteen 
of the items express a negative attitude toward CAI. Each item is 
scored on a fi/e-point basis with items expressing a positive at­
titude toward CAI scored as follows: 1 point for marking "strongly 
disagree"; 2 points for marking "disagree"; 3 points for marking 
"uncertain"; 4 points for marking "agree"; and 5 points for marking 
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"strongly agree." Scoring is reversed on items expressing a nega­
tive attitude toward CAI. In this way, a theoretically neutral 
attitude would be represented by a score of 87 (3x29), and the 
possible extreme scores are 29, expressing a negative attitude 
toward CAI, and 145, expressing a positive attitude toward CAI. 
To measure attitude toward mathematics, a scale developed by 
Aiken and Dreger in (1) was selected. On this test, the' authors 
claim a reliability coefficient of .94, and they also state that 
"a test of independence between the scores on the attitude scale 
ajid the scores on four items designed to measure attitudes toward 
academic subjects in general suggested that attitudes specific to 
mathematics were being measured" (3, p. 20). 
This test consists of 20 items, 10 of which are positively 
worded and 10 negatively worded- Like the items on the Brown 
questionnaire, these are Likert items with five responses from 
"strongly disagree" to "strongly agree." Again, scoring is done 
on a five point basis so that the most negative attitude score is 
20 (1x20), a neutral score is 60 (3x20), and the most positive 
attitude score is 100 (5x20). 
Since an objective of this study was to measure very specific 
achievement, achievement in the material presented by the CAI 
units, the investigator found it necessary to construct her own 
achievement test. To provide a wider range of questions thsm were 
likely to come from one individual aind to lessen the possibility 
of bias, however, sample tests and quizzes covering the topics 
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presented in the CAI units were obtained from Dr. Wilfred Barnes, 
Dr. Clarence Lindahl, Dr. James Peake, and Mrs. Phyllis Townswick, 
all of whom had previously taught math 190. Of the 24 items that 
comprise the achievement test, 16 are slightly modified items from 
previous tests of these instructors, and eight are items constructed 
by the investigator. There are four items worth one point each 
that deal with each of the six CAI units, so scores could vary from 
0 through 24. Although six items are multiple-choice questions, the 
remaining items are short-aoiswer or completion items. 
After a final set of 24 items was selected, the investigator 
constructed a second set of 24 items by changing the wording or 
the specific numbers or key words in each of the first set of 
items. At this point, then, there were 24 pairs of comparable 
items, so one item in each pair was randomly assigned to the pre­
test, form A of the achievement test, while the remaining item 
was assigned to the post-test, form B. The two forms of the test 
may be found in Appendix D and Appendix E respectively. 
To fulfill a secondary objective of the experiment, a short 
questionnaire was written by Dr. Rex Thomas, Assistant Professor 
of Computer Science at Iowa State. The questionnaire, which 
contained four items expressing dissatisfaction with the CAI 
experience and two items expressing a positive evaluation of the 
experience, was constructed as a means of assessing attitude 
changes that may take place after each administration of CAI. 
After their first lesson, sixteen of the thirty-two students in 
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the experimental group were randomly selected to complete this 
questionnaire, which reads as follows: 
1. The computer acted like a person talking to me. 
strongly disagree uncertain agree strongly 
disagree agree 
2. I was afraid I would damage the machine. 
strongly disagree uncertain agree strongly 
disagree agree 
3. I felt I understood the material presented in this lesson. 
strongly disagree uncertain agree strongly 
disagree agree 
4. The computer was slow in responding to my answers. 
strongly disagree uncertain agree strongly 
disagree agree 
5. The mechanics of using the computer are very complicated. 
strongly disagree uncertain agree strongly 
disagree agree 
6. I was frustrated by machine problems on this lesson. 
strongly disagree uncertain agree strongly 
disagree agree 
After each subsequent lesson, the same sixteen students were asked 
to complete a questionnaire containing the previous six items in 
addition to a seventh item, "this CAI lesson was more enjoyable 
than the previous one." The same five responses listed for the 
other items were also printed for this last question. 
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Experimental Procedure 
Two hundred forty-three students enrolled in math 190 in winter 
quarter, 1972, took the pre-tests in attitude toward CAI, attitude 
toward math, and achievement in math during the first class period 
of the quarter. By using a table of random numbers, a stratified 
raundom sample was drawn to form an experimental group and a control 
group. Each group consisted of 16 elementary education majors (15 
females and one male), and 16 students not majoring in elementary 
education (10 females and six males). Although the groups were 
thus balanced by sex, no comparisons between sexes were made be­
cause of the relatively small number of male subjects. Students 
not selected for either the experimental group or the control 
group were required to taJce the post-tests also, but their scores 
were not used in the evaluation. 
The basic reason for selecting a control group instead of 
using all remaining students as a control group is that such a 
procedure would involve the comparison of unlike groups. Since 
this study is primarily interested in prospective primary teachers, 
V  .  
it was necessary to use all of the 32 elementary education majors en­
rolled in the course as subjects in the study. Yet because math 190 
is a course that is more clearly relevant to the chosen career of 
these students thaoi to the careers of students with other majors, 
one would expect the reaction of elementary education majors to 
the course to be different from the reaction of students with other 
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majors. If the experimental group auad the control group had a 
different proportion of elementary education majors, then, it is 
possible that any significant differences would reflect the dif­
ferent composition of the groups rather than the experimental 
variable. Furthermore, limits on facilities and computer time 
necessitated a reasonably small experimental group, and the re­
sults of an analysis of covariance obtained by the regression 
technique may be biased when unequal sample sizes are used (52, 
p. 19). Hence it was desirable to use an experimental group and 
a control group of equal size or nearly equal size. 
Students in the experimental group were told that on six 
specified class days during the quarter they were not to attend 
class. Instead, they were required to use the CAI unit covering 
the same topic as that day's class lecture. Since the programs 
could be used at any time, students were not limited to a particular 
day or class hour in which they could work a specific program. To 
make certain that students were actually using the programs, they 
were required to turn in the IBM sheet from the typewriter terminal 
after each lesson, but they were given assurance that the quality 
of their performance on the computer would have no effect on their 
course grade. 
During the first CAI session, the investigator was present to 
distribute written instructions on using the computer, aoid to help 
students who were having difficulty following the instructions. 
After the first session, however, students used the computer without 
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the author's help. At the first session and throughout the course, 
the investigator made every attempt to avoid association or personal 
involvement with the computer programs. Students were told simply 
that these programs had been written for use in math 190, but they 
were not told that the programs had been written by their instructor. 
Treatment of Data 
In addition to developing the CAI units, the objectives of this 
study were to determine if the use of CAI as a part of an under­
graduate mathematics course could change the student's attitude 
towaird CAI or his attitude toward mathematics, and to compaore gains 
in mathematics achievement made by CAI students with gains made by 
traditionally-instructed students. To satisfy these objectives, 
the following null hypotheses were stated: 
1. There is no significant change in the control group's 
attitude toward CAI as a result of taking math 190. 
2. There is no significant change in the CAI group's attitude 
toward CAI as a result of taking math 190. 
3. There is no significant difference in the control group's 
attitude toward CAI and the CAI group's attitude toward CAI as 
measured by the post-test when original pre-test differences have 
been controlled. 
4. There is no significant change in the control group's 
attitude toward mathematics as a result of taking math 190. 
5. There is no significant change in the CAI group's attitude 
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toward mathematics as a result of taking math 190. 
6. There is no significant difference in the control group's 
attitude toward mathematics and the CAI group's attitude toward 
mathematics as measured by the post-test when initial pre-test dif­
ferences have been controlled. 
7. There is no significant change in the control group's 
achievement in mathematics as a result of taking math 190. 
8. There is no significant change in the CAI group's 
achievement in mathematics as a result of taking math 190. 
9. There is no significeint difference in the control group's 
achievement in mathematics and the CAI group's achievement in 
mathematics as measured by the post-test when original pre-test 
differences have been controlled. 
Hypotheses 1, 2, 4, 5, 7, and 8 each require a t-test using 
the statistic t = 
N 
For hypothesis 1, X^ = mean score on pre-test of attitude toward 
CAI of the control group 
X^ = meaji score on post-test of attitude toward 
CAI of the control group 
S = standard deviation of the control group's 
pre-test scores on attitude toward CAI 
= standard deviation of the control group's 
post-test scores on attitude toward CAI 
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r 2= correlation coefficient between the pre­
test and post-test scores on attitude 
toward CAI for the control group 
N = number of students in the control group 
Using hypothesis 2, X = mean score on pre-test attitude toward 
CAI of the CAI group 
X = mean score on post-test attitude toward 
CAI of the CAI group 
S = standard deviation of the CAI group's 
pre-test scores on attitude toward CAI 
= stcundard deviation of the CAI group's 
post-test scores on attitude toward CAI 
r = correlation coefficient between the pre­
test and post-test scores on attitude 
toward CAI for the CAI group 
N = number of students in the CAI group 
With hypothesis 4, X^ = mean score on pre-test of attitude toward 
mathematics of the control group 
X^ = mean score on post-test of attitude toward 
mathematics of the control group 
S = standard deviation of the control group's 
pre-test scores on attitude toward mathe­
matics 
= standard deviation of the control group's 
post-test scores on attitude toward 
mathematics 
r = correlation coefficient between the pre­
test and post-test scores on attitude 
toward mathematics for the control group 
N = number of students in the control group 
In hypothesis 5, X = mean score on pre-test of attitude toward 
mathematics of the CAI group 
X = mean score on post-test of attitude toward 
mathematics of the CAI group 
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= standard deviation of the CAI group's pre­
test scores on attitude toward mathematics 
S = standaxd deviation of the CAI group's post-
test scores on attitude toward mathematics 
r 2= correlation coefficient between the pre-test 
and post-test scores on attitude toward 
mathematics for the CAI group 
N = number of students in the CAI group 
Using hypothesis 7, X = meam score on pre-test of math achievement 
of the control group 
X = mean score on post-test of math achievement 
of the control group 
S = standard deviation of the control group's 
pre-test scores on achievement in math 
Sg = standard deviation of the control group's 
post-test scores on achievement in math 
r_2= correlation coefficient between the pre­
test and post-test scores on achievement 
in math for the control group 
N = number of students in the control group 
For hypothesis 8, X = mean score on pre-test of math achievement 
of the CAI group 
X = mean score on post-test of math achievement 
of the CAI group 
S = standard deviation of the CAI group's pre­
test scores on achievement in math 
Sg = standard deviation of the CAI group's post-
test scores on achievement in math 
r = correlation coefficient between the pre-test 
and post-test scores on achievement in math 
for the CAI group 
N = number of students in the CAI group 
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Hypotheses 3, 6, and 9 require am analysis of covariance pro­
cedure. Each case takes into account the student's major (elementeucy 
education or not elementary education) and treatment (CAI or control 
group), and each hypothesis uses the following model: 
Y. = U + T. + C. + TC. . + B(X. - X) + E. -, i = 1, 2 
xjk X J xj xjk xjk 
j = 1, 2 
k = 1, 2, 
• • • 5  64 
For each of these three hypotheses, = effect of the ith treatment 
Cj = effect of the jth major 
TC = effect of interaction 
between treatment and 
major 
B = regression coefficient of 
Y on X 
and E. = residual associated with 
the kth individual in 
treatment i and major j 
In hypothesis 3, the remaining variables in the model are identi­
fied as follows: 
Y. = post-test attitude toward CAI score of the kth 
individual in treatment i with major j 
U = grcind mean post-test score on attitude toward CAI 
X = grand mean pre-test score on attitude toward CAI 
X. ., = pre-test score on attitude toward CAI for the kth 
individual in treatment i with major j 
For hypothesis 6, Y. = post-test attitide toward math score of 
the T.th individual with treatment i, 
major j 
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U = graoid meaxi post-test score on attitude 
toward math 
X = grand mean pre-test score on attitude 
toward math 
X. = pre-test score on attitude toward math 
for the kth individual in treatment i and 
major j 
Using hypothesis 9, the remaining variables are as follows: 
Y. = post-test score on math achievement for the kth 
individual in treatment i with major j 
U = grand mean post-test score in math achievement 
X = gramd mean pre-test score in math achievement 
X. ., = pre-test score on mathematics achievement for the 
kth individual in treatment i with major j 
The secondary objectives of the study were to investigate the 
possible relationships among the three major variables in the study, 
and to measure any change in attitude that might occur after each 
CAI lesson. For each individual, there is a pre-test score on 
attitude toward CAI, on attitude toward math, and on achievement in 
math, and a post-test score on the same components. To complete 
the first objective, then, one would calculate the correlation 
coefficient between aJ.1 possible pairs of these six veuriables. 
To investigate the second problem, responses to a seven-item 
questionnaire administered after each CAI lesson must be analyzed. 
As a means of insuring that this questionnaire does not interfere 
with the longer questionnaire on attitude toward CAI, an analysis 
of covariance is done to test the following null hypothesis: 
there is no significant difference in the post-test scores 
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measuring attitude toward CAI of those CAI students who completed 
the short attitudinal forms and those CAI students who were not 
given the short attitudinal forms- If the null hypothesis is re­
jected, the data supplied by students who completed the short 
attitudinal questionnaires must be eliminated from the analysis 
of the main questionnaire on attitude toward CAI. Whether or not 
the null hypothesis is rejected, the mean response to each of the 
questions will be calculated for each CAI lesson, and the means 
will be graphed against the lesson numbers to determine what 
trends may be indicated. 
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FINDINGS 
This chapter contains the results of statistical tests that 
were performed on the data collected throughout the experiment. 
The results have been organized as follows: results of tests of 
the main hypotheses; analysis of the relationship between variables 
in the study; and analysis of student response to the short at-
titudinal questionnaires. 
Tests of the Main Hypotheses 
As previously stated, this study is primarily concerned with 
changes in attitude toward CAI, changes in attitude toward mathe­
matics, and changes in mathematics achievement that may result from 
the use of the CAI units as a part of a standard mathematics course. 
The first two major hypotheses, then, deal with attitude toward 
CAI, and may be stated in the null form as follows; 
1. There is no significant change in the control group's 
attitude toward CAI as a result of taking math 190. 
2. There is no significant change in the CAI group's attitude 
toward CAI as a result of taking math 190. 
For the first hypothesis, the calculated t value is 1.73, which 
is not significant at the .05 level. In testing the second null 
hypothesis, however, the calculated t value is 7.19, which is 
significant beyond the .01 level. Thus the first null hypothesis 
cannot be rejected at the .05 level, but the second null hypo­
thesis is rejected at both the .05 level aoid the .01 level. 
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The third hypothesis, also stated in the null form, is written 
as follows; 
3. There is no significant difference in the control group's 
attitude toward CAI and the CAI group's attitude toward CAI when 
initial pre-test differences have been controlled. 
To investigate this hypothesis, an analysis of covariance, 
shown in Table 1, was done using two classifications for treatment 
(CAI or traditional instruction), and two classifications for 
curriculum (elementary education or not elementary education), 
and using the post-test attitude toward CAI scores as the co-
variate. The amalysis reveals that differences between treatments 
are significant beyond the .01 level, so null hypothesis 3 is re­
jected at the .05 level and at the .01 level. The F values asso­
ciated with differences between curriculums and with interaction 
between treatment and curriculum, however, are not significant 
at the .05 level. 
Although both the experimental group auid the control group 
had 32 students at the start of the experiment, data on .four students 
in the experimental group and two students in the control group are 
not available for analysis. Of the four students missing from the 
experimental group, two students failed to complete the experiment 
because they dropped math 190 from their class schedules, one 
student failed to take the post-test, and one student failed to 
complete the last,five CAI lessons. The two students missing from 
the control group followed a similar pattern; one student dropped 
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Table 1. Analysis of covariance of attitudes toward CAI using 
pre-test attitude toward CAI scores as a covariate 
Source of variation d.f. s.: 5. M.S. F 
Treatment 1 3336, .52 3336 .52 27.89** 
Curriculum 1 1, .16 1, .16 .01 
Treatment x curriculum 1 26. .26 26. ,26 .22 
Residual 53 6340. .56 119. .63 
Total 56 9704. ,50 
**Significant at the .01 level 
the course, and one student failed to take the post-test. 
The second series of hypotheses, those dealing with attitudes 
towaird mathematics, may be stated in the null form as follows: 
4. There is no significant chainge in the control group's at­
titude towaord mathematics as a result of taking math 190. 
5. There is no significant change in the CAI group's attitude 
toward mathematics as a result of tadcing math 190. 
6. There is no significant difference in the control group's 
attitude toward mathematics and the CAI group's attitude toward 
mathematics when initial pre-test differences have been controlled. 
The calculated t statistic for the fourth hypothesis is 2.10, 
which is significant at the .05 level. For the fifth hypothesis. 
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the calculated t value of 1.72 approaches significcuice, but it 
fails to be significant at the .05 level. Hence the fourth null 
hypothesis is rejected at the .05 level; the fifth null hypothesis 
cannot be rejected at the .05 level. 
In hypothesis 6, treatments and curricula axe as described in 
hypothesis 3, but the criterion variable is the post-test score on 
the attitude toward mathematics questionnaire, and the covariate is 
the pre-test score on the attitude toward mathematics questionnaire. 
In an analysis of covariance, presented in Table 2, no significant 
differences are found between treatments. The effects of curriculum 
and of interaction between treatment and curriculum are also non­
significant. Null hypothesis 6 can therefore not be rejected at 
the .05 level. 
Table 2. Analysis of covariance of attitude toward mathematics 
using pre-test attitude toward mathematics scores as 
a covariate 
Source of variation d.f. S.S. M.S. F 
Treatment 1 4, .85 4. 85 .09 
Curriculum 1 .86 .86 .02 
Treatment x curriculum 1 144. 20 144. 20 2.55 
Residual 53 3001. ,40 56. 63 
Total 56 3151. 31 
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Hypotheses 7 and 8 were previously stated in the null form as 
follows : 
7. There is no significant change in the control group's 
achievement in mathematics as a result of taking math 190. 
8. There is no significant change in the CAI group's achieve­
ment in mathematics as a result of taking math 190. 
With hypothesis 7, the calculated t statistic is 7.38, which 
is significant beyond the .01 level. Similarly, the calculated t-
statistic for hypothesis 8 is 13.57, which is significant beyond 
the .01 level. Both null hypothesis 7 and null hypothesis 8 are 
thus rejected at the .05 level and at the .01 level. 
The last major hypothesis under investigation was previously 
stated as follows; 
9. There is no significant difference in the control group's 
achievement in mathematics and the CAI group's achievement in 
mathematics when initial pre-test differences have been controlled. 
Again, an analysis of covariance was done using the post-test 
math achievement scores as the criterion variable and the pre-test 
math achievement scores as the covariate. The anailysis, printed 
in Table 3, shows no significant differences between treatments, 
no significsmt differences between curricula, and no significant 
interaction between treatment and curriculum. Consequently, null 
hypothesis 9 cannot be rejected at the .05 level. 
The meains and standard deviations of each of the variables 
used in these hypotheses may be found in Table 4. 
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Table 3. Analysis of covariance of mathematics achievement using 
pre-test mathematics achievement scores as a covariate 
Source of variation d.f. S.S. M.S. F 
Treatment 1 22. 34 22. 34 1.24 
Curriculum 1 10. 89 10. 89 .61 
Treatment x curriculum 1 53, .98 53. ,98 3.00 
Residual 53 952. ,95 17. ,98 
Total 56 1040. 16 
Relationships among Variables 
The secondary objectives of the study were to investigate the 
possible relationships among the major variables emd to determine 
the amount of change in student attitude that occurs after each CAI 
lesson. 
In response to the question of relationships among the varia­
bles, the correlation coefficient for each possible pair of the six 
variables used in this study was calculated for students in the 
CAI group, and the correlation matrix is presented in Table 5. 
These correlation coefficients for students in the control group 
were also calculated, and are presented in Table 6. 
Table 4. Meems and standard deviations of the major variables in the study 
Variable CAI group 
mean 
CAI group 
stemdard 
deviation 
Control group 
meein 
Control group 
steindard 
deviation 
Pre-test CAI 
attitude 
Post-test CAI 
attitude 
Pre-test math 
attitude 
90.04 
107.68 
59.32 
11.86 
10.92 
19.76 
87.53 
91.03 
50.03 
13.18 
14.23 
20.90 
Post-test math 
attitude 
Pre-test math 
achievement 
61.75 
8.36 
17.82 
3.58 
53.47 
7.77 
19.01 
2.85 
Post-test math 
achievement 16.64 3.76 15.07 5.30 
Table 5. Correlation coefficients between listed variables for students in the CAI group 
Pre-test Post-test Pre-test Post-test Pre-test Post-test 
attitude attitude attitude attitude achievement achievement 
toward toward toward toward in math in math 
CAI CAI math math 
Pre-test atti­
tude toward CAI 
Post-test atti­
tude toward CAI 
Pre-test atti­
tude toward math 
Post-test atti­
tude toward math 
Pre-test achieve­
ment in math 
Post-test achieve­
ment in math 
.353 .050 
.148 
.039 
.044 
.926** 
.081 
-.095 
.574** 
.531** 
-.289 
-.289 
.515** 
.517** 
.614** 
* Significant at the .05 level 
** Significant at the .01 level 
Table 6. Correlation coefficients between listed variables for students in the control group 
Pre-test Post-test Pre-test Post-test Pre-test Post-test 
attitude attitude attitude attitude achievement achievement 
toward toward toward toward in math in math 
CAI CAI math math 
Pre-test atti­
tude toward CAI 
Post-test atti­
tude toward CAI 
Pre-test atti­
tude toward math 
Post-test atti­
tude toward math 
Pre-test achieve­
ment in math 
Post-test achieve­
ment ill math 
.675** -.149 
-.095 
-.077 
.029 
.904** 
.167 
.041 
.512** 
.600** 
-.028 
-.249 
.314 
.295 
.229 
* Significant at the .05 level 
** Significant at the .01 level 
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Response to the Short Attitudinal Forms 
Before considering the results of the short questionnaires on 
attitude toward CAI, it was necessary to determine whether or not 
the use of these questionnaires had a significant effect on a stu­
dent's post-test score on the major CAI questionnaire used in 
hypotheses 1-3. If such an effect were found, it would be neces­
sary to perform the analysis of post-test attitude toward CAI 
scores without the scores of students who had completed the short 
questionnaires. The hypothesis under investigation was stated in 
the null form as follows: there is no significant difference in 
the post-test scores measuring attitude towaxd CAI of those CAI 
students who completed the short attitudinal questionnaires and 
those CAI students who were not given the short attitudinal 
questionnaires. Of the 16 students who were asked to complete 
the questionnaires, two students dropped out of the course and 
two students failed to return a complete set of questionnaires, 
so the analysis was done on the 12 students who had completed all 
of the short attitudinal questionnaires and the 13 students who 
had completed no short attitudinal questionnaires. Table 7 pre­
sents the results of an analysis of covariaxice with post-test CAI 
scores as the criterion variable, and with two treatments (short 
attitudinal questionnaires or no short attitudinal questionnaires) 
and two curricula (elementary education and not elementary educa­
tion), using pre-test attitude toward CAI scores as the covariate. 
Since the F value associated with treatment differences is not 
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Table 7. Analysis of covairiance of post-test attitude toweurd CA.I 
scores of CAI students using pre-test attitude scores as 
a covariate 
Source of variation d.f . S.S, M.S. F 
Treatment 1 31. 65 31, .65 .31 
Curriculum 1 8. 33 8. 33 .08 
Treatment x curriculum 1 391. ,35 391. 35 3.89 
ResiduaJ. 20 2014. ,25 100. 71 
Total 23 2445. 58 
significant, the null hypothesis cannot be rejected at the .05 
level, so the scores of students who completed the short attitudinal 
questionnaire were included in testing hypotheses 2 and 3 of this 
study. 
The mean response to each question in the short attitudinal 
(questionnaires was calculated for each lesson, and the questions 
and means are printed in Figures 1-7. Figures 1-7 also contain 
graphs of the means against the lesson numbers. 
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lesson number 
Figure 1. Mean response ajfter each lesson to the following question: 
1. The computer acted like a person talking to me. 
2=disagree 3=uncertain 4=agree l=strongly 
disagree 
lesson 1 
mean=3.75 
5=strongly 
agree 
lesson 2 
mean=3.67 
lesson 3 
meaai=3.83 
lesson 4 
mean=3.83 
lesson 5 
mean=3.83 
lesson 6 
mean=3.83 
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5 
4 
3 
lesson number 
Figure 2. Mean response after each lesson to the following question: 
2. I was afraid I would damage the machine. 
l=strongly 2=disagree 3=uncertain 4=agree 5=strongly 
disagree agree 
lesson 1 lesson 2 lesson 3 lesson 4 lesson 5 lesson 6 
mean=2.25 mean=2.17 mean=2.33 mean=2.08 mean=2.33 mean=2.17 
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2 
lesson number 
Figure 3. Mean response after each lesson to the following question: 
3. I felt I understood the material presented in this lesson. 
l=strongly 2=disagree 3=uncertain 4=agree 5=strongly 
disagree agree 
lesson 1 lesson 2 lesson 3 lesson 4 lesson 5 lesson 6 
mean=3.50 iaean=3.83 mean=4.00 inean=4.08 inean=3.92 inean=3.41 
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Figure 4. Mean response after each lesson to the following question: 
4. The computer was slow in responding to my answers. 
l=strongly 
disagree 
lesson 1 
mean=2.17 
2=disagxee 3=uncertain 4=agree 5=strongly 
agree 
lesson 2 
mean=2.42 
lesson 3 
mean=2.25 
lesson 4 
mean=2.50 
lesson 5 
mean=2.50 
lesson 6 
mean=2.67 
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Figure 5. Mean response after each lesson to the following question; 
5. The mechanics of using the computer are very complicated 
l=strongly 2=disagree 3=uncertain 4=agree 5=strongly 
disagree agree 
lesson 1 lesson 2 lesson 3 lesson 4 lesson 5 lesson 6 
mean=2.00 mean=2.33 mean=2.17 mean=2.08 mean=2.17 mean=2.08 
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Figure 6. Mean response after each lesson to the following question: 
6. I was frustrated by machine problems on this lesson. 
l=strongly 2=disagree 3=uncertain 4=agree 5=strongly 
disagree agree 
lesson 1 lesson 2 lesson 3 lesson 4 lesson 5 lesson 6 
mean=2.08 mean=2.75 mean=2.08 mean=2.58 mean=2.67 mean=2.67 
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Figure 7. Mean response after each lesson to the following question: 
7. This CAI lesson was more enjoyable than the previous one. 
2=disagree 3=uncertain 4=agree l=strongly 
disagree 
lesson 2 
iaean=3.58 
lesson 3 
iaean=3.42 
lesson 4 
aeaji=3.50 
lesson 5 
inean=3.17 
5=strongly 
agree 
lesson 6 
mean=2.50 
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DISCUSSION 
The contention that a student's attitude towêird CAI can be 
changed through the use of CAI as a part of his coursework was 
strongly supported by this study. First, the hypothesis of no 
significant change in the CAI group's attitude toward CAI was re­
jected at the .01 level, but the hypothesis of no significant 
change in the control group's attitude toward CAI could not be 
rejected at the .05 level. Also rejected at the .01 level was the 
hypothesis of no significant difference between the post-test at­
titude toward CAI of the CAI group and the control group when 
original pre-test differences are controlled. In other words, the 
CAI group and the control group did have different attitudes toward 
CAI at the end of the experiment ; the CAI group's attitude toward 
CAI had changed significamtly in the positive direction, while the 
control group's attitude had not changed significantly. This out­
come is consistent with previous research in the subject (65, 62, 
83). 
In the area of attitude toward mathematics, however, conclu­
sions axe less clear. Attitudes toward mathematics improved in 
both the CAI group and the control group, but this change in the 
control group's attitude fell slightly above significance at the 
.05 level, and the cheinge in the CAI group's attitude fell below 
significance at the .05 level. Nevertheless, an analysis of co-
variance controlling on pre-test attitudes toward mathematics 
scores revealed that the attitudes toward mathematics of the two 
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groups were not significantly different. It would seem, then, that 
there is not enough evidence to say that CAI is less effective than 
traditional instruction in changing attitudes toward mathematics, 
but the hope that CAI would lead to a greater attitude gain was 
definitely not substantiated. 
This experiment also found no significeint difference in mathe­
matics achievement between students who had used CAI and students 
who received traditional instruction. Both groups made significant 
gains in math achievement between pre-test and post-test, and al­
though gains made by the CAI group were greater than those of the 
control group, the difference between post-test scores of the two 
groups was non-significant when original pre-test differences were 
controlled. In assessing achievement, however, it should be noted 
that a typical student would complete each CAI unit in less time 
than the standard 50 minute class period. To the nearest minute, 
the mean time spent on each of xhe six CAI lessons is as follows : 
42 minutes, 25 minutes, 17 minutes, 18 minutes, 26 minutes, and 
25 minutes. For students receiving traditional instruction, the 
material contained in lesson three and lesson four required approx­
imately 30 minutes of classroom lecture, but the material covered 
in each of the remaining lessons required 40 minutes of classroom 
lecture. Additionally, ten minutes of class time is allowed for 
questions, so the traditionally-instructed students spent 40 minutes 
on the topic of lesson three, 40 minutes on the topic of lesson 
four, and 50 minutes on the topic of each of the other four lessons. 
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Thus CAI may be credited with producing achievement gains comparable 
to those resulting from traditional instruction in less time than 
was required by traditional instruction. 
In reviewing the correlation coefficients between the major 
variables in this study, a reasonable conclusion is that attitude 
toward CAI is unrelated to either attitude toward mathematics or 
achievement in mathematics. For both the CAI group and the control 
group, the correlation coefficient between pre-test attitude toward 
CAI cLnd each of the four variables concerning mathematics, (pre­
test attitude toward mathematics, post-test attitude toward mathe­
matics, pre-test achievement in mathematics, and post-test achieve­
ment in mathematics), fails to reach significance at the .05 level. 
Similarly, there is no significant correlation between post-test 
attitude toward CAI and any of the four variables concerning mathe­
matics in either the CAI group or the control group. Brown and 
Oilman (14) summarize research in this area by stating that "cor­
relations between student attitude and performance measures tend 
to be positive but generally small, accounting for less than twenty 
per cent of the variance" (14, p. 41). In the present study, the 
correlation coefficient between post-test attitude toward CAI and 
post-test achievement in mathematics was actually negative for the 
CAI group, but quite small, (-.289), accounting for less than 9% of 
the variance. For a sample of 28 people, a correlation coefficient 
musc be greater them .374 or less than -.374 to be considered sig­
nificant. Similarly, with a group of 30 subjects a correlation 
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coefficient must be greater than .361 or less than -.361 to be 
considered significant. 
The fact that correlations between pre-test attitude toward 
math and post-test attitude toward math are extremely high in both 
the CAI group (r=.926) and the control group (r=.904) indicates 
that attitudes towaurd mathematics are firmly entrenched in both 
groups of students. On the other hand, the correlation between 
pre-test attitude toward CAI and post-test attitude toward CAI was 
much lower in both groups, although the correlation was highly 
significant in the control group (r=.675) but non-significant in 
the CAI group (r=.353). It seems reasonable that attitudes toward 
CAI are less firmly established than attitudes toward mathematics, 
and that consequently, attitudes toward CAI are more likely to 
change in the course of a school quarter. 
The correlation coefficient between pre-test attitudes toward 
mathematics and pre-test achievement in mathematics are very similar 
in the CAI group (r=.574) and in the control group (r=.512). Al­
though both coefficients are highly significsmt, they are still 
relatively small, since each coefficient accounts for less than 
one-third of the total variance. 
For several variables, the correlation coefficients are quite 
different for the CAI group and the control group. In particular, 
the following three correlation coefficients are higher in the CAI 
group than in the control group: pre-test achievement in mathematics 
and post-test achievement in mathematics (r=.614 for the CAI group. 
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r=.229 for the control group); post-test attitude toward mathe­
matics and post-test achievement in mathematics (r=.517 for the 
CAI group, r=.295 for the control group); and pre-test attitude 
toward mathematics and post-test achievement in mathematics (r= 
.515 for the CAI group, r=.314 for the control group). That is, 
pre-test attitude toward mathematics and pre-test achievement in 
mathematics were larger factors in the CAI group than in the control 
group in determining post-test attitude toward mathematics aind post-
test achievement in mathematics. The fact that the correlation 
between pre-test and post-test math attitudes and the correlation 
between post-test math attitude and post-test math achievement are 
lower in the control group may be a reflection of the difference in 
math attitude gains between the control group and the CAI group; 
math attitudes in the control group changed significantly, but the 
change in math attitudes in the CAI group did not reach significance 
at the .05 level. Then too, these differences in correlation 
coefficients could simply emphasize the point that students react 
to CAI differently than they react to traditional instruction, but 
the specific reasons behind these differences have not yet been 
determined. It is also possible, of course, that these differences 
in correlation coefficients are just chance sampling variations. 
From the short attitudinal questionnaires that were adminis­
tered after each of the six CAI lessons, one may draw the following 
conclusions: 
1- Students generally agreed that the computer acted like a 
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person talking to them, since the mean response to question one fell 
in the interval 3.67-3.83 for each of the lessons. (On this scale, 
3 represents "uncertain," and 4 represents "agree.") Response to 
this question was remarkably stable; no student changed his response 
to this question after lesson number three. 
2. Most students were not afraid that they would damage the 
machine, although the mean response to this question, question two, 
varied from lesson to lesson without a consistent pattern. The fact 
that students were more likely to mark "uncertain" in response to 
question two on the third lesson may have been a result of a change 
In procedure for using the machine, since this change in procedure 
went into effect just oefore most students attempted their third 
lesson. 
3. Most students felt that they understood the material pre­
sented in each lesson. More students, however, felt uncertain or 
felt that they did not understand the material on the first lesson 
and on the last lesson than on any of the four remaining lessons. 
One explanation for the uncertainty in the first lesson is that 
students who were apprehensive about their first experience with 
CAI were therefore unable to concentrate on the material as well 
as they did on subsequent lessons. On the last lesson, on the 
other hamd,the students' uncertainty could easily have resulted 
from the usual pressures that students encounter during the last 
week of scheduled classes in the school term, or it could be that 
students tend to become tired or bored with CAI after six lessons. 
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A final possibility is that the course material or the lessons them­
selves actually were more difficult to understand than the material 
in lessons 2 through 5. Repeating the experiment with the lessons 
in a different order would indicate the credibility of this last 
hypothesis. 
4. Students usually disagreed with the statement that the 
computer was slow in responding to their answers, but the means 
tended more toward the "uncertain" response on the last three 
lessons- It seems reasonable that students became less impressed 
with the speed of the computer's response after the first few 
lessons. 
5. Most people disagreed with the statement that "the mechanics 
of using the computer are very complicated." Nor surprisingly, the 
highest mean, (indicating a response closer to "uncertain"), oc­
curred after the second lesson, which was the first time students 
used the computer without assistance. 
6. Students were not usually frustrated by machine problems 
on the lessons. For lessons that came after the first lesson, 
about one-third of those answering the questionnaire indicated 
that they were uncertain, or that they had been frustrated by 
machine problems. 
7. Responses to the final question, "this CAI lesson was 
more enjoyable than the previous one," closely paralleled responses 
to question three, in which students indicated whether or not they 
understood the material presented in the CAI lesson. Until the 
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last lesson, the mean response to this question was always between 
"uncertain" and "agree," but on the last lesson the mean response 
fell between "uncertain" and "disagree." Again, the reason for this 
decrease in attitude after the last lesson may reflect the quality 
of the lesson or the fact that the lesson occurred near the end of 
the school quarter, or it may be that students tend to tire of CAI 
after six lessons. Of these three possibilities, the last two 
seem more reasonable, because the mean response to the question on 
lesson 5 is lower than the meain response on previous lessons. That 
is, student attitudes may tend to decrease after the fourth lesson 
because the novelty has worn off, or because the end of the quarter 
is approaching. 
The following recommendations are made for further study: 
1. Replicate the present study to determine the generality 
of the present results. 
2. Use the CAI units developed in this study as a supplement 
to lecture rather than as a replacement for lecture. This approach 
might be particularly useful with students who have previously been 
unsuccessful in studying mathematics, or students who have an in­
adequate background in mathematics. 
3. The CAI units might be used by pairs of students rather 
than by individual students. Measures of achievement and attitudi-
naJ. gains could be compared with gains made by students working 
individually on the terminals, or with students exposed to tradi-
tioneJ. instruction. 
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4. Duplicate the present study using a personality test in 
addition to the measures described in this study to determine if 
students who react positively to CAI can be distinguished on the 
basis of personality characteristics from those who react negatively 
to CAI. 
5. Duplicate the present study with the lessons in a dif­
ferent order to determine whether the pattern of student response 
to the short attitudinal questionnaire is comparably changed. This 
procedure would help to determine whether a student were reacting 
to the content emd format of a particular lesson, or whether he 
would have reacted similarly to almost any CAI lesson placed in 
that specific position within the sequence of lessons. 
6. Duplicate the study with an improved set of CAI lessons, 
or with an expanded set of CAI lessons. 
Recommendations for the classroom include the following: 
1. The use of CAI as a part of a student's academic program 
does appear to be an effective means of improving his attitude 
toward CAI. In situations in which such improvement is an objective, 
this "hands-on" approach should definitely be considered. 
2. Although students' attitudes toward mathematics did im­
prove somewhat, these attitudes were still not very good, since 
the mean post-test attitudinal score was 53.47 in the control group 
and 61.75 in the CAI group. (A score of 60.00 represents a theo­
retically neutral attitude, with higher scores reflecting a higher 
attitude toward mathematics.) Attempts should be made to find 
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ways of improving these student attitudes. 
3. Although the average gain in mathematics achievement was 
satisfactory, there are areas in which students still seem very 
weak, particularly in arithmetic that involves fractions. Students 
who cannot carry out basic arithmetic operations should be identi­
fied and helped through supplementary materials. 
4. Computer-assisted instruction does appear to be a viable 
instructional strategy. Instructors should consider using CAI 
when it is appropriate for their educational objectives. 
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SUMMARY 
The objectives of this study were to develop six computer-
assisted instruction lessons, and to evaluate the effectiveness 
of these lessons in teaching mathematics, in changing student 
attitudes towaord CAI, emd in changing student attitudes toweord 
mathematics. In addition, the relationships among the major 
variables in the study were investigated, and a short assessment 
of attitudes was made after each of the six CAI units. 
An experimental group said a control group, each consisting 
of 16 elementary education majors and 16 students not majoring in 
elementary education, were randomly selected from the 243 students 
enrolled in math 190 during winter quarter of 1972. Students in 
the control group received traditional instruction; students in 
the experimental group received the same instruction as the control 
group except that the experimental group was asked to miss class on 
six specified days. For each of these class periods, the experi­
mental students were exposed to a CAI unit covering the same topic 
as the classroom lecture that was missed. All students were given 
a pre-test and a post-test measuring attitude toward CAI, attitude 
toward mathematics, aund achievement in the mathematicad content of 
the CAI units. Furthermore, a randomly-selected half of the experi­
mental group was instructed to complete a short attitudinal ques­
tionnaire after each of the CAI units. The questionnaire measuring 
attitude toward CAI was a modified form of a questionnaire previously 
developed by Brown (68), and the questionnaire measuring attitude 
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toward mathematics was developed by Aiken and Dreger in ( 1 ), but 
the mathematics achievement measures and the short attitudinéil 
questionnaire were developed specifically for this investigation. 
The CAI units written for this study axe in the form of 
computerized programmed instruction lessons dealing with topics 
that are a part of the curriculum of math 190 at Iowa State Univer­
sity. These units were written in CPS (Conversational Programming 
System), a time-sharing system that allows each student to interact 
with the computer by meatns of a typewriter teirminal. The mean 
completion time for the first lesson was 42 minutes, but on sub­
sequent lessons the mean completion time varied from 17 minutes to 
26 minutes. 
The major hypotheses of the study and the results of testing 
these hypotheses may be stated as follows: 
Null hypothesis 1: There is no significant change in the 
control group's attitude toward CAI as a result of taking math 190. 
Since the calculated t statistic is a non-significant 1.73, this 
hypothesis cannot be rejected at the .05 level. 
Null hypothesis 2: There is no significant change in the CAI 
group's attitude toward CAI as a result of taking math 190. For 
this hypothesis, the cailculated t value is 7.19, which is signifi­
cant beyond the -01 level. 
Null hypothesis 3: There is no significant difference in the 
control group's attitude toward CAI and the CAI group's attitude 
toward CAI when initial pre-test differences have been controlled. 
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The F value for this test is a highly significant 27.89, so the 
third null hypothesis is rejected at both the .05 level emd the 
.01 level. 
Null hypothesis 4: There is no significant change in the 
control group's attitude toward mathematics as a result of taking 
math 190. Because the t statistic for this hypothesis, 2.10, falls 
slightly above significance level, this hypothesis is rejected at 
the .05 level. 
Null hypothesis 5: There is no significant change in the 
CAI group's attitude toward mathematics as a result of taking math 
190. The calculated t value in this case is a non-significant 1.72, 
so null hypothesis 5 cannot be rejected at the .05 level. 
Null hypothesis 6: There is no significant difference in the 
control group's attitude toward mathematics and the CAI group's at­
titude towaard mathematics when initial pre-test differences have 
been controlled. The F value for this hypothesis is a non­
significant .09, so this hypothesis cannot be rejected at the .05 
level. 
Null hypothesis 7: There is no significant change in the 
control group's achievement in mathematics as a result of taking 
math 190. Since the t statistic for this hypothesis is a highly 
significant 7.38, null hypothesis 7 is rejected at the .05 level 
and at the .01 level. 
Null hypothesis 8: There is no significant change in the 
CAI group's achievement in mathematics as a result of taûking math 
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190. For this hypothesis, the calculated t statistic is 13.57, so 
this hypothesis is rejected at both the .05 level and at the .01 
level. 
Null hypothesis 9: There is no significant difference in the 
control group's achievement in mathematics and the CAI group's 
achievement in mathematics when initial pre-test differences have 
been controlled. In this case the appropriate F value is a non­
significant 1.24, so this null hypothesis cannot be rejected at the 
.05 level. 
To fulfill the secondary objectives of the study, correlation 
coefficients between all possible pairs of the six variables used 
in this study were calculated, and may be found in Tables 5 and 6, 
pages 52 and 53 of this paper. Also, the mean response to each 
question in the short attitudinal questionnaire was calculated for 
each CAI unit, and these results arc printed in Figures 1-7, pp. 56-
62 of this paper. An analysis of covaxiance procedure controlling 
on pre-test attitude toward CAI scores reveaded no significant 
differences in post-test CAI attitudinal scores between students 
who completed these short attitudinal forms and students who were 
not given the forms. 
The following conclusions may be drawn from this study: 
1. Students' attitudes toward CAI did improve significantly 
as a result of using the CAI units. 
2. Among students who did not use the CAI units, attitudes 
toward CAI remained relatively stable throughout the quarter. 
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There was no significant change in these students' attitudes toward 
CAI, and the correlation between pre-test CAI attitude and post-
test CAI attitude was a highly significant .675 for these students. 
3. In this study, CAI was not more effective than traditional 
instruction in improving a student's attitude toweird mathematics. 
Attitudes toward mathematics improved in both the CAI group and the 
control group, but this change reached significance level only in 
the control group. However, the analysis of covariance procedure 
controlling on pre-test scores of attitude toward math revealed no 
significant differences between the two groups in post-test scores 
of attitude toward math. 
4. Computer-assisted instruction and traditional instruction 
were both effective in producing achievement gains in students. 
Students in both the CAI group and the control group improved 
significantly in achievement, and there was no significant differ­
ence between the achievement scores of the two groups. The CAI 
students, however, spent less time in their instruction than did 
the traditionally instructed students. 
5. Attitude toward CAI was unrelated to either attitude 
towaxd mathematics or achievement in mathematics, since the cor­
relation coefficients between each vauriable concerning CAI at­
titude and each variable concerning mathematics attitude fell 
below significance level. On the other hand, there was a high 
degree of relationship between pre-test attitude toward mathe­
matics and post-test attitude toward mathematics in the CAI group 
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(r=.926) and in the control group (r=.904). There was a positive 
but moderate correlation between pre-test math achievement and pre­
test math attitude in both the CAI group (r=.574) and the control 
group (r=.512), and between post-test mathematics achievement and 
post-test mathematics attitude in the CAI group (r=.515). The cor­
relation coefficient between post-test math attitude and post-test 
math achievement was lower in the control group (r=.314). Another 
discrepancy between groups is the correlation coefficient between 
pre-test achievement in mathematics and post-test achievement in 
mathematics, since the correlation was .614 in the CAI group, but 
only .229 in the control group. 
6. Completing the short attitudinal questionnaires did not 
significcintly affect the students' response to the major question­
naire measuring attitude toward CAI. 
7. Responses to the short attitudinal questionnaires revealed 
that students generally agreed that the computer acted like a 
person talking to them, that they understood the material presented 
in the CAI lessons, and that they enjoyed the current lesson more 
than the previous lesson. Their responses also indicated that they 
were not afraid they would damage the machine, that the computer 
was not slow in responding to their answers, that the mechanics of 
using the computer are not very complicated, and that they had not 
been frustrated by machine problems in working the lessons. 
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APPENDIX A: CAI LESSON TOPICS 
I. CAI unit 1 
A. Converting base 12 numerals to base 10 numerals 
B. Counting in a base 12 numeration system 
C. Converting base 10 numerals to base 12 numerals 
D. Working with numerals of the form 23.4(twelve) 
E. Review of multiplying and adding fractions 
II. CAI unit 2 
A. The concept of arbitrary operations 
B. Commutative property of arbitrary operations 
C. Properties of subtraction 
III. CAI unit 3 
A. Properties of division 
B. Formal definition of division 
C. Quotients involving a zero 
IV. CAI unit 4 
A. Definition of "divisible" 
B. Tests for divisibility by 2, 5, 4, 3, 9, 6, aind 10 
C. Generality of the divisibility tests 
V. CAI unit 5 
A. Definition of "prime" 
B. Review of square roots 
C. Method of determining whether a number is prime 
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CAI unit 6 
A. Definition of "least common multiple" 
B. Three methods of finding the least common multiple 
C. Using the least common multiple in adding fractions 
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APPENDIX B: PRE-TEST QUESTIONNAIRE 
MEASURING ATTITUDE TOWARD CAI 
93-94 
Read each statement cOid decide which response most correctly des­
cribes your attitude toward the statement. Then mark the number 
corresponding to this response on the answer sheet only. (Please 
do not mark this questionnaire.) 
1. While taking computer-assisted instruction I would feel chal­
lenged to do my best work. 
l=strongly disagree 2=disagree 3=uncertain 
4=agree 5=strongly agree 
2. While taking computer-assisted instruction I would be concerned 
that I might not be understanding the material. 
l=strongly disagree 2=disagree 3=uncertain 
4=agree 5=strongly agree 
3. While taking computer-assisted instruction I would feel isolated 
and alone-
l=strongly disagree 2=disagree 3=uncertain 
4=agree 5=strongly agree 
4. I would feel uncertain as to my performance in the programmed 
instruction relative to the performance of others. 
l=strongly disagree 2=disagree 3=uncertain 
4=agree 5=strongly agree 
5. While taking computer-assisted instruction I would find myself 
just trying to get through the material rather than trying to learn. 
l=strongly disagree 2=disagree 3=uncertain 
4=agree 5=strongly agree 
6. Computer-assisted instruction should not be used in any form 
in the elementary school-
l=strongly disagree 2=disagree 3=uncertain 
4=agree 5-strongly agree 
7. Computer-assisted instruction could be used effectively in 
many college classes. 
l=strongly disagree 2=disagree 3=uncertain 
4=agree 5=strongly agree 
8. In a situation where I am trying to lesurn something, it is 
important to me to know where I stand relative to others. 
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l=strongly disagree 2=disagree 3=uncertain 
4=agree 5=strongly agree 
9. Computer-assisted instruction would make this course more in­
teresting. 
l=strongly disagree 2=disagree 3=uncertain 
4=agree 5=strongly agree 
10. While taking computer-assisted instruction I would be more 
involved in running the machine than in understanding the material. 
l=strongly disagree 2=disagree 3=uncertain 
4=agree 5=strongly agree 
11. I feel I could work at my own pace with computer-assisted in­
struction. 
l=strongly disagree 2=disagree 3=uncertain 
4=agree 5=strongly agree 
12. Computer-assisted instruction makes the learning too mechanical. 
l=strongly disagree 2=disagree 3=uncertain 
4=agree 5=strongly agree 
13. I would feel as if I had a private tutor while on computer-
assisted instruction. 
l=strongly disagree 2=disagree 3=uncertain 
4=agree 5=strongly agree 
14. While taking computer-assisted instruction I would be aware 
of efforts to suit the material specifically to me. 
l=strongly disagree 2=disagree 3=uncertain 
4=agree 5=strongly agree 
15. While taking computer-assisted instruction I would find it 
difficult to concentrate on the course material because of the 
hardwaire. 
l=strongly disagree 2=disagree 3=uncertain 
4=agree 5=strongly agree 
16. Computer-assisted instruction would be too confusing for 
grade school children. 
l=strongly disagree 2=disagree 3=uncertain 
4=agree 5=strongly agree 
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17. Computer-assisted instruction is an inefficient use of the 
student's time. 
l=strongly disagree 2=disagree 3=uncertain 
4=agree 5=strongly agree 
18. While on computer-assisted instruction I would encounter 
mechanical malfunctions. 
l=all the time 2=most of the time 3=some of the time 
4=seldom 5=never 
19. Computer-assisted instruction would make it possible for me 
to leam more quickly than traditional instruction. 
l=strongly disagree 2=disagree 3=uncertain 
4=agree 5=strongly agree 
20. I would feel frustrated by the computer-assisted instruction 
situation. 
l=strongly disagree 2=disagree 3=uncertain 
4=agree 5=strongly agree 
21. The computer-assisted instruction approach is inflexible. 
l=strongly disagree 2=disagree 3=uncertain 
4=agree 5=strongly agree 
22. Even otherwise interesting materiad. would be boring when 
presented by computer-assisted instruction. 
l=strongly disagree 2=disagree 3=uncertain 
4=agree 5=strongly agree 
23. In view of the efforc I put into it, I would be satisfied 
with what I had learned while using computer-assisted instruction. 
l=strongly disagree 2=disagree 3=uncertain 
4=agree 5=strongly agree 
24. In view of the amount I would learn, I would say computer-
assisted instruction is superior to traditional instruction. 
l=strongly disagree 2=disagree 3=uncertain 
4=agree 5=strongly agree 
25. With a course such as the one I am taking, I would prefer 
computer-assisted instruction to traditional instruction. 
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l=strongly disagree 2=disagree 3=uncertain 
4=agree 5=strongly agree 
26. I am not in favor of computer-assisted instruction because it 
is just another step toward depersonalized instruction. 
l=strongly disagree 2=disagree 3=uncertain 
4=agree 5=strongly agree 
27. Computer-assisted instruction is too fast. 
l=strongly disagree 2=disagree 3=uncertain 
4=agree 5=strongly agree 
28. Typing experience is necessary in order to perform satis­
factorily on computer-assisted instruction. 
1=strongly disagree 2=disagree 3=uncertain 
4=agree 5=strongly agree 
29. Computer-assisted instruction is boring. 
l=strongly disagree 2=disagree 3=uncertain 
4=agree 5=strongly agree 
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APPENDIX C: POST-TEST QUESTIONNAIRE 
MEASURING ATTITUDE TOWARD CAI 
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Read each statement and decide which response most correctly des­
cribes your attitude toward the statement. Then mark the number 
corresponding to this response on the answer sheet only. (Please 
do not mark this questionnaire. ) 
1. While taking computer-assisted instruction I felt challenged 
to do my best work. 
l=strongly disagree 2=disagree 3=uncertain 
4=agree 5=strongly agree 
2. While taking computer-assisted instruction I was concerned 
that I might not be understanding the material. 
l=strongly disagree 2=disagree 3=uncertain 
4=agree 5=strongly agree 
3. While taking computer-assisted instruction I felt isolated 
cind alone. 
l=strongly disagree 2=disagree 3=uncertain 
4=agree 5=strongly agree 
4. I felt uncertain as to my performance in the programmed in­
struction relative to the performance of others. 
l=strongly disagree 2=disagree 3=uncertain 
4=agree 5=strongly agree 
5. While taking computer-assisted instruction I found myself just 
trying to get through the material rather than trying to leazn. 
l=strongly disagree 2=disagree 3=uncertain 
4=agree 5=strongly agree 
6. Computer-assisted instruction should not be used in any form 
in the elementary school. 
l=strongly disagree 2=disagree 3=uncertain 
4=agree 5=5trongly agree 
7. Computer-assisted instruction could be used effectively in 
many college classes. 
l=strongly disagree 2=disagree 3=uncertain 
4=agree 5=strongly agree 
8. In a situation where I ajp trying to leam something, it is 
important to me to know where I stand relative to others. 
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l=strongly disagree 2=disagree 3=uncertain 
4=agree 5=strongly agree 
9. Computer-assisted instruction made this course more interesting. 
l=strongly disagree 2=disagree 3=uncertain 
4=agree 5=strongly agree 
10. While taking computer-assisted instruction I was more involved 
in running the machine than in understanding the material. 
l=strongly disagree 2=disagree 3=uncertain 
4=agree 5=strongly agree 
11. I felt I could work at my own pace with computer-assisted 
instruction. 
l=strongly disagree 2=disagree 3=uncertain 
4=agree 5=strongly agree 
12. Computer-assisted instruction makes the learning too mechanical. 
l=strongly disagree 2=disagree 3=uncertain 
4=agree 5=strongly agree 
13. I felt as if I had a private tutor while on computer-assisted 
instruction. 
l=strongly disagree 2= disagree 3=uncertain 
4=agree 5=strongly agree 
14. While taking computer-assisted instruction I was aware of 
efforts to suit the material specifically to me. 
l=strongly disagree 2=disagree 3=uncertain 
4=agree 5=strongly agree 
15. While taking computer-assisted instruction I found it difficult 
to concentrate on the course material because of the hardware. 
l=strongly disagree 2= disagree 3=ixncertain 
4=agree 5=strongly agree 
16. Computer-assisted instruction would be too confusing for 
grade school children. 
l=strongly disagree 2= disagree 3=uncertain 
4=agree 5=strongly agree 
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17. Computer-assisted instruction is an inefficient use of the 
student's time. 
l=strongly disagree 2=disagree 3=uncertain 
4=agree 5=strongly agree 
18. While on computer-assisted instruction I encountered mechanical 
malfunctions. 
l=all the time 2=most of the time 3=some of the time 
4=seldom 5=never 
19. Computer-assisted instruction made it possible for me to leaorn 
more quickly than traditional instruction. 
l=strongly disagree 2=disagree 3=uncertain 
4=agree 5=strongly agree 
20. I felt frustrated by the computer-assisted instruction situa­
tion. 
l=strongly disagree 2=disagree 3=uncertain 
4=agree 5=strongly agree 
21. The computer-assisted instruction approach is inflexible. 
l=strongly disagree 2=disagree 3=uncertain 
4=agree 5=strongly agree 
22. Even otherwise interesting material would be boring when 
presented by computer-assisted instruction. 
l=strongly disagree 2=disagree 3=uncertain 
4=agree 5=strongly agree 
23. In view of the effort I put into it, I was satisfied with 
what I learned while using computer-assisted instruction. 
l=strongly disagree 2=disagree 3=uncertain 
4=agree 5=strongly agree 
24. In view of the amount I learned, I would say computer-assisted 
instruction is superior to traditional instruction. 
l=strongly disagree 2=disagree 3=uncertain 
4=agree 5=strongly agree 
25. With a course such as the one I am taking, I would prefer 
computer-assisted instruction to traditional instruction. 
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1=strongly disagree 2=disagree 3=iincertain 
4=agree 5=strongly agree 
26. I am not in favor of computer-assisted instruction because it 
it just another step toward depersonalized instruction. 
Isstrongly disagree 2=disagree 3=uncertain 
4=agree 5=strongly agree 
27. Computer-assisted instruction is too fast. 
l=strongly disagree 2=disagree 3=uncertain 
4=agree 5=strongly agree 
28. Typing experience is necessary in order to perform easily on 
computer-assisted instruction. 
l=strongly disagree 2=disagree 3=uncertain 
4=agree 5=strongly agree 
29. Computer-assisted instruction is boring. 
l=strongly disagree 2=disagree 3=uncertain 
4=agree 5=strongly agree 
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APPENDIX D: PRE-TEST MATHEMATICS ACHIEVEMENT MEASURE 
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Answer the following questions on this paper. 
1. Using the digits 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, t, e to write 
numerad-s in the base 12 number system, what is the base 12 numeral 
immediately following after 59^^? 
2. Write the base 10 numeral for 2t7^^. 
3. Write 21.34. as a base 10 numeral. 
o 
4. Write 268^^ as a base 12 numeral. 
5. Consider the operation * on the set of natural numbers where 
a*b = (a + b) - 2. 
a) Find the numeric value of 8*3. 
b) Explain why the operation * is (or is not) commutative 
on the set of natural numbers. 
6. State the commutative property of addition. 
7. State a rule that can be used to tell whether a number is 
divisible by 5 without actually dividing the number by 5. 
8- State a rule that can be used to tell whether a number is 
divisible by 4 without actually dividing the number by 4. 
9. Consider the following statement: a number is divisible by 
n*m if and only if it is divisible by n and by m. If this state­
ment is true for all whole numbers n and m, then write "true;" other­
wise, find a pair of whole numbers (a value for n and a value for m) 
for which the statement is false. 
10. Which pair of whole numbers does ^ 78 lie between? 
11. If 143 is prime, write "prime;" if not, name a number that 
divides 143 (other than 1 and 143). 
12. The largest prime number that is less than or equal to y 200 
is . 
13. Use the set of all multiples of 8 and the set of all multiples 
of 12 to find the least common multiple of 8 and 12. Show your work. 
14. If n*m = 400 and the greatest common divisor of n and m is 2, 
what is the least common multiple of n and m? 
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15. Find the least common multiple of 18 aoid 24. 
16. To see if 101 is a prime number, it would be necessary to try 
to divide 101 by exactly four numbers. Name those four numbers-
17. Add 1/18 + 5/24. 
For each of the following questions, circle the letter correspond­
ing to the correct response. 
18. The statement 18 - 0 = 0 - 18 
a) is false. 
b) is true because of the zero property of subtraction. 
c) is true because of the commutative property of subtraction. 
d) is true because of the associative property of subtraction, 
19. The statement (6 + 15) -j'S = (6-^3) + (15-^3) 
a) is false. 
b) is true because of the commutative property of division. 
c) is true because of the associative property of division. 
d) is true because of the right distributive property of 
division over addition. 
20. The statement 1 ~ (3 + 5) = (1 — 3) + (l-f-5) 
a) is false. 
b) is true because of the commutative property of division. 
c) is true because of the associative property of division. 
d) is true because of the right distributive property of 
division over addition. 
21. The statement (12 — 4) —1 = 12-~(4-j-l) 
a) is true because of the commutative property of division. 
b) is true because of the associative property of division. 
c) is true because of the distributive property of division. 
d) is true, but not for any of the above reasons. 
22. The expression O -7O 
a) is equal to 1, because a number divided by itself is 
always 1. 
b) is meaningless. 
c) is equal to O, since 0 divided by emything is always 0. 
d) is equeul to infinity. 
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23. To see that 864123 is divisible by 3 without actually dividing, 
one could notice that 
a) the number in the one's position is divisible by 3. 
b) the number named by the last three digits (123) is divisible 
by 3 
c) the sum of the digits is divisible by 3. 
d) none of the above. 
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Math 190 Review Quiz 
Circle the letter corresponding to the correct response: 
1. The statement 1 ~ (4 + 5) = (1-^4) + (1 -^5) 
a) is false. 
b) is true because of the commutative property of division. 
c) is true because of the associative property of division. 
d) is true because of the right distributive property of 
division over addition. 
2. The statement (16 —4) — 1 = 16-7- (4-f-1) 
a) is true because of the commutative property of division. 
b) is true because of the associative property of division. 
c) is true because of the right distributive property of 
division over addition. 
d) is true, but not for any of the above reasons. 
3. The expression 0 -7-O 
a) is equal to 1. 
b) is undefined. 
c) is equal to 0. 
d) is equal to infinity. 
4. The statement (6 + 15) -^3 = (6-f-3) + (15-j-3) 
a) is false. 
b) is true because of the commutative property of division. 
c) is true because of the associative property of division. 
d) is true because of the right distributive property of 
division over addition. 
5. The statement 1-0=0-1 
a) is false. 
b) is true because of the zero property of subtraction. 
c) is true because of the commutative property of subtraction. 
d) is true because of the associative property of subtraction. 
6. To see that 864123 is divisible by 3 without actually dividing, 
one could notice that 
a) the number in the one's position is divisible by 3. 
b) the number named by the last three digits is divisible by 3. 
c) the sum of the digits is divisible by 3. 
d) none of the above. 
7. Write 23.32, as a base 10 numeral. 4 
8. Consider the operation * on the set of natural numbers where 
a*b = 5a+b 
a) Find the numeric value of 8*3 
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b) Explain why the operation * is (or is not) commutative on 
the set of whole numbers. 
9. State the commutative property of multiplication. 
10. Use the number 679 to explain why the divisibility test for 2 
works as it does. 
11. State a rule that cam be used to tell whether a number is 
divisible by 6 without actually dividing the number by 6. 
12. Consider the following statement: a number is divisible by 
n*m if and only if it is divisible by n said by m. If this state­
ment is true for all natural numbers n amd m, then write "true;" 
otherwise, find a pair of natural numbers (a value for n and a 
value for m) for which the statement is false. 
13. Name the pair of consecutive whole numbers that 87 lies 
between. 
14. If 247 is prime, write "prime." If not, name a number that 
divides 247 ( other thain 1 and 247 ). 
15. The largest prime number that is less than or equal to ^180 
is 
16. Using the digits 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, t, e to write 
numerals in the base 12 numeration system, what is the base 12 
numeral immediately following 5t9^^? 
17. Write the base 10 numeral for e8^^. 
18. Write 136as a base 12 numeral. 
19. Use the set of all multiples of 10 and the set of all 
multiples of 12 to find the least common multiple of 10 and 12. 
Show your work (on the answer sheet). 
20. If n-m = 1200 and the greatest common divisor of n and m is 4 
what is the least common multiple of n and m? 
21. Find the least common multiple of 24 and 36. 
22. Add 1/24 + 5/36. 
23. To see if 157 is a prime number, it would be necessary to try 
to divide 157 by exactly five numbers. Name those 5 numbers. 
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APPENDIX F: PROGRAM LISTING 
Routines Common to All Units 
Each of the CAI units consists of a main program and two or 
three segments called "procedures." Within each procedure are the 
following two sets of commands: a set of declaration and initial­
ization statements, and a group of statements that process the 
student's response. Because the declaration and initialization 
statements, (statements 58-69), and the processing statements, 
(statements 70-98.1), are identical in each procedure, these 
statements are printed separately on the following page, and are 
omitted from the remaining program listings. 
St. DECLARE now LABEL , yts LABEL , no LABEL , dno LABEL , rtait LABEL , where LABEL ; 
59. DECLARE fine LABEL , nblk LABEL , news CHAR(SO) VAR; 
60. flne"ok; 
61. nblk"1prt; 
62. now-ahora; 
6). yes'ya; 
EH. dno'dnet n; 
6S. no'neln; 
16. nrt»0; 
67. where*here; 
68, 1 r«l; 
69. lw»0; 
70. •hora: PUT LISTCReply;'); 
71. READ IHTO(repty) ; 
71.1 e-reply; 
It. rap1y*upcase(reply); 
7Î. IF lndex(reply,' ')"0 THEN GO TO nblk; 
74. Ien*length(rep1y); 
75. IF len<-2 THEN GO TO nblk; 
76. news-substr(rep1y«1/1); 
77. cha : 00 M-2 TO len; 
78. IF substr(repiy,H, 1)>.' ' THEN GO TO fine; 
79. news'newsj|substr(reply,H,1); 
10. ok ! END cha; 
11. reply»news; 
12. Iprt: DO K-1 TO Ir; 
8). IF 1ndexCreply,an#(K))>Q THEN GO TO yei; 
tk. END Iprt; 
85. Iwze! IF lw«0 THEN GO TO no; 
86 Ipno: DO K-1 TO Iw; 
87. KK-K; 
88 IF 1ndex(reply,wans(K)))0 THEN GO TO dno; 
89. END Ipno; 
90. GO TO no; 
91. ya ! PUT LIST(cor); 
92. nrt«nrt*l; 
95. GO TO where; 
9*. nein: PUT LIST(unrc); 
IS. GO TO where; 
06. dneln: PUT LIST(dlag(KK)); 
97. here: lw"0; 
98. 1 r-1; 
98.1 GO TO next; 
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CAI UNIT 1 
1. DECLARE TWl ENTRY EXT; 
1.1 CALL TWl; 
2. DECLARE TW2 ENTRY EXT; 
2.1 PUT LISTC Part 2: In case of rai function, xeq 2 thru...'); 
2.2 PUT LISTC'WhIch base twelve numeral would follow eT'); 
2,5 CAIL TW2; 
Ï. DECLARE TWÎ ENTRY EXT; 
3.1 PUT LISTC Part 3: In case of malfunction, xeq 3 thru...'); 
3.2 PUT LIST( 'To solve 236(ten)" (twelve), we could procee»* as follows:'); 
3.3 PUT LIST('236/lk»«l, remainder 92; 92/12-7, remainder 8; 8/1-8, remainder 0.'); 
3,It PUT I IST( 'Thus 236( ten )«178 (twelve). T^e 1,7, and 8 were the quotients 'n each of the steps ahove.'); 
5.5 PUT IIST('Convert 508(ten) to a base twelve numeral,'); 
3.6 CALL TWÎ; 
It. FND ; 
~ 55. TWl: PROCEnURE ; 
56. OECLAPr ans(2) CHAR(30) VAP.,wans(5) CHAP.(20) VAR, cor CMAR(25li) VAR,dIa*(5) CHAR(25*) VAR, unrc CHAP(25I|) VAR; 
57. DECLARE a CtMR(lOO) VAR, h CHAR(IOO) VAR, c CHAR(IOC) VAR, d Ct'AR(5n) VAP, e CHAR(50) VAR, reply CMAR(50) V«P; 
(9.1 PUT LIST('In a base n nupber system, the positions reoresented are l,n,nxn,nxnxn,nxnxnxn, and so on.'); 
£9.15 PUT LISTC'In a base 12 nunhcr system, therefore, the positions represented are 1, 12, 12x12, ______ and so 
on.' ) ; 
69.2 PUT LISTC(Type the nunber that belongs In the blank--you may use the letter x to denote multiplication.)'); 
69.25 ans(l)-'12X12X12X12'; 
69.3 ons(2>-'TWELVEXTWELVEXT\IELVEXTWElVE'; 
69.35 wans(l)-'12X12X12'; 
69.It wans<2)"'12CUBEO'; 
69.lt5 wans(3)-'T\;ELVECLBED'; 
69.5 wans(li)-'TWElVEXTWElVEXTKELVE' ; 
69.52 wans(5)"'172e'; 
69.55 cor"'Ho, 12x12x12 Is the correct answer.'; 
69.6 dla(î( 1 )"'Yts, 12x12x12 Is correct.'; 
69.65 dlar,(2)-dlaf.(l); 
69.7 dlar(5)-dIaK(n; 
69.75 dlag(k)-dInK(l); 
69.77 dla*(5)-dlag(l); 
69.8 unrc-cor; 
69.85 lr-2; 
69.9 lw"5; 
69.93 next"k2; 
69.95 GO TO now; 
100. k2: nrt»0; 
101. PUT LI5T('To change a base 10 numeral to a base 12 numeral. Just multiply t^e place value of each position'); 
102. PUT I IST('(1, 12, HU, 1728,...) by the nuneral In that position; then add each of the products. For example'^ 
105. PUT I.IST('ln the numeral 2t>3(twelve), the place values-reading from left to right- are IHk, 12, and 1. Thus'); 
low. PUT L I ST ( ' 205 ( twe 1 ve )•( 2xliiH )« (0x12 )* ( 3x1 >>2e8>0t 3>291 ( ten), What Is the base 10 representation of 37( twel ve ) 9 
• } 
105. ans(1)•'US'; 
105.1 wansd)"'»'; 
105.2 d-'Please record only the final form of the answer 
105.5 dlag(l)-d||' li5(ten)'; 
105.k lw«l; 
106. cor-' F Ine. 57 ( twe 1 ve>-<i5( ten). ' ; 
107. unrc-'Not quite. 57( twel ve)-(5xl2)*(7xl)-56+7-lt5( ten).'; 
108. next-k5; 
109. GO TO now; 
110. k3: 
111. 
lU.l 
111.2 
112. 
113. 
( ten) '; 
114. 
115. 
116. k4; 
117. 
118. 
119. 
119.1 
119.2 
120. 
121. 
122. 
123. 
124. k5: 
125. 
126. 
127. 
127.1 
127.2 
128. 
129. 
en) ' ; 
130. 
131. k6: 
132. 
133. 
134. 
135. 
136. 
137. 
138. 
139. 
140. 
141. 
142. 
143. 
144. 
145. 
146. k7: 
147. 
the' ); 
141. 
the' ); 
149. 
must'); 
150. 
represent'); 
151. 
fol lows 1 I ' ) ;  
152. 
153. 
PUT LISTCNow chanxe I1S(twelve) to a base 10 numeral.'); 
ans ( D" 
dlai;(i)'d| I ' iiH9(ten)'; 
lw"l; 
cor-'RIght/ J15(twelve>"iiK9( ten). '; 
unrc'No, In 315(twelve) the positions represented are 1*4, 12, and 1, so 31S(twelV*)")xlli%*liil2*%xl-*)2*1Z+S"%%# 
next'kk; 
GO TO now; 
next>k6; 
IF nrt-2 THEN GO TO next; 
PUT LIST('Convert lH7(twelve) to a bate 10 nun«ral.'); 
ans(1)*'199'; 
dlag(l).d||' 19!)(ten)'; 
lw"l; 
cor»'Good, 1*7(twelve)"199(ten) ' ; 
unrc"'No, 1%7( twelve)"1x1411 **xl2*7xl« 14%*4**7-199( ten). '; 
next'kS; 
GO TO now; 
next"k6; 
IF nrf2 THEN 00 TO next; 
POT LISTClry one more: convert 270(twelve) to a base 10 numeral.'); 
ans ( D" • Ï72 ' ; 
dla*(l)-d||' J72(ten)'; 
lw-1; 
cor-'Flne, 2 70< twelve)*372 ( tan) 
unrc-'Hot exactly: In 270(twelve) the positions represented are 144,12,and 1, so 270(twelve)«2x144*7x12*0x1»372(t 
H 
00 TO now; H 
PUT LIST('CountInK In the base twelve system Is a little strange, but It Is easier If you think'); 
PUT LIST('about a base 12 abacus. On a base ten abacus, we replace ten beads on any wire with a single'); 
PUT LISTCbead on the wire to the left of the original wire; this means that there are never any more'); 
PUT IIST('than nine beads on any wire, so the base ten system needs numerals to represent the whole'); 
PUT 11ST('numbers from 0 through 9. What Is the largest number of beads that can be on any wire of a'); 
PUT LISTCbase 12 abacus?'); 
ans(l)*'ll'; 
ans(2).'ELEVEN'; 
1 r"2; 
cor«'Yes, the answer Is eleven.'; 
a*'No. On a base 12 abacus, 12 beads on a wire are replaced by 1 bead on the next wire,'; 
b»' so there can bo no more than 11 beads on any wire.'; 
unreal |b; 
next"k7; 
CD TO now; 
PUT LIST('Thus a base twelve system needs numerals to represent the whole numbers from 0 through eleven. The'); 
PUT LISTCbase 12 numerals are the same as base 10 numerals from 0 through 9. Think about having 9 beads on 
PUT LIST('one''s wire of an abacus, and then adding a single bead to the one''s wire. Me now have ten beads on 
PUT LIST('one"s wire, so we need a numeral to represent this arrangement. (We can''t use 10, since 10( twelve) 
PUT LIST('mean 1x12 * 0x1 •12(ten).) Although almost any symbol could be used, we will use the letter t to 
PUT LISTCten Just because that symbol Is easy to «remember. Thus counting In the base twelva system goes as 
PUT LIST('l,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,t...'); 
PUT LIST('If you had to guess, which symbol do you think would be used for the number that follows t?'); 
153.5 ans(l)-'E'; 
155.6 wan»(l)-'ll'; 
15%. Iwl; 
155. cor*'Yes, e will be used to represent eleven In the base twelve system.'; 
156. dlag(l)"'No, 11 can''t be used, since IK twelve)"lull*1%1"15(ten). Instead, we will use the letter e.'; 
157. unrc"'Very Interesting.'; 
151. next«kl; 
159. nrt«0; 
160. GO TO now; 
161. kl; next*k9; 
162. IF nrt-1 THEN 00 TO next; 
163. IF lnd«x(reply, 'H')>0 THEN GO TO next; 
16*. unrc'Actual 1y,- though, we will use the letter e as the symbol for eleven In the base 11 system. '; 
165. cor>rep1y||' could be used, but we will use the letter e Instead.'; 
166. IF lenKth(reply)-l THEN PUT LIST(cor); ELSE PUT LIST(unrc); 
167. k9: EdO ; 
" 55. TW2: PROCEDURE ; 
56. DECLARE ans(2) CHAR(30) VAR,wans(S) CHAR(20) VAR, cor CHAR(254) VAR,dlag(5) CHAR(25%) VAR, unrc CHAR(254) VAR; 
57. DECLARE a CHAR(IOO) VAR, b CHAR(100) VAR, c CHAR(IOO) VAR, d CHAR(50) VAR, e CHAR(50) VAR, reply CHAR(JO) VAR; 
" 69.1 ans(l)-'10'; 
69.2 wans(l)-'TEH'; 
69.) Iwl; 
69.% cor""Rlght.'; 
69.5 unrc"'No, the answer should be 10(twelve); 
69.6 dlaK(l)«'No, "ten" means 10(ten); you want 10(twelve), which Is rend "one-zero".'; H 
69.7 next"klO; M 
200, klO; next"kll; 
201. IF nrf 1 THEN GO TO next; 
Z02, PUT LISTCThInk of havlnx eleven beads on the one' 's wire of an abacus and then adding one more bead to'); 
203, PUT LIST('the one''s wire. That makes twelve beads, so we replace all twelve by a single bead on the next'); 
20%. PUT LIST(*wlre. Thus we have one bead on the twelve''s wire, and nothing on the one''s wire. But the numeral'); 
205. PUT LIST('that represents this arragnement must be one-zero—that Is, 10(twelve).'); 
206. kill PUT LIST('Thus our counting proceeds as follows!*); 
207. PUT LISTC 1, 2, 3, I,, 5, 6, 7, », 9, t, e'); 
201. PUT LISTCIO, 11,12,13, 14,15,16,17,19,19,...'); 
209. PUT LIST('Which numeral will suceed 19(twelve)?'); 
210. ans(l)-'lT'; 
211. a"'After this come the numerals le,20,21,22,...'; 
212. çor-'Cood, lt(twelve) follows 19(twelve). 'lia; 
213. unrc*'Not exactly: the answer Is It(twelve).'; 
21%. next*kl2; 
215. GO TO now; 
216. kl2: next"kl3; 
217. IF lndex(reply,'1T')>0 THEN GO TO next; 
211. PUT LISTCYou see 19(twelve) means 1-twclve * 9-otM"t. If you add one to that number, the raiult will'}; 
219. PUT LISTCbe 1-twelve * ten-one' 's. Since f ten, this number Is represented by It(twelve).'); 
220. PUT LIST(a); 
221. kl3: next*kl6; 
222. IF nrt>l THEN 00 TO next; 
223. PUT LISTCAfter 22(twe1ve) come 23,2%,25,26,27,2#, 19,21,and .'); 
22%. ans(l)-'2E'; 
225. a-'2e Is followed by 30, 31, 32, 33, 3%,35, 36,37, 31,39,)t,3a,and %0.'; 
226. cor"'Flne, 2e(twelve) Is correct, 'lia; 
227. unrc*'The answer Is 2e(twelve).'; 
kU: 
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2)0. 
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232., 
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278.5 
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klS: 
kl6: 
kl7: 
klS: 
kl9! 
.(twalva). '); 
next'klH; 
GO TO now; 
next"kl*A; 
IF indexCreply,'ZE')>0 THEN GO TO next; 
PUT IIST('2t(twelve) meant 2-twelvet • ten-onet; If you add 1 to thi» mett, you will get 2-twelvei «eleven 
PUT LIST('which Is represented at 2e(twelve).'); 
PUT LIST(a); 
next"kl6; 
IF nrt>l THEN GO TO next; 
PUT LISTCif we continue counting In this way, wo will reach *9, *t, *e, . 
an»(l)-'$0'; 
cor»'Very good, 50(twelve) comet after *e(twelve).'; 
next"kl5; 
GO TO now; 
next«kl6; 
IF nrt>l THEN GO TO next; 
PUT llST('Since e*eleven, *«(twelve) means (*xl2) • (11x1). If we add 1 to this number, we then have'); 
PUT LIST('(*xl2) • (12x1) • 5x12 "5-twelves • 0 one''s. But this Is represented as 50(twelve).'); 
PUT LIST('Which numeral comes after 3te(twelve)?'); 
ans(l)-'3E0'; 
cor-'Flne, 3eO(twelve) Is correct.'; 
unrc"'No, the answer Is 3eO.'; 
next*kl7; 
GO TO now; 
next"kl8; 
IF lndex(reply,'3E0')>0 THEN GO TO next; 
PUT LIST('3te means )xlk* • 10x12 • 11x1. If we add 1 more, this makes 3x1** • 10x12 • 12x1, which'); 
PUT LISTCIS the same as 3x1** • 11x12 • 0xl*3e0( twelve ).'); 
PUT LIST('Try one more : which numeral comes after 3ee(twelve)?'); 
ans(l)*'*00'; 
a*'*00(twelve) Is correct.'; 
cor»'Good, 'I la; 
unrc'Wrongl 'lia; 
next-kl9; 
GO TO now; 
next*k20; 
IF lndex(reply,'*00'}>0 THEN GO TO next; 
PUT LIST('3ee means 3x1** • 11x12 • 11x1. Adding 1 to this number, we get 3ill** • 11x12 • 12x1, which'); 
PUT IIST('11 equal to 3x1** • 12x12, which Is really *xl**. Thus the answer Is *00(twelve ).' ) ; ' 
PUT 11 ST('To change a bate ten numeral to a base twelve numeral, follow the general rule for converting'); 
PUT LISTCa base 10 numeral to a base n numeral; divide the base ten numeral by the highest power of 12 that'); 
PUT LISTCIs lett than or equal to the bate ten numeral ; then divide the remainder by the next lower power of); 
PUT 11 ST('12; continue thit process for each lower power of 12, Including the number 1. The only thing 
PUT LIST('about this conversion Is that a quotient of 10 or 11 (should you get one) must be changed to t or e.'); 
PUT LIST('Incidental1y, do you know why 1 can be considered a power of 1Z7 (Answer yes or no.)'); 
ans(l>"'YES'; 
cor"'Flne, then you can answer the following question: '; 
a»'1 can be considered a power of 12 because twelve with an exponent zero Is equal to 1.'; 
unrca; 
next*k21; 
GO TO now; 
next»k22; 
IF lndcx(reptv,'NO')>0 THEM GO TO next; 
PUT LIST('Twelve with an exponent Is equal to 1.'); 
ans(l)"'0'; 
o\ 
280. ans<2)-'ZER0'; 
281. 1 r"2; 
282. cor"'Yes, 'lia; 
28}. unre»'No, 'lia; 
284. 00 TO now; 
28S. k22: END ; 
~ 55. TW3: PROCEDURE ; 
56. DECLARE ans(2) CHAR(30) VAR,wans(5) CHAR(20) VAR, cor CHAR(254) VAR,dlag(5) CHAR(2S4} VAR, unrc CHAR(2S4) VAR; 
57. DECLARE a CHAR(IOO) VAR, b CHAR(IOO) VAR, c CHAR(IOO) VAR, d CHAR(50) VAR, « CHAR(SO) VAR, reply CHAR(}0) VAR; 
~ 69.1 ans(l)«'21l'; 
69.2 cor"'Good, }08(ten)"218(twelve). 
69.} next-k2}; 
69.4 unrc'No, 218(twelve) Is the answer.'; 
~}00. k23: next"k24; 
}01. IF nrfl THEN 00 TO next; 
302. PUT LIST( 'The largest power of 12 that Is less than or e<iual to ]08 Is 144, so the division process'); 
303. PUT LIST('starts as follows; 308/144=2, remainder 20.'); 
301,. PUT L1ST('Now divide the remainder by the next lower power of 12, which Is 12 Itself: 20/12>l remainder 8'); 
305 . PUT LIST('Dlvlde by the next lower power of 12: 8/l>8 remainder 0. Thus 308 ( ten )-218 ( twelve). The'); 
306. PUT LISTCdlglts 2, 1, and 8 were the quotients In each of the three divisions.'); 
}07. k24: PUT L1ST('Convert 135(ten) to a base 12 numeral.'); 
308. an$(l)»'E3'; 
309. cor»'Rlr.ht, 135(ten)"e3( twelve). ' ; 
310. unrc»'Ho, the dlvls Ion would proceed as follows:'; 
311. ne*t"k25; 
312. CO TO now; 
315. kZS; ne*t"k26; 
3m. IF inde*(reply,'ES')>0 THEN 00 TO next; 
315. PUT L 1 ST{ ' 135/12-H, remainder 3; 3/1 = 3, remainder 0. Thus the answer Is e3( tweIve), since e represents ' ); 
316. PUT LIST('eleven In the base 12 system. A frequent mistake Is to represent the numeral as 113(twelve), but'); 
317. PUT LIST('113(twelve) would have to mean 1x144 • 1x12 • 3x1 •159(ten), which Is 1ncorrect.'); 
318. k26; next"k27; 
319. IF nrt>-2 THEN 00 TO next; 
320. PUT L1ST('Try one more. Convert 264(ten) to a base twelve numeral.'); 
321. ans(l)»'ITO'; 
322. cor-'Correct, 264(ten)"ltO(twelve).'; 
323. unrc'No: 264/144*1 remainder 120; 120/12 = 10 remainder 0; 0/1=0 remainder 0. Hence 264( ten) = ltO( twel ve). ' ; 
324. GO TO now; 
325. k27: PUT IIST('Now let''s consider numbers like 23.4(twelve).In a base 12 system, the value of each position'); 
326. PUT LI ST('should be 1/12 times the value of the position to the left. From left to right, then, the place 
values' 
327. PUT LIST('of 23.4 are 12. 1. and .(Please answer with a number, not a word. Ouess If vou don''t know.'); 
328. ans(l)='l/12'; 
329. cor='Rlght, 1/12 Is the place value of the next position.'; 
}}0. unrc='No, the answer Is 1/12 times the place value on the left, Khich equals 1/12 time* 1, or 1/12.'; 
}51. next=k28; 
332. GO TO now; }}} .  k2l: PUT LIST('What, then. Is the tase ten reprasentatlon of 23.4(twe)ve)?'); 
}}4. ans(l) = '274/12 '; 
}}5. ans(2)='271/3'; 
336. 1 r=2; 
337. cor='Very good, 23.4(twelve)=27 1/3.'; 
338. unrc='Not quite: 23.4(twelve)=(2xl2)•(3x1)*(4x l/12)-24*3* 4/12, or 27 1/}'; 
339. next=k29; 
340. 00 TO now; 
3%1. k29: nrt*0; 
3^2. PUT LiSTCin général, then, tht poiltloni reprisented In a bait n nuoeral art ai followi'); 
3*3. PUT LIST('.,.nxnxnxn^ nxnxn< nxn, n, 1, 1/n, l/(nxn>, l/(nxnxn), l/(nxnxnxn)« 
3*)%. PUT LISTCFor example, .234( ten) really means 2x( l/10)*3x( l/( 10x10) )**x( 1/(10x10x10) ); on the other hand/'); 
3»5. PUT LIST(i.23k(flve) means 2x(l/5) * 3x(l/(*x5)) * Hx(l/(SaSxS)>-2/S • 3/25 * k/125 - 50/125 « 15/125 * k/125'); 
IliG. PUT LIST('-69/125, so .2 3*(fIve)-69/125 (ten).'); 
3%7. PUT LISTCWhat Is the base ten representation of It.29(twelve)?'); 
3»« ans(l)«'%633/l»%'; 
31,9. ans(2).'#611/1,1'; 
350. Ir"2; 
351. cor»'Very good, 3t.29(t»*elve)" %6 11/%* (ten). '; 
352. unrc-'Ho, 3t.29(twe1VF)>(3x12)*( 10x1 )*(2x l/12)*(9x 1/U«)-3**10* 24/1»» • 9/U%-H6 33/1»» - »6 11/»# (ten).'; 
Ï55. next"klO; 
35». GO TO now; 
355. k50: PUT LIST('Perform the following conversions 1»2.51(sIx)« (ten).'); 
356. ans(l)«'6231/36'; 
35'. cor-'nood, 1»2.51<»Ix)-62 31/36(ten).'; ij 
Ï5». unrc-'Not quite: 1»2.51(sIx)"(1x36)*(»x6)•(2x1)*(5x l/6)«(lx l/36)-36*2»»2*30/36 •1/36-62 31/36 (ten).'; h 
359. next-k31; 03 
360. no TO now; 
361. k31: next-k32; 
362. IF nrt>0 THEN GO TO next; 
363. PUT LIST('Remember that to multiply fraction*, you simply multiply the numerators and multiply the denominators.' ); 
^6». PUT LISTCFor Instance, 2/3 x 5/7 • (2x5)/(3x7) » 10/21. To add fractions, however, you must first change to •'); 
]65. PUT LIST('common denominator and then add the numerators. Thus 5/6 • 1/36 - (5x6)/(6x6) • 1/36 • 30/36 • 1/36 • 
31/36. ); 
PUT LISTCYOU get the 30/36 from 5/6 by multiplying the numerator and denominator of 5/6 by 6. This Is legal, 
because ); 
367. PUT LISTCit Is equivalent to multiplying by 6/6, which Is 1, and multiplying by 1 doesn"t change the number''s 
value. ' ); 
361. k32: PUT LIST('Try one more: Hhst Is the base ten representation of 32.13(four)T'); 
_369. ans(l)-'l»7/16'; 
370. cor-'Oood, 32.13(four)*l» 7/16 (ten).'; 
371. unrc-'Ho, 32.13(four)-(3x»)*(2xl)*(1x1/»)•(3x 1/16)-12*2* »/16 • 3/16-1» 7/16 (ten).'; 
372. next-k33; 
373. GO TO now; 
37». k33: PUT LIST('End of lesson--you may logout.'); 
375. END ; 
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CAI UNIT 2 
1. DECLARE Cl ENTRY EXT; 
1.1 CALL CI; 
2. PUT LIST(' part 2: In case of malfunction, xeq 2 
thru... ' 
}.l DECLARE COM} ENTRY EXT; 
2.2 PUT LIST('The commutât Ivc property of addition on the whole numbers says that a+b-b*a for all whole numbers*); 
^ PUT LISK'g And b, ind the conmutstlvi orooerty of iit union iiyi thit AUBiBUA for all iiti A and B. Thin If 
2.* PUT LIST('arbltrary operation cal led • Is conmutatlve on the set of whole numbers. I t  must be true that 
2*S PUT LISTC'for all whole numbers a and b. (Your answer should be an algebraic equation In a and b.)'); 
2.6 CALL COM2; 
3. DECLARE C5 ENTRY EXT; 
3.1 PUT LIST(' part 3: In case of malfunction, xeq 
Î thru... ' ); 
3.2 PUT LIST('Hence (9-6)-2 Is not equal to 9-(G-2), so subtraction Is not associative,'); 
3.3 PUT LIST('We have said that the set of whole numbers, W, I s closed under addition because whenever a and b are In H, ' ); 
3. ii PUT LI ST ( ' then the sum a»b Is also In W, The same thin* I sn ' ' t true of subtraction, however, because both 2 and 
9 arc' ); 
3.3 PUT LISTf'ln W, but the difference Is not In H.'); 
3.6 CALL C3; 
i|. END ; 
55. CI: PROCEDURE ; 
56. DECLARE ans(2) CMAR(30) VAR,wan5(5) Cl'AR(20) VAR, cor CI'AR(25k) VAR,dIaf:(5) CHAR(25"i) VAR, unrc CHAR(25"i) VAR; 
57. DECLARE a CHAR(100) VAR, b CMAR(IOO) VAR, c CHAR(IOO) VAR, d CHAR(50) VAR, e CHAR(50) VAR, reply CHAR(50) VAR; ^ 
to 
69.1 PUT LIST('0f course you are familiar with the ordinary operations of addition, subtraction, multiplication, and o 
d I VI s I on, ' ) ; 
69.2 PUT LIST('but there are many more operations that can be defined on our number system. Let''s say, for example, 
that each'); 
69.3 PUT LIST('correct answer on page 1 of an exam Is worth 2 points, and every correct answer on page 2 Is worth 3 
polnts . ' ); 
69.i< PUT LIST('lf a student has n correct answers on page 1 and m correct answers on page 2, his total score Is 
(2xn) • ( 3xm). ' ); 
69.5 PUT LIST('Thls could bt considered a new operation that we will call •. For any numbers n and m, then, n'fl"2n»5m. 
69.6 PUT LI ST('For Instance, 25*10"(2x25)•(3xl0)"50*50"80, What Is the numeric value of B*5? (Please give the answer 
as a' ); 
69.7 PUT LI ST('numera1, not an expression,)'); 
69.8 ansd)-'}!'; 
69 - •5 wans(!)•'•'; 
69.17 d"'Please give the final answer only. In this case, the answer Is 
69.89 cor»'(k)od, 8«5"51.'; 
69.3] unrc 'No, the answer Is 31 : n«m»(2xn)• ( 3xn), so 8«5"(2x8)• (3x5)• 16» 15*31. ' ; 
69 ,93 dlag(l)-d||'31; 8«5-(2x8)•(3x5 )-l6» 15-31,'; 
69,95 next"k2; 
~100. k2: PUT IIST('Try another one: What Is 35«2?'); 
101. ans(l)-'76'; 
102. cor"'Rlght, 35«2«76.'; 
103. unrc"'No, 76 Is correct: n«m"(2xn)»(3xm), so 35«2"(2xJ5)*(3*2)"70*6*76. Just substitute n"35, m»! In the formula 
n»n'; 
10k. dlag(1)-dI I'76. Just substitute n«3S, m"2 In the fonnula for n«m: 35«2"C2x3S)•(3x2)"70*6"76.'; 
105. next"k3; 
106, GO TO now; 
107, k>: next'k»; 
toi. IF nrt«2 THEN GO TO next; 
109. PUT LISTCTry one more of this kind. What Is the velue of 30*107'); 
110. ant(l)*'90'; 
111. cor"*RI»ht, 30*10»90.'; 
11Î. unrc"'Hot quite. n*m"(2xm)*(Jxm), so using n-30 and m"10, we get 30«10"(2x30)*(jxl0)«60*s0"90: thus 30*10-90.'; 
113. dlac( l)*dI I'90; n*<n-(2xn)*(3xm)/ so 30*10>(2x30)*(3xl0)*90, 
IIH. GO TO now; 
115. k%: PUT lISTCLet"» try an easier operation. Define n$tn»(n*m)/2 for all whole numbers n and m. Hence for any 
whole'); 
116. PUT LIST('numbers n and m, the expression n$m Is the arithmetic average of n and m. For example, 7*13"(7*13)/2"20 
/2-10. '); 
117. PUT LISTCWhat Is 1**11?'); 
III. ins(l)-'13'; 
119. wans(l)«'/'; 
120. cor. 'Fine, 15*11.13.' ;  
121. unrc.'The answer should be 13: n*m"(n«m)/2, so lS*ll"(lS+ll)/2.26/2-13.': 
122. dlag(l).d||'13: lS*ll.(13*ll)/2.26/2.13.'; 
123. next'kS; 
12%. nrt.O; 
125. 00 TO now; 
126. kS: next'kl; 
127. IF nrt.l THEN GO TO next; 
121. PUT LISTCFInd the value of 20*40.'); 
129. ansdl-'JO'; 
130. cor.'Very good, 20*40.30.'; 
131. unrc-'No, 20*H0-(20«li0)/2.60/2-30. ' ; i_. 
132. dlag(l)-d||'30. 20*»0.(20+%0)/2-60/2-30.'; N 
133. GO TO now; H 
1)4. k6: PUT LIST('We could define the operation » as follows: let n'm.nm-1 for all natural numbers n and m. For 
Instance, ' ); 
135. PUT LIST('9'|.(9*I)-1.72-I.71. For any pair of numbers, the "answer" Is their product minus 1. What Is the 
value'); 
136. PUT LISTCof 4*10?'); 
137. ans(l).'39'; 
131. wans(l).'-'; 
139. cor.'Good, 4110.39.'; 
140. nrt'O; 
141. unrc«'Mot exactly. If n'm.nm-1, then 4'10.(4xl0)-l.40-1.39. Just substitute n.4, m.lO Into the formula for n#m.'; 
142. dlag(l)*dI I'39. Since n*m-nm-l, therefore 4» 10-(4xl0)-l-40-l-39. ' ; 
143. next>k7; 
144. GO TO now; 
145. k7: next'kl; 
146. IF nrt.l THEN GO TO next; 
147. PUT lISTCFInd 11*5.'); 
14». ans(l). '54'; 
149. cor.'Correct, 11*5.54.'; 
150. unrc.'No, 11*5.(Ilx5)-1.55-1.54. Substitute n.ll, ni.5 In the equation n*m.nm-l.'; 
151. dlag(l)-d||'S4. You see, ll*5-(llx5)-l-55-l-54.'; 
152. 00 TO now; 
153. kti PUT LISTCSInce mathematicians sometimes have to work with exponents, the following operation Is often useful:'); 
154. PUT LISTClet n**m.n with an exponent m (that Is, n raised to the mth power, or the product of m factors of n). 
For'); 
1*5, PUT LIST('Instance, 2**3 means 2 to the third power, or 2x2x2, which Is I. Similarly, 5**2 means 5 to the second 
power'); 
156, PUT LIST('or 5x5, which Is 25. (SO 2**3-8 and 5**2-25.) What Is the value of 3**4? (Type a numeral, not an 
expression,)'); 
157. ans(l)>'Sl*; 
15». wanstD-'X'; 
159. cor"'Ye*, 5««k«&l.'; 
160. dtag(l)-d| l'11; }**H-3x3x}x3«81. 
161. unrc"'Wrong. 3 «k If 5 raised to the fourth power, which Is 3x3x3x3, which Is II. Thus 3**k»*l.'; 
162. next"k9; 
163. nrt"0; 
16%. GO TO now; 
165. k9i next"klO; 
166. IF nrt'l THEN GO TO next; 
167. PUT LISTCFlnd the value of 2**5.'); 
168. ans(l)"'32'; 
169. cor"'Rlght, 2*«5"2*2x2x2x2"32. 
170. dlag(l)"d||'32, since 2*»5"2*2x2x2x2"J2. 
171. unrc"'Not exactly. 2**5 means 2 raised to the fifth power, which Is 2x2x2x2x2, or 32. Hence 2**5"32.'; 
172. GO TO now; 
173. klO: next"kll; 
17*. IF nrt>0 THEN GO TO next; 
175. PUT LIST('5**3 means 5 to the third power, or .(Type the numeric value, not an expression.)'); 
176. ans(l)-'125>; 
177. cor"'OK, 5**5"125.'; 
178. dlag(l)"d||*125. 5**3-5x5x5-125.'; 
179. unrc"'l''m afraid not: 5 to the third power means 5x5x5, (5 used as a factor 3 times) which Is 125. Thus 
5**3"125. 
180. GO TO now; 
181. kll: END ; 
55. COM2: PROCEDURE ; H 
56. DECLARE ans(2) CMAR(IO) VAR,wans(5) CHAR(IO) VAR, cor CHAR(200) VAR,dlag(S) CHAR(200) VAR, unrc CHAR(200) VAR; to 
57. DECLARE a CHAR(IOO) VAR, b CHAR(IOO) VAR, c CHAR(IOO) VAR, d CHAR(SO) VAR, e CHAR(50) VAR, reply CHAR(30) VAR; tJ 
~ 69.1 ans(l)"'B*A'j 
69.2 cor"'Right, If * Is commutative, then a'b"b*a.'; 
69.5 unrc"'Ho, If the operation * Is commutative on the whole numbers, then a*b"b*a for all whole numbers a and b.'; 
69.k next"kl2; 
200. kl2: PUT LISTCif we use the particular operation * described In problem 1 (that Is, n*m"(2xn)*(5xm) for any'); 
201. PUT IIST('whole numbers n and m), then 25*10*80. What Is the numeric value of 10*25?'); 
202. ans(l)-'95'; 
203. wans(l)-'*'; 
20k. Iw"l; 
205. cor-'Yes, 10*25-95.'; 
206. d"'Please just type the final answer,'; 
207. unrc"'Not quite. If n*m-(2xn)*(3xm), then 10*25-(2xl0)+(3x25)-20*75"95. Just substitute n-10, m-25 In the 
formula n*m.'; 
208. dl#g(l)-d||' 95, since 10*25-(2xl0)*(3x25)-20»75"95. Substitute n»10, m"25 In the formula n*m.'; 
209. next'kl); 
210. no TO now; 
211. klJ! PUT IIST('Since 25*10 Is not the same value as 10*25, we can therefore conclude that the operation * Is not*); 
212. PUT LIST(' on the set of whole numbers.'); 
213. ans(1)-'COMMUTATIVE'; 
21%. wans(l)"'ASSOCIATIVE'; 
215. Iw"l; 
216. cor-'Oood, we have shown * lsn"t commutative on H.'; 
217. unrc"'Ho, since 10*25 doe»n''t equal 25*10, we know that * lsn''t commutative on the set of whole numbers.'; 
218. a"'No, we have shown * lsn"t commutatlv<e. To show * lsn"t associative we would find values'; 
219. b-' such that (a*b)*c and a*(b*c) were not equal.'; 
220. dlag(l)-a||b; 
221. next'klt; 
222. no TO now; 
22). kit: PUT LIST ('To show that the operation $ Is comutatl ve, we mu: t show that atb*bta for all whole number* a and 
b. ' )j 
22k. PUT LISTCSInce n$m"(n*m)/2, we know that 19t31>(19«31)/2-2S, and 51»19«(}1*19)/2>2S. Does the fact that 
19*31.31*19 
225. PUT LIST('prove that * Is commutative? (Answer yes or no,)'); 
226. ans(l).'*0'; 
227. cor"'That''s rtfhtl'; 
221. unrc'Hol'; 
229. next'klS; 
230. GO TO now; 
231. klSi PUT LISTCThe fact that 19*31*31tl9 merely Indicates that * may be cownutatlve—It doesn''t prove it, because'); 
232. PUT LISTC"* IS commutative on M" means that B*b*b*a for ALL values of a and b In the set W, not just for the 
specific')} 
233. PUT LIST('values 19 and 31. For this operation, however, a*b«(a*b)/2, and b*a"(b*a)/2. Since (a*b)/2«(b+a)/2 for 
all'); 
234. PUT LISTCwho'Je numbers a and b(by the commutative property of addition), we thus know that a$b*b*a for all 
whole'); 
2 35. PUT LIST('numbers a and b: hence * Is commutative on H, Now look at the operation •, where n'm"(nxm)-l. We 
have'); 
236. PUT LIST('already shown that t#10"39. What Is the value of 10#%?'); 
237. ans(1)"'39'; 
238. wans(l)"'-'; 
239. lw-1; 
240. cor.'Yes, 10»4«(lOxk>-1.39. '; 
2kl. unrc"'Ho, If n»m.(nxm)-l, then 10*k.(10xk)-1.39.'; •, 
242. dl8g(l).(l||' 39: 10»4 «(10x4 )-l.'i0-1.39. ' ; , . 
243. next.kl6; 
244. GO TO now; 
245. kl6: PUT LIST('Thus a'b'b'a for one pair of numbers; to show » Is commutative on H, we must still show that a»b.b»a'); 
246. PUT LISTC'for all elements of H, however. A^aln, this Is not hard, since a»b"(axb)-l, and b#a.<bxa)-l. Thus'); 
247. PUT LIST('a#b.(axb)-l.(bxa)-l.b#a, so I Is commutative on W.'); 
24*. PUT LIST('To see If the operation •• (previously defined) Is commutative on W, we would want to see If a««b. 
' >; 
249. PUT LIST('for all whole numbers a and b.'); 
250. ans(l).'8**A'; 
251. cor.'Fine, you are correct.'; 
252. unrc.'No, If •* Is commutative on H, then a**b must equal b**a for all whole numbers a and b.'; 
253. next'kl?; 
2 54. 00 TO now; 
255. kl7: PUT LISTCif n««m.n raised to the mth power, then 2**6.2x2x2x2x2x2.64. What Is the numeric value of 6**2?'); 
256. ans(l).'36'; 
257. an;(2).'6X6'; 
258. Ir.2; 
259. cor.'Right, 6**2.6x6*36.'; 
260. unrc'Not quite! 6**2«6x6"36.') 
261. next.kll; 
262. 00 TO now; 
263. klS: PUT LISTCThus 2**6 does not equal 6**2, so the operation •* is not commutative, incidentally, 2**4*2x2x2x2.16, ' ) 
264. PUT LISTCand %**2"4x4"16, so It Is possible that a**b*b**a for soma, but not all, values of a and b. This is 
why we'); 
265. PUT LIST('can"t show an operation is commutative by showing a**b"b**a for seme specific values of a and b.'); 
266. PUT LIST('lf subtraction Is connutatIve, then It must be true that a-b* for all values of a and b.'>; 
267. ans(l).'B-A'; 
261. cor.'Correct.*; 
269. unrc'No/ If subtraction Is eommutative, then a-b>b-a for all values of a and b.'; 
270. next«kl9; 
271. GO TO now; 
272. kl9: PUT LISTClhls Is not true, since 5-2 Is not equal to 2-5, for Instance; thus subtraction Is not commutative'); 
275. PUT llST('on the set of whole numbers.'); 
27k. PUT llST('lf subtraction Is associative, then It must be true that for all whole numbers a,b, and c, (a-b)-c*a-(b 
-c). ' ); 
27$. PUT LISTCFor Instance, (9-$)-î, which Is 3-2, or 1 must equal 9-(6-2), which Is .(State the final value 
only.)'); 
276. ans(l)-'5'; 
277. wans(l)**-'; 
171. Iw"l; 
279. cor"'Yes, 9-(6-2)-9-(*)-5.'; 
210. dlag(l)*'Your answer should not contain a minus sign. Actually, 9-(6-2)»9-*"5, so the answer Is S.'; 
211. unrc"'Not really. 9-(G-2)"9-k»S, so the answer Is 5.'; 
212. next«k20; 
213. CO TO now; 
21k. k20: END ; 
55. C3: PROCEDURE ; 
56. DECLARE ans(2) CHAR(30) VAR,wans(5) CHAR(20) VAR, cor CHAR(25t) VAR,dlag(5) CHAR(25k) VAR, unrc CHAR(25k) VAR; 
57. DECLARE a CHAR(IOO) VAR, b CKAR(IOO) VAR, c CHAR(IOO) VAR, d CHAR(50) VAR, e CHAR(50) VAR, reply CHAR(30) VAR; 
~ 69.1 ans(l)-'2-9'; 
69.2 ans(2 
69.3 lr«2; 
69.4 b"' Thus W Is not closed under subtraction.'; ^ 
69.5 cor«'Good, 2-9"-7 Is not a whole number.'I lb; (O 
69.6 unrc"'No, the number 2-9"-7 Is not a whole number.'||b; 4^. 
69.7 next'kZl; 
500. k2l! PUT LlSTClf subtraction has an Identity element, I, then I will have to satisfy the following two equations:'); 
501. PUT LIST('a-l»a and l-a-a for all whole numbers a. Can you name an element that works In both equations? (If 
there Is'); 
502. PUT LIST('such an element, name lt--lf not, type "no".)'); 
305. ans(l)"'HO'; 
50k. wan5(l)"'0'; 
505. w#ns(2)"'ZER0'; 
506. lw-2; 
507. b*' There Is no element that always satisfies both equations.'; 
501. dlag(l)"'NQ, zero works In the first equation only.'llb; 
509. dlag(2)'dlax(l); 
510. cor-'You are correct,'lib; 
511. unrc-'Ho,'j|b; 
512. next"k22; 
515. fiO TO now; 
51k. k22: next*k25; 
315. IF IndexCreply,•0')>0 THEN GO TO next; 
516. IF IndexCreply,'ZERO')>0 THEN 00 TO next; 
317, PUT LISTC'ls there a number, I, that always satisfies the equation a-l"aî If so, name lt--lf not, type "no."'); 
511. b*' The number 0 always satisfies this equation.'; 
319. dlag(l)-»Yes,'||b; 
320. dlag(2)«dlag(l); 
320.5 Iw2; 
321. unrc"'No, but'I lb; 
522. cor-'But there Is such a number--the number 0,'; 
525. GO TO now; 
12%. kZI: PUT LISTCThui there ltn"t an Identity element for subtraction, because there Is no element I such that '); 
325. PUT LIST(*a-l'a and l-a-a for all whole numbers a. Since a-0*a for all values of a, we do say that 0 Is a right 
IdentIty' ); 
326. PUT LISTCfor subtraction. (A right Identity because It Is written on the right side.) Incidentally, you know 
that a-0»0'); 
327. PUT LIST('becausc s-0 Is defined as "the answer to the question 7*0"a", and you know that a+0»a for all whole 
numbers a'); H 
32#. PUT LIST('because 0 Is the '); W 
329. ans(l)"'IDENTITY'; Ln 
330. cor-'Yes, 0 Is the Identity element for addition on W.'; 
331. unrc'No, 0 Is the Identity element for addition on W. 
332. next"k2k; 
333. GO TO now; 
33k. kill! PUT LIST('End of lesson--you may logout.*); 
335. END ; 
126 
CAI UNIT 3 
1. DECLARE ZI ENTRY EXT; 
1.1 CALL Zl; 
2. DECLARE Z2 ENTRY EXT; 
2.1 PUT LIST(' Part 2; In case of malfunction, xeq 2 thru...'); 
2.2 PUT LISTCif you know that S*10/2, which multiplication fact do you also know?'); 
2.} CALL Z2; 
~ 5S. 11: PROCEDURE ; 
56, DECLARE »ns(*) CHAROO) VAR, cor CHAR(200) VAR, unrc CHAR<200) VAR; 
57. DECLARE a CHAR(IOO) VAR, b CHAR(IOO) VAR, c CHAR(IOO) VAR, d CHAR{50) .VAR, c CHAR{50) VAR, reply CHAR(30) VAR; 
69.1 PUT LISTCThe operation of division has some properties of operations we have previously studied, but It also 
falls'); 
69.2 PUT LIST('to have some properties of previous operations. If division Is to be commutative on the set of whole 
numbers'); 
69.3 PUT LISTCfor Instance, then for any whole numbers a and b It must be true that a/b" .'); 
69.* ans(l>-'B/A'; 
69.5 eor"'That"* rlghtl'; 
69.6 unrc"'Ko, If division Is commutative. It most be true that a/b-b/a for all whole numbers a and b.'; 
69.7 next'kZ; 
100. k2: PUT LISTCThus If division Is commutative. It must be true that Î/2- .'); 
101. ans(l)-'2/J'; 
102. cor"'Good.'; 
10). unrc'No, If division Is commutative, then 3/2 must equal 2/3'; 
10%. next'kl; 
105. GO TO now; LJ 
106. k3: PUT LIST<'Thus division Is not commutative, because 3/2 Is not equal to 2/3. FO 
107. PUT LIST('lf for all whole numbers a,b, and c It Is true that (a/b)/c • a/(b/c), then we say division Is ^ 
101. ans(l)-'ASSOCIATIVE'; 
109. cor«'Yes, you are correct.'; 
110. unrc'No, if (a/b)/c • a/(b/c) for all whole numbers a,b, and c, then division Is said to be associative.'; 
111. next'kk; 
112. GO TO now; 
113. k%: PUT LIST('Clear)y, (l/2)/l"k/l"%. What Is the value of 8/(2/l)?(Type a numeral, not an expression.)'); 
11%. ans(l)»'%'; 
115. cor-'Right, «/(ï/l)-8/2-ii.'; 
116. unrc«'No, l/(2/l)"l/2"%.'; 
117. ne%t"k5; 
111. GO TO now; 
119. k5: PUT LISTC'Thut (S/2)/l • t/(2/l). Does this prove that division Is associative?'); 
120. ans(l)*'NO'; 
121. cor>'Very good, one example doesn"t prove an operation Is associative.'; 
122. unrc«'No, a single exemple Is never enough to show that an operation Is associative.'; 
123. next"k6; 
12%. GO TO now; 
125. kt: PUT LISTCAS a matter of fact, division Is NOT associative, because (8/%)/2>2/2*l, but #/(%/2)-*/2"%; hence'); 
126. PUT LIST( ' (l/%)/2 Is not equal to 8/(%/2). If division Is distributive over addition, then two equations must be 
true:'); 
127. PUT LIST('a/(b»c)"a/b +a/e and (b*c)/a»b/a • c/a. Try both of these equations with the values a"6,b"2, and 
c'l.'); 
121. PUT LISTCOO these values work In both equations? Answer yes or no.'); 
130. ans(l)-'NO'; 
131. cor*'Correct: the second equation works for these values, but the first equation doesn"t.'; 
1)2. unrc'Ho, the second equation works, but the first equation doesn''t: 6/(2*l)"6/3"2, but 6/2 • 6/1 • 3*6«9. ; 
133. next*k7; 
13%. GO TO now; 
135. k7; PUT LISTCSInce 6/(2*1) does not equal 6/2 *6/1, we know that there Is no such thin* as the distributive 
property'); 
136. PUT LIST('of division over addition. The second equation, however, does hold true, and this property--*); 
137. PUT LIST('(b*c)/«" b/a • c/a --Is called the right distributive property of division over addition. It Is 
called'); 
138. PUT LIST('the RIGHT distributive property, because the divisor, a. Is written on the right.'); 
ItO. PUT LISTCif there Is an Identity element, I, for division. It will have to satisfy the following two aquations:' ) ;  
Itl. PUT LIST('l/a>a and a/l>a for all whole numbers a. Is there an element that satisfies both equatlons7(Yes or 
no.)'); 
1*2. ans(X)-'NO'; 
1*3. cor-'Oood, there Is no element I such that l/a»a for all whole numbers a.'; 
l*t. unrc"'l works In the second equation, but not In the first; there Is no element that works In the first 
equation. 
145. next«k8; 
1H6. GO TO now; 
1*7. kS: PUT LIST('Because 1 satisfies part of the requirements for being an Identity element--namely, a/l-a for all 
a-" ); 
1*1. PUT LISTCwe say that lis a right Identity element for division. (A right Identity element, because It Is 
written' ); 
1*9. PUT LISTC'on the right side of the division sign.) It Is not, however, an Identity element, because 1/a Is not 
equal'); 
150. PUT LISTCto a for all values of a.'); 
151. PUT LISTCNOW consider the actual definition of division; If p and d are whole numbers with d not zero,'); 
152. PUT LIST('then p/d Is the answer to the question 7xd*p. Thus 6/2, for Instance, Is the answer to the question ?x2"G.'); 
153. PUT LIST('Similarly, 15/3 Is the answer to the question .(Complete the sentence with a multiplication 
sentence.'); W 
15*. nrt-0; 
155. lr"ii; 
156. ans(l)-'?X3-15'; 
157. ans(2)-'3X?-15'; 
15». ans(3)-'15-7X3'; 
159. ans(*)"'15-3X7'; 
160. cor"'That''s right, 15/3 answers the question 7X3«15.'; 
161. unrc"'No, If p/d answers the question 7xd»p, then 15/3 should answer the question 7x3-15.'; 
162. next*k9; 
163. GO TO now; 
16*. k9: PUT LIST('Which question does 35/7 answer?'); 
165. Ir-*; 
166. ans(l)-'7X7-35'; 
167. ans(2)-'7X7»35'; 
161. ans(3)-'55-7X7'; 
169. ans(*)-'35-?X7'; 
170. a*'35/7 answers the question 7x7-35.'; 
171. cor-'Good, '||a; 
172. unrc'Not exactly: p/d answers the question 7xd«p, so 'lia; 
173. next-klO; 
17*. GO TO now; 
175. klO: next-kl2; 
176. IF nrt«2 THEN 00 TO next; 
177. PUT LIST{'Try another one: which question does 12/k answer?'); 
171. ans(l)-'?X*-12'; 
179. ans(2)-'*X?"12'; 
110. ans(3)-'12-ltX?'; 
111. ans(*)-'12-?X*'; 
112. Ir.t; 
11). answers the question ÎK%"12.'i 
l*k. cor"'Yes, 'lia; 
lis. unrc"'No, If p/d answers the question T*d-p, then 'lia; 
116. next'kll; 
117. GO TO now; 
111, kll: next"kl2; 
I I » .  IF nrt"2 THEN 00 TO next; 
1*0. PUT IIST('Which question does 20/5 answer?'); 
191, Ir.t; 
192, ans(l)-'?X5-20'; 
19]. •nf(2)«'5X7-20'; 
19», ans(})-'20>?XS'; 
195. ans(*)»'20-5X7'; 
196. cor•'Rlgh t,'; 
19?. unrc"'Look, p/d answers the question 7Xd"p; 15/3 answers îxî-15; 12/4 answers ?xk"12; then 20/5 answers Îx5"20'; 
191, CO TO now; 
199. kl2: END ; 
~ 55. 22: PROCEDURE ; 
55. DECLARE sns(H) CHAR(IO) VAR,wans(5) CHAR(IO) VAR, cor CHAR(200) VAR,dlat(5) CHAR(200) VAR, unrc CHAR(200> VAR; 
5'. DECLARE a CHAR(IOO) VAR, b CHAR(IOO) VAR, c CHAR(IOO) VAR, d CHAR(50) VAR, e CHAR(50) VAR, reply CHAR(30) VAR; 
~ 69,1 Iwl; 
69,2 lr'4; 
69.Î ans(l)"'2X5-10'; 
69.» an:(2):'5X2*10'; H 
69.5 an$(})»'10-2X5'; W 
69.6 ans<H>-'10-5X2'; O 
69.7 wans(1>• ' Î ' ; 
69.72 cor-'Right.'; 
69-'» dlai:(l)-'A multiplication fact shouldn''t contain a question mark. The answer should be 2x5-10.'; 
69.76 unrc-'No, If 10/5-2, then It must bu true that 2x5-10.'; 
69.71 next-kl); 
200. klJ: next-klH; 
201. IF nrt-1 THEN GO TO next; 
202. PUT LIST('lf you know that 11/3-6, which multiplication fact do you also know?'); 
20), lw-1; 
20k. Ir-k; 
205. ans(l)-'3X6-11'; 
206. ans(2)-'6X3-lS'; 
207. ans())-'11-3X6'; 
201. ans(k)-'11-6X3'; 
209. cor-'You are correct.'; 
210. . dlag(l)-'Mu1tlplication FACTS don''t contain question marks. In this case. If 11/3-6, then 3x6-11: 3x6*11 Is the 
answer.'; 
211. unrc-'No, 11/3 answers ?x3-ll. Since 11/3-6, 6 must answer this question. Thus 6x3*11, so "6x3*11" Is the 
answer.'; 
212. 00 TO now; 
213. kit: PUT LIST('Zero has sometimes caused trouble In division. If we nilow the expression 3/0, for Instance, which 
question'); 
21%. PUT IIST('would 3/0 have to answer?'); 
215. Ir-k; 
216. ans(l)-'?X0-3'; 
217. ans(2)-'OX?-3'; 
211. ans(3)-'?-0X3'; 
); 
•n»(*)-'î-îx0'; 
cor»'You are correct I'; 
unrc»'Not exactly: 
next'klS; 
GO TO now; 
klS: PUT lISTCif J/0 Is defined at all. It must answer the question 7xO»î. But of course any number times zero Is 
PUT LIST('so there Is no answer to this question. Thus division by 0 Is undefined.'); 
PUT LISTCif 0/3 Is defined at all, which question will It have to answer?'); 
Ir-k; 
ans(l)"'îxî"0'; 
ans(î)«'JXT-C; 
ans(5)-'0-JX7'; 
ans(t)"'0"?X)'; 
a»' O/J must answer the question 7KJ-0.'; 
unrc"'Ho,'lia; 
cor»'FInc,'lia; 
ncxt*kl6; 
GO TO now; 
kl6: PUT LISK'IS there an answer to this questlon7(Type yes or no.)'); 
ans(I)»'HO'; 
wans(l)-'YES'; 
lw»l;  
cor"'But there WOULD be an answer--zero answers this question, since 0nJ"0. Thus O/J Is defined: 0/J"0.'; 
unrc-cor; 
dl af;< 1 ) • ' RI Kh t/ there would be an answer--zero answers this question, since 0x3«0. Thus 0/Î Is defined: 0/5-0.'; 
next»kl7; 
GO TO now; (_0 
kl7! PUT L I S T ('We have not yet looked at the expression 0/0. If we allow the expression 0/0, which question would'); O 
PUT LISTC'lt have to answer?'); 
I r«ii; 
ans(l)«'?X0"D'; 
ans(2)"'0X?"0'; 
ans(J)-'0"0X7'; 
ans(k)•'0*7X0'; 
a»' 0/0 must be the answer to the question 7x0"0.'; 
cor"'Yes,'I la; 
unrc'Kot exactly: ' I la; 
n*xt"kl8; 
00 TO now; 
kit: PUT LISTCOne number that answers this question Is .(If you can think of a number that correctly answers 
PUT IIST('questIon 7x0*0, then type that number-as a numeral, not a word. If not, type "Impossible.")'); 
Iw»5; 
ans(l)"'IMPOSSIBLE'; 
wans(2)"'E'; 
wans(l)"'A'; 
wans(J)"'I'; 
wans(k)»'0'; 
wans(5)-'U'; 
b*' *65 answers this question, for Instance, since 86Sx0>0.'; 
cor"'Ho, It lsn"t Impossible-»'I lb; 
unrc"'You are absolutely correct:'; 
dlag(l)«'l had wanted a numeral only, not a word answer.'lib; 
1 dtag(2)*dtaR(l); 
2 dl8K(J)"dlaK(l); 
* dlag(k )«dlai;( 1); 
270. 5 dlag(5)>dlag(1); 
271. next"kl9; 
2 72 . GO TO now; 
27Î. V19: ne*t"k20; 
27S. tot*Index(reply,'A')+lndex(r3ply,'E')*lndex(reply,'1')*lndex(reply,'0')•Index(reply,'U'); 
275. IF tot>0 THEN GO TO next; 
276. PUT LIST(replyir xQ-0 *); 
2 76 .5 a>reply; 
277 . next*k21; 
271. GO TO next; 
279. k20: a*'«65'; 
2sn. k21: nrt'O; 
211. PUT LIST('How name another number that answers the question ?x0»0.'); 
2(2, Iw"5; 
213. b«'127 also answers this question, for Instance, since 127x0"0.'; 
21k. cor*'It lsn''t Impossible:'lib; 
2»5. dlag(l)"'l had wanted a numeral rather than a word answer, 'lib; 
286 . dlar,(2 )*d lag( 1 >; 
287 . dlae(3)-dlag(1); 
28(. dlagU >*dlag( 1); 
289 . dlag(S)>dlag(1); 
290. unrc" 'Right,'; 
291. next"k22; 
292. GO TO now; 
29 3. k22: next"k23; 
293. 5 C'reply; 
2911. tot*Index(reply,'A')•lndex(reply,'E')*Index(reply, 1 >>Index(reply,'0')«Index(reply,'U'); 
295. IF tot>0 THEN GO TO next; 
295.5 next*sp; 
296. IF a*c THEN GO TO next; 
297. PUT LIST(cll' x0*0,'); 
291. next*k2k; 
299. GO TO next; 
300. sp: PUT LIST('However, 1 wanted a different number, not 'I|aI I' again.'lib); 
301. k23! 
€•'127'; 
302. k2%: PUT LIST('Thus both 'ilalj' and 'llcll' answer the question ?x0*0, so there Is no single answer to this 
question 
303. PUT LIST('ln fact, any number will answer this question. That Is why the expression 0/0 Is undeflned--lt Is 
meaningless'); 
30%. PUT LIST('to talk about "the" answer to the question 7x0*0 when any number will answer this question,'); 
305. PUT LISTCEnd of les5on--you may logout now.'); 
306. END ; 
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2 . 6  
3. 
3. 1 
J thru. 
3.2 
Instance/' ); 
5. 3 
3."I 
3. 5 
) ;  
55. 
56. 
57. 
~ 69.1 
Is'); 
69.2 ) ;  
69. 3 
69.lt 
You'); 
69.5 
69.6 
69.7 
69.8 
69.«2 
"lOO. 
1 0 1 ,  
102 .  
one' 
103. 
(since*); 
10%. 
105. 
106 .  
107. 
101. 
101.S 
109. 
110. 
111. 
1 1 2 .  
11) .  
Ilk. 
115. 
116 .  
117. 
DECl: 
k2: 
k3: 
k%: 
DECLARE DECl ENTRY EXT; 
CALL DECl; 
DECLARE DEC2 ENTRY EXT; 
PUT LISTC Part 2: In case of malfunction, xeq 
PUT LI ST('Another useful test li the following;: a number Is divisible by 3 If and only If the sum of Its'); 
PUT LIST('dibits Is divisible by Ï. For example, 171342 Is divisible by 3, because the sum of Its digits'); 
PUT LISTC'ls 1*7*1*3*4*2*1*, and II Is divisible by 3. The number 4123 Is not divisible by 3, since the sum'); 
PUT LISTCof Its digits Is 4*1*2*3*10, and 10 Is not divisible by 3. Is 25136 divisible by 37'); 
CALL DEC2; 
DECLARE DECS ENTRY EXT; 
PUT LIST(' Part 3: In case of malfunction, xeq 
PUT LIST('Another test that students often generalize Is the rule for division by 6. Do you believe, for 
PUT LIST('that a number Is divisible by 10 If and only If It Is divisible by 2 and by 57'); 
CALL DEC); 
END ; 
PROCEDURE ; 
DECLARE ans(2) CHAR<20) VAR,wans(3) CHAR(20) VAR, cor CHAR<200) VAR,dlag(3) CHAR(150) VAR, unrc CHAR(150) VAR; 
DECLARE a CHAR(120) VAR, b CHAR(120) VAR, reply CHAR(30) VAR; 
PUT LISTCIf p and d are whole numbers with d not equal to zero, then p Is divisible by d If the quotient p/d 
PUT LISTC'a whole number. 6 Is divisible by 2, for Instance, since 6/2 Is a whole number, but 6 Is not divisible' 
PUT LI ST('by 4, since 6/4 Is not a whole number.'); 
PUT LIST('lt Is often possible to tell whether p Is divisible by d without actually performing the division. 
PUT LIST('probably already know the divisibility test for 2, for Instance. Is 1432186 divisible by 27'); 
ans(l)«'YES'; 
cor.'Right, 1432116 Is divisible by 2.'; 
unrc'Actual ly, 14 32116 Is divisible by 2.'; 
next"k2; 
PUT LISTCin general, a number Is divisible by 2 If and only If lt"s one"s digit Is divisible by 2. Thus'); 
PUT LIST( ' 1432116 Is divisible by 2, because S, the number In the one''s position. Is divisible by 2.'); 
PUT LISTCThe test for divisibility by 5 Is very similar: a number Is divisible by 5 If and only If lt''s 
PUT LIST('digit Is divisible by 5. For example 5 divides 1070 (since 5 divides 0) but 5 does not divide 259 
PUT LIST('5 does not divide 9). Does 5 divide 550447'); 
ans(l)>'NO'; 
cor-'Good, 5 won"t divide 55044 because 5 won''t divide 4.'; 
unrc'Wrong! 5 won"t divide the number In the one"s position (4), so 5 won''t divide the number 55044.'; 
n«xt*k3; 
nrl"0; 
GO TO now; 
PUT LISTCis 10536 divisible by 57'); 
cor»'fIn*, 10535 lsn''t divisible by 5.'; 
qrfnrt; 
nrt'O; 
unrc'Yoo are Incorrect! what Is the number In the one''s position of 105367'; 
next*k4; 
00 TO now; 
next"k5; 
111. qrt"qrt«nrt; 
119. IF nrt>0 THEN GO TO next; 
120. ans(l)*'6'; 
121. cor*'Yes< 6 Is In the one''* position of 10536, and S won"t divide 6; hence S Mon"t divide tOS}6.'; 
122. unrc"'No, G Is In the one''* position of 10536, and 5 won''t divide 6; hence S won*'t divide 10S36.'; 
12}. GO TO now; 
12k. kS: next-k6; 
125. IF qrt'2 THEN GO TO next; 
126. PUT LISTCI» 21.150 divisible by 5Î'); 
127. ans(1).'YES'; 
121. eor"'You are right, Î41Î0 Is divisible by 5.'; 
129. unrc"'Wrong: 2tl30 Is divisible by 5 because 0 (the number In the one''s position) Is divisible by 5.'; 
130. GO TO now; 
1)1. k6! nrt»0; 
1)2. PUT LIST('The test 'or divisibility by k Is concerned not only with the last digit, but with the last two 
dig!ts'); 
15). PUT LIST('of a number. The rule Is thij: a number Is divisible by % If and only If the number named by the last 
two' ); 
l)t. PUT IIST('digits Is divisible by %. For example, 217)8 Is not divisible by k because the number named by the 
last' ); 
1)5. PUT LIST('two dlgIts--)#--Is not divisible by k. On the other hand, 117)6 Is divisible by k, because 36--the 
number ' ); 
1)6. PUT LIST('named by the last two dtglts--ls divisible by H, Is 61285k divisible by k?'); 
157. ans(l).'NO'; 
1)8. cor"'Good: k doesn''t divide 5k, so k doesn"t divide 6128Sk,'; 
1)9. unrc"'You are not correct. What Is the number named by the last two digits In 61285k?'; 
IkO. next"k7; 
141. GO TO now; 
lk2. k7: next'kS; 
Ih). qrt"nrt; 
Ikk. IF nrt>0 THEN GO TO next; 
115. ans(l)-'85k'; 
lk6. Iw"l; 
Ik 7. wans(1)*'5k ' ; 
lk8. cor«'No, the answer Is 5k, and since k won"t divide 5k, we know that k won''t divide 61285k.'; 
119. unrc'cor; 
150. dl ag(l)>'Yes, 5k Is correct--and since k won"t divide 5k, we know that k won''t divide 61285k.'; 
151. nexfk8; 
152. GO TO now; 
15). k8: PUT LIST('To see why this test works, consider the number 6)1218. This can be written as 6)1200+18'); 
15k. PUT LISTCor (6)12x100)*ll. Obviously, 6312x100 Is divisible by k, so (6312x100 * 18) will be divisible by'); 
155. PUT LIST('k If and only If 18 I s divisible by k. In general, a number edcba could be written as (edcxlOO +ba).'); 
156. PUT LIST('Since edcxlOO Is always divisible by k, the divisibility of (edcxlOO • ba) depends only on the'); 
157. PUT LIST('divisibility of ba. Thus the divisibility test for k Involves only the last two digits.'); 
15». PUT LISTCis kl7)2 divisible by k?'); 
159. aiis(l)"'YES'; 
160. cor-'OK, kl7)2 Is divisible by k.*; 
161. unrc«'Wrong; what Is the nuxter named by the last two digits In kl7)2?'; 
162. nrt*0; 
16), next*k9; 
16k. GO TO now; 
165. k9: qrt"qrt*nrt; 
166. next'klO; 
167. IF nrt>0 THEN GO TO next; 
168. ans(l)-'7)2'; 
169. wans(l)-'52'; 
170. Iw»l; 
I'l. cor»'No, J2 Is the number named by the last 2 digits In tl732. t divides 52, so k divides 417)2.'; 
VÎ, unrc"cor;  
I'J. dlag(l)«'Good, 52 Is correct; and since k divides )2, therefore k divides *1752.'; 
174. GO TO now; 
175. klO: next'kll; 
176. IF qrt'2 THEN GO TO next; 
177. PUT LISTCOoes k divide 21*572?'); 
17». an,(1).'YES'; 
179. cor-'Good, » divides 72, so 4 divides 218572.'; 
110. unrc'That Is Incorrect, k divides 72, so % divides 211572 .'; 
111. GO TO now; 
112. kll: END ; 
55. 0EC2: PROCEDURE ; 
56. DECLARE an«(2) CMAR(20) VAR,wans(J) C!(AR(20) VAR, cor CHAR(200) VAR,dlag(3) CHAR(150) VAR, unrc CHAR(150) VAR; 
57. DECLARE a CHAR(120) VAR, b CHAR(120) VAR, reply CHAR(30) VAR; 
69.1 ans(1)•'NO'; 
69.} cor*'Very good, 2*5»1»3»6"17, and 17 lsn''t divisible by 3. Hence 25136 lsn''t divisible by 
69.J unre"'That Is Incorrect, What Is the sum of the digits In 25136?'; 
69.4 next"kl2; 
200. kl2: qrt»nrt; 
201. next"kl3; 
202. IF nrt>0 THEN GO TO next; 
203. 8ns(l)-'17'; 
204. co<-"'Yes, 2*5$1*3*6"17. 17 Isn''t divisible by 3, so 25136 Isn''t divisible by 3.'; i_j 
205. unrc'tJo, 2 + 5*l*)*6"17, 17, however, lsn"t divisible by 3, so 2 51)6 lsn''t divisible by ).'; (i-
206 . GO TO now; {j\ 
207. kl3: PUT LISTCis 14269 divisible by ÏÎ'); 
208. ans(l)"'NO'; 
209 . cor*'Fine, l + 4*2*6+9"22; 22 lsn"t divisible by 3, so 14269 lsn''t divisible by 3.'; 
210. unrc"'Your answer Is not right. What Is the sum of the digits In 14269?'; 
211. nrt'O; 
212. next"kl4; 
213. GO TO now; 
214. kl4: qrt"qrt*nrt; 
215. next'klS; 
216. IF nrt>0 THEN GO TO next; 
217. an$(l)-'22'; 
218. cor»'22 Is correct--ar)d Î won"t divide 22, so 3 won"t divide 14269,'; 
219. unrc'Hope, l*4-»2*6*9"22--and 3 »/on''t divide 22, so 3 won''t divide 14269.'; 
220. GO TO now; 
221. kl5: next'klè; 
222. IF qrt-2 THEN GO TO next; 
223. PUT LISTCTry another--ls 12764 divisible by Î?'); 
224. ans(l).'YES'; 
225. cor«'Rlght, 82764 Is divisible by 3.'; 
226. unrc'That Is Incorrect. 8*2*7»6»4»27, and 3 divides 27, so 3 divides 82764,'; 
227. GO TO now; 
228 . kl6; PUT LISTCThe test for divisibility by 9 Is analogous to the test for 3: a number Is divisible by 9 If); 
229. PUT LIST('and only If the sum of lt''s digits Is divisible by 9. Is 250713 divisible by 97'); 
230. ans(l)-'YES'; 
231. cor"'OK, 2*5*0*7*1*3"18, and 9 divides 18, so 9 divides 250713.'; 
2)2. unrc"'That''s Incorrect. What Is the sum of the digits In 250713?'; 
233. nrfO; 
234. next*kl7; 
2)5. GO TO now; 
136. kl7! qrt"nrt; 
2Î7. nixt*kl9; 
23». IF nrt>0 THEN CO TO next; 
2)9. ansd)*'!!'; 
2H0. unrc"'No, 2*5»0*7»1*3»U. 9 divides 18, so 9 divides 2S071Î,'; 
2*1. next'klS; 
2*2. no TO now; 
2*3. kl8: t'UT LISTCis *16(2 divisible by 97'); 
2**. ans(l)«'N0'; 
2*5. cor*'Rlght! *«l*6»l*2"21, and 9 won"t divide 21» so 9 won"t divide *1612.'; 
unrc"'Hot quite: **l*6*l*2«21, and 9 won"t divide 21, so 9 won"t divide *1612.'; 
2*7. nexfklS; 
2*1. GO TO now; 
2*9. kl9: PUT LISTCA final rule to be considered I s the rule for divisibility by 6: a number Is divisible by 6'); 
2S0. PUT LISTCIf and only If It Is divisible by 2 and by 5. As an example, the number 3521* Is divisible by 6'); 
FWT LIST('because It Is divisible by 2 (since lt''s one''s digit Is divisible by 2) and It Is divisible by 3'); 
25*' PUT LIST('(slnce the sum of lt''j digits Is divisible by S). Is 2726 divisible by 6?'); 
253. ans(l)-'NO'; 
25*. cor"'Good, 2726 lsn''t divisible by 6 because It lsn''t divisible by 3.'; 
255. unrc'Ho, 2726 lsn''t divisible by 3, so It can''t be divisible by 6,'; 
256. nrt*0; 
257. next*k20; 
258. GO TO now; 
259. k2Q: nexfk21; 
260. IF nrt>0 THEN GO TO next; 
261. PUT LISTCTry It again: Is 822 3 divisible by r,7<); 
262. unrc"'You are Incorrect: 8223 lsn''t divisible by 6 because It lsn''t divisible by 2.'; (_o 
263. cor"'Correct, 1223 lsn''t divisible by 6 because It lsn''t divisible by 2.'; Os 
26*. GO TO now; 
265. k21: PUT LIST('Many students try to generalize these tests, but this must be done with caution. Consider'); 
266. PUT LISTCthe test for 5--the one that Involves summing the digits. Will this test also work for divisibility'); 
267. PUT LIST<'by 77 That Is, will a number be divisible by 7 If and only If the sura of It''i digits Is divisible'); 
268. PUT llST('by 77 (Answer yes or no.)'); 
269. ans(l)"'NO'; 
*70. b»' 7 divides 1*, for Instance, but the sum of the digits Is l+*"5, nnd 7.won''t divide 5.'; 
271. cor"'Correct--the rule won''t work for 7.'||b; 
272. unrc*'Wrong--the rule won"t work for 7.'lib; 
272.5 next"k22; 
273. GO TO now; 
27*. k22: PUT LISTCln fact, the 3''s rule won''t work for any digits other than Î and 9.'); 
275. END ; 
~ 55. DEC): P.IOCEOURE ; 
56. DECLARE ans(2) CHAR(20) VAR,wans(*) CHAR(20) VAR, cor CHAR(200) VAR,dlag(*) CHAR(ISO) VAR, unrc CHAR(150) VAR; 
57. DECLARE a CHAR(120) VAR, b CHAR(120) VAR, reply CHAR(30) VAR; 
~ 69.1 an#(l).'YES', 
69.2 car"'Fine, this test works--bue there Is an easier way to state It.'; 
69.3 unrc'Hrongl This test does work, although there It an easier way to state It.'; 
69.* next"k2); 
300. k2}! PUT LIST<'A number that Is divisible by 2 ends In a 0, 2, *, 6, or 8, and a number that Is divisible by S'); 
301. PUT LIST('ends In a 0 or a 5. Thus a number that Is divisible by both 2 and 5 must end In the digit .'); 
302. ans(l)*'0'; 
303. ans(2).'ZER0'; 
30*. lr-2; 
)0S, b«' a number that Is divisible by both 2 and S ends In a 0.'; 
Î06. cor»'Yes, 'lib; 
J07. unrc"'No, 'I lb; 
301. next"k2k; 
J09. GO TO now; 
310. k2%: PUT LiSTCThus a number Is divisible by 10 if and only If it ends In a 0.'); 
311. PUT LISTCIS it true that a number Is divisible by S if and only if It is divisible by 2 and by %?'); 
512. ans(l)-'NO'; 
Ï13. cor"'You are right, this test does not work.'; 
31%. unrc'Unfortuiiately, this test won" t work.'; 
315. next"k2S; 
316. GO TO now; 
517. k25: PUT LISTCFor example, 12 is divisible by 2 and by %, but not by 8. incidentally, the reason this test'); 
51*. PUT LIST('won''t work for 2 and % Is that 2 and k have a comnon factor.'); 
319. PUT LiSTC'From the following list, name a number that Is divisible by 3: H6312, *6515, *651%, *6515, *6516'); 
320. ans( n « ' * 6 3 1 * ' ;  
321. Iw"*; 
522. wans(l)"'*6312'; 
525. wans(2)"'*6513'; 
52*. wans(3)' '*6515'; 
525. H.ins(*)"'*6J16'; 
326, dlag(l)*'i<o, the sum of the digits In *6512 is 16, and 5 won"t divide 16. The correct answer is *651*.'; 
527. dlag(2)*'No, the sum of the digits In *6515 Is 17, and 5 won''t divide 17. The correct answer Is *651*.'; 
52*. diag(5)*'No, the sum of the digits in *6515 is 19, and 5 won''t divide 19. The correct answer is *651*.'; 
529. diag(*)"'No, the sum of the digits In *6516 is 20, and 5 won''t divide 20. The correct answer Is *651*.'; 
550. unrc'Wo, the only correct answer Is *651*.'; 
551. cor"'Right, the sum of the digits In *651* Is 18, and 5 divides 18, so 5 divides *651*.'; 
532. next"k26; 
5 55. GOTO now; 
55*. k26: PUT LIST<'From the same list, choose a number that is divisible by *,'); 
555. iw«*; 
556. ans(l)"'*6516'; 
557. wans(*)•'*651* ' ; 
55*. COT"'Good, * divides 16, so * divides *6516.'; 
559. unrc"'No, the number named by the last two digits must be divisible by *, and this Is true only of *6312 and 
*6516. '; 
5*0, d)ag(1)«'Rood, * divides 12, so * divides *6 512.'; 
5*1. diag(2)"'No, 15 (the number named by the last 2 digits) lsn''t divisible by *. The answer is *6512 or *6 516.' 
3*2. diag(5)"'No, 15 (the number named by the last 2 digits) isn''t divisible by *. The answer I s *6312 or *6316.' 
5*5. diag(*)"'No, 1* (the number named by the last 2 digits) isn''t divisible by *, The answer Is *6512 or *6516.' 
5**. next'k27; 
5*5. GO TO now; 
5*6. k27: PUT LiST('Hame a number from the list that is divisible by 6,'); 
3*7. ans(i)-'*631*'; 
5*1, iw«*; 
5*9. wans(*)"'*6516'; 
550. cor*'Yes, *651* is divisible by both 2 and 5, so It is divisible by 6.'; 
551. unrc'No, *651* is the only listed number that is divisible by 2 and 5, so it Is the only number divisible by 
6 .  ' ;  
552. diag(l)"'Ho, *6512 isn''t divisible by 5, so it isn''t divisible by 6. The correct answer Is *651*.'; 
555, dlag(2)«'No, *6515 lsn''t divisible by 2 or 5, so it lsn''t divisible by 6. The correct answer is *651*,'; 
35*, dlag(5)"'No, *6515 isn"t divisible by 2 or 5, so It isn''t divisible by 6. The correct answer It *651*,'; 
555. dlag(*)"'No, 16 Isn"t divisible by 5, so it isn''t divisible by 6, The correct answer Is *651*,'; 
556. next"k28; 
557. GO TO now; 
551. k2t! PUT LIST('End of Iesson--you may logout.'); 
559. Ei(0 ; 
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CAI UNIT 5 
1. DECLARE PRl ENTRY EXT; 
1.1 CALL PRl; 
J. DECLARE PR? ENTRY EXT; 
PUT LISTC part 2: in case of nalfur^cclon, xeq 
J thru... ' 
2-2 PUT LIST('What Is the largest Integer that Is less than or equal to sqrt(l%0)T'); 
2.} CALL PR2; 
5. DECLARE PRÎ ENTRY EXT; 
)•! PUT LIST(' part 3: In cas# of malfunction, xeq 
J thru... ' 
S<2 PUT LISTCTO tee If 301 Is prime, one should check the set of all primes that are less than or equal to 
sqr1(301).'); 
3.3 PUT LISTCWhat Is the largest prim* number that Is less than or equal to sqrt(301)T'); 
3.» CALL PR3; 
<1. END ; 
55, PRl: PROCEDURE ; 
56. DECLARE ans(2) CHAR(20) VAR,wans(!)> CHAR(20) VAR, cor CHAR(200) VAR,diaf(3) CHAR(200) VAR, unrc C1IAR(200) VAR; 
s;. DECLARE a CHAR(no) VAR, b CHAR(130) VAR, reply CHAR(IO) VAR; 
69.1 PUT LIST('You may remember that a prime number Is a natural number that has exactly two factors. Alternately, we 
cou Id'); 
69.2 PUT LIST('say that a prime number Is a natural number greater than 1 that has no divisors olher than 1 and 
Itself.'); 
69.5 PUT LIST<'|5 21 a prime number?'); 
69.35 ans(l)-'ND'; 
69.k a-' 21 lsn''t prime, because It has k factors--!,3,7, and 21.'; 
69.5 cor-'RiRht,'lia; 
69.6 unrc"'Ho,'I la; vD 
69.7 next"k2; 
69.1 GO TO now; 
~100. k2: PUT LISTCIS 33 a prime number?'); 
101. a"'33 lsn''t prime because 3 and 11 are divisors of 33; 33 Is divisible by natural numbers other than 1 and 33.*; 
102. cor"'Coed, 'I la; 
103. unrc*'Unfortunately not: 'lia; 
10%. next'kS; 
105. GO TO now; 
106. k): next'kS; 
107. IF nrt-2 THEN GO TO next; 
108. PUT LISTC'Try again. Is 23 a prime number?'); 
109. ans<l)-'YES'; 
110. a*' 23 Is prime because It has no divisors other than 1 and 23,'; 
111. cor*'Very good,'||a; 
112. unrc'Hrongl '  I la; 
1)3. next'kk; 
11%. GO TO now; 
l is. kk: next'kS; 
116. IF nrf2 THEN GO TO next; 
117. PUT LIST<*Just one more: Is 77 a prime number?'); 
Ill, ans(l)-'NO'; 
119. cor"'Correct, 77 lsn''t a prime number.'; 
120. unrc"'No, 77 Is not a prime number.'; 
121. next'kS; 
122. 00 TO now; 
123. kS: PUT LISTCit Is obvious that 77 Is not prime because 77 Is divisible by . (Type one number. ) ' ); 
12k. ans(l).'77'; 
kb: 
125. 
K 6 .  
1Î7. 
1 2 8 .  
129. 
129.5 
no. 
151. 
132. 
D). 
l i h .  
US. 
we"ir); 
156. 
root ' ); 
137. 
15». 
159. 
lliO. 
lU. 
1 1 2 .  
1'.5. 
IM. 
U S .  
lue. 
number'); 
11.7. 
Klves' ); 
Ik». 
I l i9. 
150. 
151. 
152. 
155. 
15». 
155. 
I S S .  
157. 
151. 
159. 
1 6 0 .  
1 6 1 .  
1 6 2 .  
16J. 
number»'); 
1 6 t .  
numbers'); 
165. 
tqrt(179)7 
1 6 6 .  
167. 
161 .  
169. 
170. 
171. 
172. 
175 .  
k7: 
kl: 
k9: 
«ans(1)•'11'; 
wans(2)•'1'; 
wans(5)"'7'; 
b*' 77 falls to be prime because 7 and 11 are also divisors.'; 
cor"'77 Is divisible by 77, but so what? Any number Is divisible by Itself.'lib; 
lw«5; 
dlag(2)"'77 Is divisible by 1, but so what? Any number Is divisible by l.'||b; 
dI ax(1)•'Good/ 77 falls to be prime because It Is divisible by 11; It Is also divisible by 7.'; 
dIag(3)•'Good, 77 falls to he prime because It Is divisible by 7; It Is also divisible by 11.'; 
ner.t"k6; 
GO TO now; 
PUT LISr<'For reasons that we will (hopefully) see later, we will he Interested In square roots. In fact, 
PUT LIST('be using the phrase "the square root of" so often that we will shorten It to "sqrt." Thus "the square 
PUT LIST('of 9" will be written "sqrt(9)" In our terminology. What Is the value of sqrt(9)?'); 
ans(l)"'5'; 
cor"'Yes, sqrt(9)"5.'; 
nr t"0; 
unrc"'Ho, sqrt(9 )""tht- square root of 9""3.'; 
next"k7; 
00 TO now; 
next»k9; 
IF nrt'l THEN 00 TO next; 
PUT LISft'You see, sqrt(n) Is the number which, when multiplied by Itself, gives you n; that Is, 5qrt(n) Is a 
PUT LIST('whose square Is n. In this case, sqrt(9)"3, since 3 Is a number which, when multiplied by Itself, 
PUT LISTC'you 9. Similarly, sqrt(25)"5, since 5x5»25, and sqrt(100)"10, since lOxlO'lOO. In general, then, 
PUT LI ST('(sqrt(n))X(sqrt(n) ) "n. What Is the numerical value of sqrt(64)?'); 
ans(1)•'8'; 
cor"'O.K., sqrt(G't )"8. ' ; 
unrc"'Not quite: sqrt(64)"8, since 8x8»6W. (8 Is a number which, when multiplied by Itself, gives you 6%.)'; 
next"k8; 
GO TO now; 
next"k9; 
IF nrt»l THEN GO TO next; 
PUT LIST('Try one more: what Is the numeric value of sqr((121)?'); 
ans(1)"'11' ; 
cor"'Atl rltht, sqrt(121)*11. ' ; 
unrc"'No, sqrt(121)"ll, Sqrt(121) Is a number whose square Is 121; since llxll"121, then, sqrt(121)-11.'; 
GO TO now; 
PUT LIST('To decide whether 179 Is prime or not, you are Interested In discovering whether or not 179 has'); 
PUT LIST('any divisors other than 1 and 179. In this search for divisors, you would obviously not consider 
PUT LIST('that are larger than 179 as possible divisors of 179. In fact, you wouldn''t have to check any 
PUT LISTCthat are larger than sqrt(179). By the way, what Is the largest Integer that Is less than or equal to 
ans(l)"'13'; 
wans(1)"'Il ' ; 
Iw- 1; 
cor"'Very good, 15 Is correct.'; 
dIag(l)»'You are close, but Ik Is somewhat larger than sqrt(179). The correct answer Is 15.'; 
unrc"'Ho, 15 Is the largest Integer that Is less than or equal to sqrt(179).'; 
next"kl2; 
GO TO now; 
M 
ê 
17k. klîi nrt"0; 
175. PUT LISTCDo you think you understand how to find the largest Integer that It less than or equal to sqrt(n) for 
a given n7'); 
176. an*(l).',ES'; 
177. cor"'O.K., then try this one to make sure:'; 
171. unrc'O.K., to find the largest Integer that li less than or equal to 253, for Instance, we would first make a 
reasonable'; 
179. nexfklS; 
no. GO TO now; 
111. kl5: next'klk; 
HÎ. IF nrt"l THEN 00 TO next; 
I I ) .  PUT LISTCguess. Since 100<]$3<H00, w« know that sqrt( 100)<$qrt(25})<sqrt(^00); therefore 10<sqrt(2S))<20, 
since'); 
lit. PUT LIST('lO'sqrt(100) and 20"sqrt(W00). The number we are looking for, then. Is somewhere between 10 and 20.'); 
115. PUT LISTCHe might guess IS, but 15x15-225, and 225<2S}, so 15<sqrt(2S)). Also, 16x1 256, and 253(256, so 
sqrt(2S3)<16.'); 
116. PUT LISTCThus 225<2S3<2S6, which means sqrt(225Xsqrt(253Xsqrt(256); hence 15<sqrt(253)<16. This means that 
the'); 
117. PUT LIST('largest Integer that Is less than or equal to sqrt(2S3) Is IS. Always find the two Integers that 
sqrt(n) Is'); 
111 PUT LIST('between--your "answer" Is the smaller of these two.'); 
119. klk: END ; 
55. PR2i PROCEDURE ; 
56. DECLARE ans(2) CHAR(20) VAR,wans(3) CHAR(20) VAR, cor CHAR(200) VAR,dlag(5) CHARCOO) VAR, unrc CHAR(200) VAR; 
57. DECLARE a CMAR(130) VAR, b CHAR(130) VA«, reply CHAR(30) VAR; 
~ 69.1 ans(1)"'11'; 
69.2 cor"'You are rightl'; 
69.5 unrc"'No, the answer Is 11.'; 
69.k next'klS; 
69.5 GO TO now; 
200. kl5: next"kl6; 
201. IF nrt-1 THEN GO TO next; 
202. PUT LISTCYOU see, 11x11.121, and 12xl2-l»N. But sqr t ( 12 IXsqr t ( UO Xsqr t ( Ik"* ), so IKsqr t ( IkO )<12. Thus 11 Is'); 
20). PUT LISTCthe largest Integer that Is less than or equal to sqrt(lkO).'); 
20%. PUT LISTCTry one more: what Is the largest Integer that Is less than or equal to sqrt(203)?'); 
205. ans(l)-'l"i'; 
206. cor*'Rlght, IH Is the answer.'; 
207. unrc'No, the answer Is 1%. Since lkxlk<203<15xl5, therefore lk<sqrt(203X15.'; 
201. GO TO now; 
209. kl6: PUT LISTCNOW let''s consider w h y .  In deciding If n Is p r i m e ,  we can limit our search for factors to numbers 
that'); 
210. PUT LIST('are less than or equal to sqrt(n).'); 
211. PUT LISTCif a and b are a pair of factors of n, (that Is, axb'n), then at least one of the numbers a or b must 
be less'); 
212. PUT LISTCthan or equal to sqrt(n). After all. If a>sqrt(n) and b>sqrt(n), then axb>(tqrt(n)>x(iqrt(n)), which 
means'); 
213. PUT LIST('axb>n; hence a and b wouldn"t be factors of n.'); 
21k. PUT LISTCThus for each pair of factors of n, at least one member of the pair will be less than or equal to 
sqrt(n).'); 
215, PUT LISTCThls means that If n has any factors at all--other than 1 and n--lt will have at least one factor 
that ' ); 
216, PUT LISTCIS less than or equal to sqrt(n). Cy this reasoning, then. If 179 has any factors. It must have a 
factor'); 
217, PUT LISTCthat Is less than or equal to .'); 
21:. »n»(U-'SQRT(179)'; 
219. ans{2)"'SQRT179'; 
220. lr-2; 
221. wans(1)•'13 ' ; 
222. wans(2)*'l<i'; 
22Î. Iw-3; 
2 2 k ,  cor*'Very good.' 
225. unrc'No, If 179 has any factors, then It must have rf factor that Is less than or equal to sqrt(179).*; 
226. dla:(l)"'Very good.'; 
227. dlaK(2)«'You are right, but you could be more exact;'; 
221. wans(3)-'ROOT'; 
229. dlag())"'Please use the abbreviation sqrt In place of "square root." The answer Is sqrt(179).'; 
250. next*kl7; 
2 51. CO TO now; 
252. kl7: PUT LISTC'Since 15 Is the largest Integer that Is less than or equal to sqrt(179>, then If 179 has any factor;'); 
255. PUT LISTCat all. It must have a factor that Is less than or equal to 15.'); 
25%. PUT LIST('There Is one fact that can cut our work even more: If n has a factor,f, (where f Is not 1 or n) then n 
haa'); 
255. PUT LISTCa prime factor that Is less than or equal to f. To see how this works, consider the number 1(79, which 
has'); 
256. PUT LIST('a factor, 297. 297 lsn''t prime, but It can be factored Into two numbers, 9x55. Again, 9 and 55 
aren''t prime,'); 
257. PUT LIST('but 9 can be factored Into 3x3, and 3 Is primt. Thus 1S79 has a prime factor, 3.'); 
258. PUT LISTCin general. If f Is a factor of n, then either f Is prime (so we''ve found our prime factor), or f can 
be'); 
239. PUT LIST('factored Into the product of tn'O numbers, say g and h. If g or h Is prime, we have again found our 
prime'); 
2*0. PUT LIST('factor. If not, g and h can be factored, and so on. If the process Is continued, a prime factor will 
be found.'); 
2kl. PUT LIST('67S has a factor, 135. It therefore has a prime factor that Is less than or equal to 135. Marne this 
factor.'); 
2k2. «ns(l)"'3'; 
2%3. ans(l)«'4S'; 
24k. ans(2>-'15'; 
2*5. wans(l)*'5'; 
2*6. wans(2)*'S'; 
2*7. lr-2; 
2*1. Iw"2; 
2*9. cor«'No, this Is a factor of 675, but not a prime factor. The only prime factors arc 5 and S.'; 
250, dlag(l)"'Yes, 5 Is a factor of 675. The other prime factor Is 5.'; 
251, dlag(2)*'Yes, 5 Is a factor of 67S. The other prime factor Is 3.'; 
252, unrc'No, the only prime factors of 675 are 5 and 5.'; 
255, next'klS; * 
25*, GO TO now; 
255, kll: PUT LIST('Thus If a number n has any factors at all, then It must have a prime factor that Is less than or 
equal '); 
%56. PUT LISTCto sqrt(n). To check on whether n Is prime, then, WE NEED ONLY CHECK THE PRIME NUMBERS THAT ARE LESS 
THAN'); 
257, PUT LISTCOR EQUAL TO SQRT(n>.'); 
25#, PUT LISTCTO see If 179 Is prime, then, check the primes that are less than or equal to sqrt(179)I that Is, 
check'); 
259. PUT LISTCthe numbers 2,5,5,7,11, and 13. If they are not factors of 179, then 179 HAS no factors (except 1 and 
179.)'); 
260. PUT LISTCAre any of thase nuWyers actually factors of l '/9?'); 
261. ans(l)"'HO'; 
262. cor"'Rlght--therefore 179 must be a prime number.'; 
263. unrc'No, none of these numbers are factors of 179: thus 179 Is a prime number. '; 
26*. next*kl9; 
265. GO TO now; 
266. kX9: END ; 
55. PR5: PROCEDURE ; 
56. DECLARE an,(2) CHAR(20> VAR,wans(S) CHAR(20) VAR, cor CHAR(200) VAR,dlaf(S> CHAR(200) VAR, unrc CHAR(200> VAR; 
57. DECLARE a CHAR(120) VAR, b CHAR(120) VAR, reply CHAR(30) VAR; 
" 69.1 ans(l)-'17'; 
69.2 cor"'Correct.'; 
69.) unrc'No, 17xl7<301<18xlt, so 17<3qrt(301)<ll; thus 17 Is the largest Integer that Is < or • sqrt(}01).'; 
69.k n*xt"k20; 
69.5 00 TO now; 
300. k20r PUT LIST ('To see If 301 Is" prime, one would check the numbers 2,3,5,7,11,13,and 17 to see If any of these are'); 
302. PUT LI ST('factors of 301. If possible, name a number on this list that Is a factor of 301. If there Is none, 
type "none".'); 
303. ans(l)-'17'; 
30k. wans(2).'N0NE'; 
305. wans(l)"'7'; 
306. cor-'No, 17 lsn"t a factor of 301. The answer should be 7.'; 
307. dlag(l)*'Very good, 301 Is divisible by 7.'; 
301. dlag(2)"'But there Is a factor In that list—the number 7.'; 
301.5 unrc"'There Is a factor In that llst--the number 7 Is a factor of 301.'; 
309. Iw"2; 
310. next*k21: 
311. GO TO now; ^ 
312. k2l! PUT LIST('To see If 253 Is a prime, one would divide by the numbers 2,3,5,7,11, and 13. If possible, name a'); ^ 
313. PUT LIST('number on that list that Is a factor of 253; otherwise, type "none."'); 10 
SU. ans (1).'11'; 
316.' cor»'O.K., 11 Is the only listed factor of 253.'; 
317. unrc'No, 11 Is a factor of 253, since 253"llx25.'; 
31*. next"k22; 
319. GO TO now; 
320. k22: PUT LIST('Llst the set of all numbers that you should check to see If 91 Is prime. Please list the numbers'); 
321. PUT LISTCIn order, and separate them by commas. ' ); 
321.5 ans(l).'9'; 
322. ans(2).'ll'; 
323. wans(l)-'2,3,5,7'; 
32k. wans(2)-'2,3,5,AHD7'; 
325. wans(3)-'2,3,5AHD7'; 
326. lw-3; 
327. cor«'Ho, th« primes that are less than or equal to sqrt(91) are 2,3,5,and 7'; 
32». lr-2; 
329. dlag(l)*'Flne, the primes less than or equal to sqrt(91) are 2,3,5, and 7.'; 
330. dlag(2)"dlag(l); 
331. dlag(3)'dlag(l); 
332. unrc-cor; 
333. next«k2 3; 
53k. 00 TO now; 
335, k2): PUT LISTCTry to divide 91 by each of the factors 2,3,5, and 7. Is 91 a prime number?'); 
335.1 ans(l).'NO'; 
335.2 cor»'Correct, 7 divides 91, so 91 lsn"t prime.'; 
335. 3 unrc"'Ho, 7 divides 91, so 91 lsn"t prime.'; 
335.k next"k2k; 
336. GO TO now; 
337. k2k: PUT LIST('Try this method (dividing by all the primes less than or equal to sqrt(n)) to see If 139 Is prime.'); 
))«. 
3J9. 
]%0. 
3kl. 
3%2. 
3»5. 
3»t. 
345. 
type'); 
346. 
W7. 
347.5 
341. 
349. 
350. 
35X. 
J52. 
353. 
354 . 
355. 
356. 
357 . 
"none."' 
358. 
359. 
360. 
370. 
371. 
572. 
373. 
374 . 
375. 
375. 
"MM."' 
578. 
379. 
380. 
380.5 
381. 
382. 
383. 
n$t. '; 
383.5 
384 . 
385. 
386. 
387. 
318. 
389. 
390. 
391. 
192. 
J9). 
394. 
395. 
396. 
k 2 6 :  
) ;  
PUT LISTCis It?'); 
ans(l)"'YES'; 
b»' none of the primes 2,J,5,7,or 11 ar« divisors of 139: hence 1Î9 Is prime.'; 
eor-'Yes,'I|b; 
unrc-'No,'I|b; 
next"k?5; 
GO TO now; 
k25: PUT LISTCName the numbers from the following list that are prime numbers: 11), IIS, 117. (If there are none, 
PUT LIST('"none."'); 
ans(l)-'115'; 
lw-2; 
wans(!)•'117'; 
wans(2)•'113'; 
cor"'No, 115 Is divisible by 5: only 113 Is prlne.'; 
dlag(l)"'No, 117 Is divisible by 3; only 113 Is prime.'; 
dlag(2)"'Ye;, 113 Is prime, because It can not be divided by 2,3,5, or 7,'; 
unrc"'No, 113 Is prime, but It Is the only listed number that Is prime.'; 
next"k26; 
GO TO now; 
IF reply"'113' THEN score'l; ELSE score"0; 
PUT LIST('lla.ne the numbers from the following list that are prime numbers:295, 297, 29fi. If there are none, type 
ans(l)-'NOHE'; 
b«' there are no primes on the list: 5 divides 295, 3 divides 297, and 13 divides 299.'; 
cor-'Correct,'I|b; 
unrc"'Ho, 'lib; 
nrt"0j 
next*k27; 
GO TO now; 
next»k30; 
$core»score»nrt; 
IF score"2 THEN 00 TO next; 
PUT LIST('Name the numbers from the following list that are prime numbers: 287,289,291. If there are none, type 
an»(l)-'287'; 
ans(2>-'291'; 
wans(1)"'289'; 
wans<2)-'N0NE'; 
lr»2; 
lw-2; 
cor«'No, 287 Is divisible by 7, 289 Is divisible by 17, and 291 Is divisible by 3: there are no primes on the 
dlag(2)*'You are right, there are no primes on the list: 7 divides 287, 17 divides 289, and 3 divides 291.'; 
unrc"cor; 
dlag(l)"cor; 
next-k28; 
GO TO now; 
k28: n«xt*k30; 
IF lndex(reply,'NONE')>0 THEN score>score«l; 
IF score*2 THEN GO TO next; 
PUT LISTCOnly one number from this list Is prlme--name It: 119, 121, Jl), 125, 127, 129'); 
Iw«5; 
ans(l)-'U9'; 
wans(1)-'121'; 
wans(2)-'123'; 
wans(5)»'125'; 
k27; 
); 
397. wans(i))«'127'; 
391, wan*(S)"'129'; 
399. cor»'No, 119 1» divisible by 7.'; 
too. dl,:(l).'No, 121 It divisible by 11.'; 
toi. dlag(2)-'No, 123 Is divisible by J.'; 
402. dla*(3)"'No, 125 Is divisible by 5.'; 
*03. dlag(k)"'Very good.'; 
kOk. dlag(5)-'No, 129 Is divisible by 3.'; 
kOk.5 unrc"'Your answer Is unrccognlzed--you may have typed the letter 1 In place of the numeral 1, for Instance.'; 
kOS. next*k29; M 
k06. GO TO now; ib 
k07. k29: next'sp; In 
kOS. tot*lndex(reply/'119')*lndexCreply,'12l')*lndex(reply/'123')>lndex(reply,'12S')*lndex(reply,'129'); 
k09. IF tot>0 THEN 00 TO next; 
k09.5 next*k30; 
tio. IF lndex(reply,'127')>0 THEN GO TO next; 
'ill. sp: PUT LIST('Using the same list again, try to name the prime number.'); 
kl2. IH-5; 
kl3. next'k29s; 
kl4. GO TO now; 
HIS. k29s! IF Index(reply,'12 7')-0 THEN PUT LIST('Actual Iy, the prime number was 127.'); 
kl6. k30: PUT LISTCEnd of 1esson--you may logout.'); 
klT. END ; 
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CAI UNIT 6 
1. DECLARE LCHl ENTRY EXT; 
1.2 CALL LCHl; 
2. DECLARE LCM2 ENTRY EXT; 
2.1 PUT LISTC Part 2: In case of malfunction, xeq 2 
thru...'); 
2.2 PUT LiST(*For example, consider LCH(12,63>. 12*2x2x), and 63>}x3x7. Thus LCM(12,63) must contain th* factor 2x2 
(or'); 
2.3 PUT LIST('lt wouldn''t be a multiple of 12), 3x3 (or It HOuldn''t be a multiple of 63), and 7 (or It wouldn''t 
be a'); 
2.H PUT LIST('multiple of 63). Hence LCM(12,63)" . Again, just type the final answer, not the factors.'); 
2.5 CALL LCH2; 
3. DECLARE LCH3 ENTRY EXT; 
5.1 PUT LISTC Part 5: In case of malfunction, xeq 5 
thru...'); 
3.2 PUT LISTCO.K., so the least common denominator Is 36. How complete the addition: 5/12 • 7/11 • .'); 
3.3 CALL LCM3; 
k. END ; 
55. LCHl: PROCEDURE ; 
56. DECLARE ans(2) CHAR(20) VAR,wans(2) CHAR(20) VAR, cor CHAR(150) VAR,dlag(2) CKARdSO) VAR, unrc CHARdSO) VAR; 
57. DECLARE a CHAR(150) VAR, b CHAR(120) VAR, reply CHAR(30) VAR; 
69.1 PUT LISTCThe least common multiple of a and b--abbrevlated lCH(a,b) — Is the smallest non-zero number that Is a 
multiple'); 
69.2 PUT LIST('of both a and b. The set of non-zero multiples of 12, for Instance, contains the numbers 12,2t,36,48,60 
,72,.,.'); 
69.3 PUT LIST('and the set of non-zero multiples of 18 contains 18,36,54,72,90,.... From this. It should be clear 
that' ); 
69.4 PUT LIST('LCH(12,18). .'); 
69.5 ans(l)-'36'; 
69.6 cor-'Fine, LCH(12,18 )»36.'; 
69.7 unrc'Ho, the smallest number that Is a non-zero multiple of both 12 and 18 Is 36.'; 
69.8 next"k2; 
100. k2: PUT LIST('He could, then, find LCH(a,b) In this way: let A«the set of non-zero multiples of a, and lot B"the set 
of ' ); 
101. PUT LIST('non-zero multiples of b. Then LCH(a,b) Is the smallest member of the of A and B.'); 
102. ans(l).'INTERSECTION'; 
103. cor^'Correct.'; 
104. a-'Not quite; LCM(a,b) Is the smallest member that It In both A and B,'; 
105. unrcall' so lt''s the smallest member of the Intersection of A and B.'; 
106. next*k3; 
107. GO TO now; 
101. k5: PUT LISTCTry another one. If the non-zero multiples of 30 are 30,60,90, 120,150, 110,210,240,2 70,... and the 
non-zero' ); 
109. PUT LIST('multiples of 24 are 24,48, 72,96, 120,144, 161, 192,216,240,264 then what Is LCH( 30, 24 )7 ' ) ; 
110. ans(1)>* 120'; 
111. cor.'Yes, LCH(30,24>«120.'; 
112. unrc'No, the smallest element that Is In both sets of multiples Is 120: thus LCH( 30,24 )'120. ' ; 
115. next*k4; 
114. no TO now; 
115. k4: PUT LIST('Unfortunately, this Is not a very practical way to find LCH(a,b), because you may have to calculate a 
lot'); 
116. PUT LIST('of multiples before you find one that Is In both sets. Another--easter--way to find LCH(a,b) Is to 
factor'); 
117. PUT LiSTCa and b Into a product of primes, and then TAKE THE PRODUCT OF THE HIGHEST POWERS (F EACH OF THE 
DIFFERENT'); 
PUT LIST('FACTORS THAT OCCUR IN THE PRIME FACTORIZATION OF EITHER NUMBER.'); 
PUT LISTCAS a start/ 1«t''s again find ICM(30,2%). The prime factorization of 2% Is 2x2x2x), and the prime 
Ization'); 
PUT I.IST('of 30 Is . List the factors In order, smallest to largest, with the letter x as a times sign 
n factors,'); 
ans<l)-'2X2'; 
ans(2)-'5X5'; 
wans(l)'*2X3X&'; 
cor"'Not exactly. 30, written as a product of primes, is 2x3x5.'; 
dlag(l)*'Good, 30*2x3x5.*; 
I r-2; 
Iwl; 
unrc'cor; 
•next'kS; 
00 TO now; 
PUT LISTCAII right. If 2^*2x2x2x3, and 30-2x3x5, then "the different factors that occur In the prime factorlzati ); 
e'); 
>; 
); 
be'); 
PUT IIST('either number" are 2,3,and 5. The highest power of 2 in either number is 2x2x2 (which appears In 24), 
PUT IIST('highest power of 3 Is simply 3; similarly, the highest power of 5 In either number Is 5 to the first 
PUT LISTCThuf LCH(30,2H)-2x2x2x3x5-120.'); 
k5: PUT LISTCTry one on your own: what Is LCM(90, 100)7 Please don''t state the number In factored form--just the 
PUT LtST('answer, which wlli be a single number.'); 
ans(l)»'9000'; 
wans(l)"'X'; H 
wans(2)"'900'; i& 
lw-2 ;  00  
a*'P)ease state the final answer, not a list of factors. The answer Is'; 
dlagC1)*aI I' 900,'; 
cur"'You are incorrect. Let"s analyze the way to get the correct answer.'; 
unrc"cor; 
diag(2)«'Good, LCH(90, 100)"900. '; 
next"k6; 
GO TO now; 
k6s next"det; 
I F  lndex(repiy,'9000')>0 THEN GO TO next; 
next"k8; 
IF lndex(reply,'900')>0 THEN 00 TO next; 
det: PUT LISTCif 90"2x3xr 5, and 100-2x2x5x5, then the different prime factors occuring In either number are 2,3,and 
PUT LISTCThe highest power of 2 that occurs in either number Is 2 to the power.'); 
ans(l)"'SECONO'; 
ans(2)-'2ND'; 
i r-2; 
cor-'Yes, 2 to the second power Is the highest power of 2 in either 90 or 100,'; 
unrc-'No, 2x2, or 2 to the second power. Is the highest power of 2 in either 90 or 100.*; 
next»k7; 
GO TO now; 
k7: PUT IIST('Similarly, the highest power of 3 appearing In either number Is 3x3, and the highest power of 5 Is 
PUT LISTCThus "the product of the highest powers of each of the different factors that occur In either number" 
PUT IIST('2x2x3x3x5x5-900, Hence LCH(90,100)-900.*); 
k»: PUT LISTCNOW find LCH(«, 30). ' ); 
ans(l)-'120'; 
k9: 
165. 
1 6 6 .  
167. 
16*.  
169. 
power of; 
170. 
171. 
172. 
172.5 
175. 
17J.S 
17%. 
5 I,'); 
175. 
factor*.)'); 
176. 
177. 
number. 
17#. 
179. ); 
110. 
appearInK'); 
111. 
number that'); 
182. 
the prime'); 
18J. 
WW. 
klO: 
55. 
56. 
57. 
• «9.1 
69.2 
69.3 
69.% 
69.5 
69.6 
69.7 
69.1 
69.9 
"200. 
201. 
2 0 2 .  
203. 
20k .  
205. 
2 0 6 .  
207. 
20* .  
209. 
210. 
2 1 1 .  
LCH2; 
kll! 
wan*(1)»'X'; 
lw-1; 
dlaK(l)-a|I'120! 2x2x2x3x5*120.'; 
cor»'Flne, 2x2x2x3%5"120 Is the LCH(*,30).*; 
unrc'Not exactly: *«2x2x2, and 30*2x3x5, so again we are dealing with t!ie factors 2,3, and 5. Now the highest 
nrt"0; 
next"k9; 
GO TO now; 
next'klO; 
IF nrfl THEN GO TO next; 
IF lndex(reply,'X')>0 THEN GO TO next; 
PUT LIST<'2 In either number Is 2x2x2; the highest power of 3 Is 3 to the first power, and the highest power of 
PUT LISTCS to the first power. Then LCM(8,30)"_ (Again, just type the final answer, not all the 
kl2: 
alwl; 
unrc'No, LCH(t,30)>2x2x2x3x5*120--the product of the highest powers of the different factors present In either 
no TO now; 
PUT LISTCYOU see, any multiple of n and m must contain the highest power of each of the prime factors appearing' 
PUT LIST('in n (or else It wouldn''t be a multiple of n) and the highest power of each of the prime factors 
PUT LISTCin m (or else It wou1dn"t be a multiple of m). The smallest multiple of both n and m should be the 
PUT IIST('contains only these factors--hence the rule about taking the product of the highest power of each of 
PUT LiST('factors that occur in either number.'); 
END ; 
PROCEDURE ; 
DECLARE ans(2) CHAR(20) VAR,wans(3) CHAR(20) VAR, cor CHAfl(200) VAR,.JIag(3) CHARdSO) VAR, unrc CHAR(150) VAR; 
DECLARE a CHAH(120) VAR, b CHAR(120) VAR, reply CHAR(30) VAR; 
ans(l)-'252'; 
a*'Please give the final answer,'; 
wansO)-'X'; 
lw"l; 
cor-'RIght, LCH{12,63)-252.'; 
unrc-'No, ICM(12,63).2x2x3x3x7-252.'; 
dlag(l)«a||' 252: LCM(12,63)-2x2x3x3x7'252 . • ; 
next'kll; 
GO TO now; 
next*kl2; 
IF nrfl THEN GO TO next; 
PUT LISTCTry one more by this method: find LCH(30,100). ' ); 
ans(l)"'3000'; 
wans(2)•'300'; 
lw»2; 
dlag(l)"al|' 300: 2x2x3x5x5-300.'; 
dlag(2)-'Cood, LCM(30,100)-2x2x3x5x5-300.'; 
cor-'Ho, LCH(30,100)-2x2x3x5x5-300.'; 
unrc-cor; 
GO TO now; 
PUT liST('There Is another method of finding the LCH(a,b) that works when you already know the GCD(a,b)—the '); 
H* 
ê 
); 
d of) ;  
) ;  
PUT LIST('greatest common divisor of • and b. The formula LCH(a,b)*(axb)/GCD(a,b) can then be used. For 
P.'i' LIST('GCD(12,63)-3. By the formula, then, LCH( 12,C))«(12x65)/GCD( 12,63) •(12x63)/3 - tx63 2S2 (What you are 
PUT LIST('doing when you divide by QCD(a,b) Is removing all the factors that belong to both a and b--hence you 
PUT LISTCthe unnecessary factors In the product axb.)'); 
PUT LISTCUse this method to find LCM(72, 120), given that CCO(72, 120)"2%. Again, Just state the final answer.'); 
ans(l)*'360'; 
wans(l)"'/'; 
wans(2)"'X'; 
lw-2; 
cor-'Good, lCM(72,12Q).(72xlZ0)/2k -360.'; 
dlag(l)-a||' 360—(72xl20)/2%*360. '; 
dlag(2)«dlag(l); 
unrc-'Hot quite: LCH( 72, 120)>(72xl20)/GCD(72,120>-(72xl20)/2>i -360.'; 
next*kl3; 
00 TO now; 
kl3: PUT LISTCUse the same method to find LCH(90,300> given that GCDOO, 300)>30. ' ); 
ans(l)«'9000'; 
Iw3; 
dlag(l)>a| I ' 900"(90x300)/30-900. '; 
wans(3)«'900'; 
unrc>'not exactlyLCH(90, 300)*(90x300}/GCO(90, 300)•(90x300)/30 *900. '; 
cor-unrc; 
dlag(2)>dlsg(1); 
dlag(3)"'Correct, LCH(90, 300)"900. ' ; y_i 
next*klk; 
GO TO now; O 
kit: PUT LISTCFInd LCM(29k,2S2) given that GCD(29t,252 )'W2.'); 
ans(l).'176t'; 
lw»2; 
cor.'Yes, lCM(29t,252)"(29kx252)/t2.1764.'; 
unrc-'Ko, lCM(29%,2S2)-(294x2S2)/GCD(29k,252) "(29tx2S2)/»2 -176%.'; 
dlag(l)-a||' 176t--(294x2S2)/t2.1764.'; 
dlag(2)"dlag(l); 
next-klS; 
nrt'O; 
GO TO now; 
klS: next*kl6; 
IF nrt'l THEN GO TO next; 
PUT LISTCUust one more like this: find LCH(75,90), given that GCO(75,90)"15. ' ); 
ans(l)"'k50'; 
lw"2; 
cor-'Flne, *50«LCH(75,90).'; 
unrc-'Mot quite: LCH(75,90)-(75x90)/GCO(75,90) •(75x90)/lS -*50.'; 
dlag(l)>all' Ii50--(75x90)/15 -*50.'; 
dlag(2)>dlag(l); 
GO TO now; 
kl6: PUT LISTCThe method used In the last few problems I s useful when the numbers Involved are extremely large--so 
pie. ' 
pies are'); 
PUT LISTCthat you would not want to factor the numbers Into a product of primes. Instead, you can find GC0(a,b) 
PUT LIST('using Euclld"s algorithm, and then use the formula LCH(a,b)-axb/GCD(a,b) to find the least common 
PUT LISTCBy now you may be wondering why anybody'would ever want to find LCH(a,b). Actually, least common 
265. PUT LISTCuseful In adding (or subtracting) a certain class of numbers; least cotonon multiples are useful In 
adding and'); 
266. PUT IIST('subtracting .'); 
267. ans(l)''FRACTION'; 
261. cor«'Rlghtl'; 
269. unrc'l dldn"t recognize your answer. Actually, least common multiples are used In adding fractions.'; 
270. next*kl7; 
271. 00 TO now; 
272. kl7: PUT LISTC'For Instance, to add 5/12 * 7/1#, you are Interested In finding the least common denomlnator--that 
Is,'); 
275. PUT LISTCthe least common multiple of 12 and II. But 12>2x2i3, and Il>2x3ii5, so LCM(12,1I)" .Type the final 
answer.'); 
27». ans(l)«'36'; 
275. wans(l>"'X'; 
276. lw-1; 
277. cor-'Flne, LCH( 12, H)-56. '; 
27#. d l a g < l ) - a l l '  Je—ÎKÎxJxJ-JC. 
279, unrc«'ActuaUy, the answer Is 16: 2i(2x3x5>36, '; 
210, n«xt*kl8; 
211, GO TO now; 
212, kl#t END ; 
55. LCM3: PROCEDURE ; 
56. DECLARE ai.s(2) CHAR(20) VAR,wans(3) CHAR(20) VAR, cor CHAR(200) VAR,dlag(3} CHAR(150) VAR, unrc CHAR(150) VAR; 
57. DECLARE a CHAR<120) VAR, b CMAR(120) VAR, reply CHAR(30) VAR; 
~ 69.1 ans(l)-'29/36'; % 
69.2 cor-'Good, 29/36 Is correct.'; H 
69.3 unrc-'No, 5/12 • 7/18 • 15/36 • l»/36 • 29/36.'; 
69.% next*kl9; 
300. kl9: noxt*kkl9; 
301. IF nrt'l THEM GO TO next; 
302. PUT LIST('Remember that to add fractions that have the same denominator, you simply add the numerators and 
keep*); 
303. PUT LISTCthe denominator the same. For Instance, 5/8 • 1/# • (5+l)/8 • 6/8. If the denominators are not 
equal, '>; 
30k. PUT LIST('however. It Is necessary to first change to a common denominator, and the most efficient common 
denominator'); 
306. PUT LISTCIS the LCH of the denominators of the fraction*. Remember that It Is legal to multiply both numerator 
and'); 
307. PUT LIST('denominator of a fraction by the same non-zero quantity: 2/5 • (Zx6)/(Sx6) • 12/30.'); 
308. kkl9: PUT LISTC'The lowest common denominator that could be used to add 3/16 • 1/20 Is .'); 
309. ans(l)''80'; 
310. cor-'Correct, LCH(16,20)«I0. 
311. unrc'Not exactly. The lowest coomon denominator Is LCM(16,20), which Is 2x2x2x2xS*IO.'; 
312. icorel'nrt; 
313. nrt"0; 
31k. next*k20; 
315. GO TO now; 
316. k20: PUT LISTCThus 3/16 • 1/20 - . (Final answer only, please.)'); 
317. ans(l)-'19/80'; 
318. cor-'Flne, 3/16 • 1/20 - 19/80.'; 
319. score2-nrt; 
320. nrt-0; 
321. next-k21; 
322. unrc-'No, 3/16 • 1/20 » 15/80 • »/80 • 19/80.'; 
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00 TO now; j 
icorel»scorel*nrt; , 
next>k22; ' 
IF nrt-l THEN 00 TO next; 
PUT LISTC'Multiplying the numerator and denominator of a fraction by the same non-zero quantity doesn"t change 
PUT IIST('value of the fraction, because this multiplication Is really multiplication by n/n, and n/n*l for all 
PUT IIST('equal to zero. In the previous problem, then, we wanted to use 10 as a donomlnator, so we could have 
PUT LISTCat the problem as follows; 5/16 • 1/20 • T/IO • T/$0. To get 80 from the denominator 16, It was 
PUT IIST('multiply the denominator by I; hence we must also multiply the numerator by S, so 5/16 •(5*5)/{16*S)"l5 
PUT LIST('Similarly, we must multiply numerator and denominator of 1/20 by 1/20 •(l*%)/(20xk>" k/IO. Hence 
PUT LIST<'addttlon problem Is 1/16 * 1/20 - IS/IO « »/#0 • 19/SO.'); 
PUT LISTCThe lowest common denominator that could be used to add 1/56 • l/kS Is . 
ans(l)-'180'; 
cor.'Fine, LCH(56,k5)"180.'; 
unrc-'Ho, LCM(56,kS).2x2x5x5x5-180.'; 
next*k25; 
nrt"0; 
GO TO now; 
score2«score2«nrt; 
next*k50; 
IF scorel*(scorel-l)*(score2-J)>0 THEN GO TO next; 
PUT LISTCThus 1/55 • 1/S5 - .(Final answer only, please.)'); 
ans(l).'9/180'; 
ans(2)-'l/20'; 
lr-2; 
nrt"0; 
cor"'Very good, 1/56 • l/%5 • 9/180 • 1/20.'; 
u n r c ' N o ,  1/56 • l / k 5  •  5/180 • t/180 - (5*k)/180 - 9/180 • 1/20.'; 
next"k2k; 
GO TO now; 
next"k50; 
scorel"scorel*nrt; 
IF scorel*(scorel-l)*(score2-l)>0 THEN CO TO next; 
PUT LISTCTry another one: what Is the smallest common denominator that one could use to add 7/60 • 8/757'); 
an$(l)"'500'; 
cor-'RIght, LCH(60,75)-500.'; 
unrc"'l 'm afraid not. LCH(60,75)"2x2x5x5x5»500. ' ; 
nrt»0; 
ne*t"k25; 
GO TO now; 
next»k30; 
score2"score2*nrt; 
IF scorel*(scorel-l)*('.tcore2"l)>0 THEN GO TO next; 
PUT llST('Then 7/60 • i/7J • .(Final answer, please.)'); 
ans(l).'67/500'; 
cor"'Cood, the answer Is 67/500.'; 
unrc-'Not quite: 7/60 + 8/75 • 55/500 • 52/500 - 67/500.'; 
ne%t"k26; 
nrt'O; 
GO TO now; 
next>k50; 
icorel«icorel*nrt; 
IF tcorci*(scor«l-l)*(icore2>l)>0 THEN GO TO n«xt; 
PUT LIST<'Try tom« new numfetrt. Ham* the least to—on denominator that could be used to add 1/10$ * 9/70.'); 
ans(l).'210'; 
cor-'O.K., LCH(10S,70)-210. 
unrc-'No, LCH(105,70)-2x5*Sx7-210.'; 
ne*t"k27; 
nrt'O; 
GO TO now; 
k27i scorel*scorel*nrt; 
next-kJO; 
IF scorel*(scorel>l)*(sccre2-l)>0 THEN CO TO next; 
POT LIST('Hence 2/105 • 9/70 " 
ans(l>-'31/210'; 
cor"'Oood, 31/210 Is right.'; 
unrc-'No, 2/105 • 9/70 • 4/210 • 27/210 - 51/210.'; 
next«k2l; 
nr t-0; 
00 TO now; 
k2#! scorel'scorel+nrt; 
next"k30; 
IF scorel*(scorel-l>*(score2-l)>0 THEN GO TO next; 
PUT LISTCThe least common multiple of 70 and 2t Is .'); 
ansd)-'1*0'; 
cor-'Good, LCM(70,2*)"140. Hence the least common denominator used In addIn* 5/70 • 5/21 Is 1*0.'; 
unrc"'No, lCM(70,2#)"2x2x5x7"140; thus the least co«rmon denominator used In adding 3/70 • 5/2# Is 1*0.'; 
next*k29; 
nrt"0; 
GO TO now; • 
k29: score2"score2+nrt; 
next*k30; 
IF scorel*(scorel-l)*(score2-l)>0 THEN GO TO next; 
PUT LISTCJust one more: 5/70 • 5/2$ - .( Again, Just the final answer.)'); 
ans(l)-'51/U0'; 
unrc-'Not quite: 3/70 • 5/2# - 6/1*0 • 25/1*0 • 31/1*0.'; 
cor"'Good, 31/1*0 Is correct.'; 
GO TO now; 
k30i PUT LISTC'End of lesson--you may logout.'); 
END ; 
